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Survey Background
• Conducted between April 27 – May 24, 2021
• Quarterly survey
• CPA decision makers

– primarily CFOs, CEOs and Controllers

• AICPA members in Business & Industry
• 770 qualified responses
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Survey Highlights
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Overall Index improves from 68 to a level of 78
 US Economy optimism up from 60 to 70 
 All components up between 6 to 14 points
 Expansion plans, revenue and profit expectations all trending upward

CPAOI

Rebound in optimism about the economy, organization and expansion plans continues

Economy  
Organization
Expansion

Overall levels of employment are now expected to be up across all industry sectors, 
although with some slight easing of projections after the Q1 rebound.
Finding available skilled personnel continued its rise, now topping the list of challenges; 
with 67% now concerned about inflation, that challenge landed in the 5th slot;  
cybersecurity concerns makes its first appearance in the top ten list. 

Employment 
&  

Challenges 

 U.S. Economy optimism rebounds from 47% in Q1 to 70% in Q2
 Organization optimism rebounds an additional 18 points to 76% 
 Global economy outlook also improves another 13 points; now 50% are optimistic 
 Expansion plans also improver to 61% now having plans to expand 



CPA Outlook Index (CPAOI)
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The CPA Outlook Index is the composite of the 
following nine indicators at equal weights:
• U.S. Economy Optimism - Respondent optimism about the U.S. economy
• Organization Optimism - Respondent optimism about prospects for their own 

organization
• Expansion Plans - Respondent expectations of whether their business will expand 

over the next 12 months 
• Revenue - Expectations for increases or decreases in revenue over the next 12 

months
• Profits - Expectations for increases or decreases in profits over the next 12 months
• Employment - Expectations for increases or decreases in headcount over the next 

12 months 
• IT Spending - Plans for IT spending over the next 12 months
• Other Capital Spending - Plans for capital spending over the next 12 months
• Training & Development - Plans for spending on employee training and development 

over the next 12 months 

The CPA Outlook Index is 

a robust measure of 

sentiment about the U.S. 

economy that is supported 

by the unique insight and 

knowledge that CEOs, 

CFOs, Controllers, and 

other CPA executives 

have about the prospects 

for their own 

organizations, their 

expectations for revenues 

and profits, and their plans 

for spending and 

employment. 



CPA Outlook Index (CPAOI)
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A reading above 
50 indicates a 
generally 
positive outlook 
with increasing 
activity.  

A reading below 
50 indicates a 
generally 
negative outlook 
with decreasing 
activity.  2Q16 3Q16 4Q16 1Q17 2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21

CPA Outlook
Index 68 69 74 76 75 77 79 81 79 79 76 76 75 72 72 76 38 54 62 68 78

68 69
74 76 75 77 79 81 79 79 76 76 75 72 72

76
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CPA Outlook Index (CPAOI)
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Component 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21 ∆Q to Q ∆Y to Y

U.S. Economic Optimism 29 37 50 60 70 10 41

Organization Optimism 46 58 66 73 84 11 38

Expansion Plans 33 54 61 71 80 09 47

Revenue 27 51 62 71 84 13 57

Profits 26 47 53 64 78 14 52

Employment 38 54 63 67 77 10 39

IT Spending 59 71 76 75 81 06 22

Other Capital Spending 43 56 66 67 75 08 32

Training & Development 45 56 63 66 75 09 30

Total CPAOI 38 54 62 68 78 10 40
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CPA Outlook Index (CPAOI) vs. GDP

1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
CPA Outlook

Index 72 38 54 62 68 78

Change
in GDP -5.0% -31.4% 33.4% 4.3% 6.4%
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Optimism for U.S. economy gains another 23 points to 70% 
Both optimists and pessimists cite the new administration as part of their rationale. 

Optimists cite the additional stimulus, vaccine roll-out and pent-up demand.

Concerns included potential policy impacts, especially on small business and specific sectors.

Organization optimism improves 18 points from 58% in Q1 to 76% in Q2
Expansion plans rebound from 58% of with plans to expand their business in Q1 to now 69% 
having plans to expand.  

Of the balance, 21% expect to stay the same, 8% expect to contract a little, now only 2% expect to 
contract a lot.

U.S. Economy, Organization and Inflation

70%

76%

67%

Concern about inflation jumped from 44% to 67%; concern about deflation dropped to 2%

Concern about labor costs declined from 35% to 30%

Raw materials cost concerns ticked up 9% to 41% as most significant

Energy cost concerns decreased further from 15% to 11%

Interest rate concerns inched up 2% to 12%

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey
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Optimism & Expansion

The economic 
outlook for the 
U.S. economy, 
your organization, 
and the expansion 
plans over the 
next 12 months

2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
U.S. 74% 69% 57% 57% 57% 42% 50% 61% 20% 24% 37% 47% 70%

Organization 70% 69% 68% 65% 62% 58% 58% 66% 30% 41% 49% 58% 76%

Expansion 70% 70% 67% 66% 63% 61% 59% 64% 24% 43% 46% 58% 69%
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Inflation or Deflation?

For your 
business, over 
the next 6 
months, which 
are you more 
concerned 
about? Inflation 
or deflation?

47% 47%
49%

34%

29%
23%

19%
17%

20% 20%

24%

44%

67%

2% 2% 2%
6% 5%

11%
8% 7%

18% 11%
7%

3% 2%

2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
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Inflationary Risk Factors 

Which of the 
following 
potential 
inflationary 
factors 
represents the 
most significant 
risk to your 
business?

Food costs Energy
costs

Raw
material

costs
Labor costs Interest

rates Other

2Q20 12% 6% 28% 29% 13% 12%
3Q20 5% 6% 36% 37% 12% 5%
4Q20 2% 11% 39% 31% 12% 5%
1Q21 3% 15% 32% 35% 10% 6%
2Q21 2% 11% 41% 30% 12% 5%
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Key Performance Indicator Summary
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Revenues and Profits 
Revenue projections improve; profit expectations rebound
Expected revenue for coming twelve months improve from an expected 
increase of 3.0% in Q1 to 5.0% looking ahead from Q2

Profit projections also rebounded to a 4.0% expected rate of increase for the 
coming year, up from the marginal projections of 0.2% in Q4 and 1.9% in Q1

Hiring and Employment 
Headcount plans also show additional recovery
Anticipated rate of headcount change improved from 1.5% in Q1 to 2.5% in Q2

Salary and benefit expected costs are now expected to increase at a rate of 
2.9%, rather than the 1.9% projected in Q1

Healthcare costs are now expected to increase at a rate of 5.1%, a slight 
increase from the 4.5% projected in Q1

Spending Plans
Spending plans improve
Expected rate of increase for IT 
spending increased from 2.8% to 
3.5%

Other capital spending now 
projected to increase by 3.0%, up 
from 1.9% expected in Q1 

Training spend now expected to 
increase by 2.1%, rather than the  
1.0% increase last quarter

Marketing spending also 
continues to recover from 1.2% in 
Q1 to 2.0% in Q2

R&D spending plans also 
improved, up from 1.0% to 1.7%

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey
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Key Performance Indicators

Thinking about 
the coming 12 
months, please 
comment on the 
probable 
change for your 
organization for
each of the 
following key 
performance 
indicators

2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
Revenue 3.9% 4.3% 4.8% 5.0% 4.8% 5.0% 4.3% 4.4% 4.2% 3.5% 3.4% 4.3% -5.0% -0.6% 1.2% 3.0% 5.0%
Profit 3.2% 3.5% 3.8% 4.4% 4.0% 4.3% 3.4% 3.6% 3.1% 2.8% 2.7% 3.3% -5.5% -1.2% 0.2% 1.9% 4.0%
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Key Performance Indicators

Thinking about 
the coming 12 
months, please 
comment on 
the probable 
change for your 
organization for
each of the 
following key 
performance 
indicators

2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
Employees 1.8% 1.9% 1.8% 2.1% 2.1% 2.3% 2.0% 1.9% 1.9% 1.7% 1.6% 2.0% -1.1% 0.0% 0.8% 1.5% 2.5%
Salary &
Benefits 2.2% 2.4% 2.5% 2.7% 2.8% 2.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.7% 2.4% 2.5% 2.6% -0.7% 0.9% 1.5% 1.9% 2.9%

Healthcare 5.5% 6.3% 5.9% 5.6% 5.9% 5.7% 5.3% 5.2% 5.1% 5.1% 5.2% 5.1% 3.5% 4.3% 4.3% 4.5% 5.1%
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Key Performance Indicators

Thinking about 
the coming 12 
months, please 
comment on 
the probable 
change for your 
organization for
each of the 
following key 
performance 
indicators

Pricing & Other Costs Average Change Expected

2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
Prices Charged 1.9% 1.9% 2.1% 2.1% 2.5% 2.5% 2.2% 2.1% 2.2% 1.9% 1.8% 2.0% 0.2% 0.9% 1.4% 1.8% 2.7%
Input Prices 2.5% 2.4% 2.5% 2.7% 3.2% 3.2% 3.0% 2.6% 2.6% 2.4% 2.3% 2.3% 1.4% 1.8% 2.3% 3.1% 4.4%
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Key Performance Indicators

Thinking about 
the coming 12 
months, please 
comment on 
the probable 
change for your 
organization for
each of the 
following key 
performance 
indicators

Spending Plans - IT, Other Capital & Training

2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
IT 3.2% 3.5% 3.6% 3.7% 3.7% 3.6% 3.3% 3.5% 3.4% 3.4% 3.5% 3.6% 0.4% 1.9% 2.8% 2.8% 3.5%
Other Capital 2.8% 3.3% 3.1% 3.9% 3.6% 3.5% 3.0% 2.9% 3.0% 3.0% 2.5% 2.9% -2.0% 0.1% 1.7% 1.9% 3.0%
Training 2.0% 2.1% 2.2% 2.4% 2.4% 2.3% 2.0% 2.3% 2.1% 1.9% 1.9% 2.1% -1.7% -0.2% 0.7% 1.0% 2.1%
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Key Performance Indicators

Thinking about 
the coming 12 
months, please 
comment on 
the probable 
change for your 
organization for
each of the 
following key 
performance 
indicators

Spending Plans Marketing & R&D 

2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21

Marketing 1.8% 1.8% 2.0% 2.1% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 2.0% 1.6% 1.6% 2.0% 1.8% -2.4% -0.5% 0.7% 1.2% 2.0%

R&D 1.5% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.2% 2.0% 1.7% 1.9% 1.5% 1.4% 1.7% 1.7% -1.6% 0.1% 0.9% 1.0% 1.7%
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Hiring Plans Summary

14%

45%

4%

33%
2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

Remain relatively strong

Down 2% from Q1

Down 1% from Q1

Down 5% from Q1

Up 14% from Q1

Have right number of employees

Have too few, but hesitating to hire

Have too few and planning to hire

Have an excess of employees
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Challenges Facing Organizations

Indication of 
the top three 
challenges for 
your organization 

• Availability of skilled personnel moves up as the #1 challenge 
• Materials/supplies/equipment costs move from #6 to #2
• Domestic political leadership moves up 1 spot to #3
• Domestic economic conditions move down 3 spots to #4
• Regulatory requirements dropped 2 spots to #5
• Inflation comes onto the chart at #6
• Employee and benefit costs drop 2 slots to the #7 slot
• Staff turnover moved up 1 slot to #8
• Domestic competition dropped 2 slots to #9
• Cyber security concerns are the 10th position

10Top

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey
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10Top
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2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21

1 Domestic economic conditions Domestic economic conditions Domestic economic conditions Domestic economic conditions Availability of skilled personnel

2 Stagnant/declining markets Domestic political leadership Domestic political leadership Availability of skilled personnel Materials/supplies/     
equipment costs

3 Liquidity Employee and benefits costs Availability of skilled personnel Regulatory 
requirements/changes Domestic political leadership

4 Global economic conditions Availability of skilled personnel Regulatory 
requirements/changes Domestic political leadership Domestic economic conditions

5 Regulatory 
requirements/changes Stagnant/declining markets Stagnant/declining markets Employee and benefits costs Regulatory 

requirements/changes

6 Domestic political leadership Regulatory 
requirements/changes Global economic conditions Materials/supplies/     

equipment costs Inflation

7 Financing (access/cost of 
capital) Global economic conditions Domestic competition Domestic competition Employee and benefits costs

8 Availability of skilled personnel Changing customer 
preferences

Developing new 
products/services/markets Stagnant/declining markets Staff Turnover

9 Employee and benefits costs Domestic competition Employee and benefits costs Staff Turnover Domestic competition

10 Changing customer 
preferences

Materials/supplies/     
equipment costs

Materials/supplies/     
equipment costs

Developing new 
products/services/markets Cyber security concerns
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		Welcome to the AICPA quarterly economic outlook survey.  We appreciate your willingness to take the time to provide your thoughts and insights. 
Please choose the category that best fits where
you work.		Are you a CGMA designation holder?		Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic outlook for the global economy for the next 12 months		Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic outlook for the US economy the next 12 months		Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic prospects for your organization over the next 12 months		What are the most significant factors influencing your current opinion about the US economy?		Please indicate whether you expect your business
to expand or contract over the next 12 months		Given current conditions, how would you
characterize your overall staffing situation relative to your needs (i.e. do
you have excess capacity or are employees stretched?) - Selected Choice		Given current conditions, how would you
characterize your overall staffing situation relative to your needs (i.e. do
you have excess capacity or are employees stretched?) - Other (please specify) - Text		For your business, over the next 6 months, are
you more concerned about the possibility of:		Which of the following potential inflationary
factors represents the most significant risk to your business? - Selected Choice		Which of the following potential inflationary
factors represents the most significant risk to your business? - Other (please specify) - Text		Key Performance Measures:  Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following key performance indicators:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Total revenue (Sales)		Key Performance Measures:  Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following key performance indicators:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Total Profits (Net Income)		Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following input/output pricing and employee costs:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 8% to decreasing by more than 8%. - Number of employees		Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following input/output pricing and employee costs:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 8% to decreasing by more than 8%. - Average total salary and benefit package (excluding healthcare costs)		Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following input/output pricing and employee costs:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 8% to decreasing by more than 8%. - Healthcare costs		Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following input/output pricing and employee costs:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 8% to decreasing by more than 8%. - Other Input Prices		Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following input/output pricing and employee costs:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 8% to decreasing by more than 8%. - Prices your organization charges		Marketing & Product Development Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization of each of the following spending plans: please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Advertising, sales, marketing		Marketing & Product Development Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization of each of the following spending plans: please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Research & new product development budget		Other Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following spending plans:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Information technology budget		Other Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following spending plans:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Other capital investment		Other Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following spending plans:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 10% to decreasing by more than 10%. - Skills training/staff development budget		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Domestic economic conditions		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Domestic political leadership		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Global economic conditions		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Global political leadership		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Regulatory requirements/changes		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Staff turnover		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Availability of skilled personnel		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Competition from non-domestic emerging markets		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Competition from non-domestic developed markets		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Domestic competition		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Stagnant/declining markets		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Changing customer preferences		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Developing new products/services/markets		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Financing (access/cost of capital)		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Liquidity		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Credit control/collections		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Currency exchange rates		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Inflation		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Deflation		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Energy costs		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Employee and benefits costs		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Materials/supplies/equipment costs		Please indicate the top three challenges for
your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important). - Cyber security concerns		What other issues currently loom large for your business or the economy?		Does your organization currently
use any of the following technologies or capabilities in its operations? (Check
all that apply)		How do you think technology such as
higher-order artificial intelligence, automation and more advanced data
analytic capabilities will impact financial statement audits once these
innovations become more fully integrated into the process?		What features would be most
important to you in an improved audit process? (Check all that apply) - Selected Choice		What features would be most
important to you in an improved audit process? (Check all that apply) - Other (please specify) - Text		In your view, has technology
surrounding the audit process kept pace with innovation in business technology
in general?		Has your organization had
discussions in the past year with its auditors about new technology and any
innovation they expect to bring to the way they conduct audits?		If you answered yes, who drove that
discussion? - Selected Choice		If you answered yes, who drove that
discussion? - Other (please specify) - Text		If you answered no, is this a
discussion your organization expects to have in the next 12 months?		Has your organization had
discussions in the past year with its auditors about inclusion of non-financial
information, such as information related to environmental, social and
governance (ESG) topics? If so, what have these discussions focused on? (Check
all that apply)		If discussions took place, who
drove that conversation? - Selected Choice		If discussions took place, who
drove that conversation? - Other (please specify) - Text		If you answered no, does your
organization expect to have discussions with its auditors around non-financial
information topics in the next 12 months?		With vaccinations on the rise,
which of the following best describes your organizationâ€™s plan with respect to
business travel restrictions in the second half of 2021? - Selected Choice		With vaccinations on the rise,
which of the following best describes your organizationâ€™s plan with respect to
business travel restrictions in the second half of 2021? - Other (please comment) - Text		If
you plan to ease travel restrictions in the second half of 2021 which of the
following types of activities will be allowed? (check all that apply) - Selected Choice		If
you plan to ease travel restrictions in the second half of 2021 which of the
following types of activities will be allowed? (check all that apply) - Other (please comment) - Text		In what time frame to you expect
your organizationâ€™s business travel to return to pre-pandemic levels?		If you donâ€™t expect your business
travel spending to return to pre-pandemic levels, what is the primary
reason? - Selected Choice		If you donâ€™t expect your business
travel spending to return to pre-pandemic levels, what is the primary
reason? - We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason) - Text		Which of the following best describes the organization you work for or are affiliated with?		Which of the following industry sectors is your
primary business in?		How many individuals (including you) work for
your organization? Please include all staff and owners from all locations.		Please indicate your total annual revenues		Which of the following best describes your title
or position? - Selected Choice		Which of the following best describes your title
or position? - Other (please specify) - Text		In what state do you live? - Selected Choice		In what state do you live? - Other (please specify) - Text		May we contact you to discuss your answers to
this survey for the purpose of producing articles or other reports related to
the survey results?		Please provide your contact information: (This information is only being collected because you indicated a willingness to be contacted for further feedback on the survey.  It will not be used publicly unless we contact you and you specifically agree to be identified.) - First Name:		Please provide your contact information: (This information is only being collected because you indicated a willingness to be contacted for further feedback on the survey.  It will not be used publicly unless we contact you and you specifically agree to be identified.) - Last Name		Please provide your contact information: (This information is only being collected because you indicated a willingness to be contacted for further feedback on the survey.  It will not be used publicly unless we contact you and you specifically agree to be identified.) - E-Mail Address:		Please provide your contact information: (This information is only being collected because you indicated a willingness to be contacted for further feedback on the survey.  It will not be used publicly unless we contact you and you specifically agree to be identified.) - Telephone #:		Please provide your contact information: (This information is only being collected because you indicated a willingness to be contacted for further feedback on the survey.  It will not be used publicly unless we contact you and you specifically agree to be identified.) - Organization Name		UID

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine protection and pent-up demand		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%																												1		3														2						Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		James		Carroll		jcarroll@schielegroup.com		6306050210		Schiele Group

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Politics		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		2		1																																				3										Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Other (please comment)		not applicable		Other (please comment)		not applicable		Not sure		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		not applicable		Privately Owned Entity		Other		10-May		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Lack of workers		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				3										1																						2												Political climate in Washington. Too much partisan politics.		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Unemployment is back to a reasonable 6.5% range		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Government Spending		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%														1										2		3																						Pandemic		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		COVID19 issue will be completed, and everyone will have vaccination timely.		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		3						1		2																																						Money issue		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Yes		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Government 		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		10-May		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				Other (please specify)		Japan		Yes		Sachio		Sobajima		patentoffice555@gmail.com		070-1315-2455		Proactive Co.,Ltd

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Momentum and liquidity		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%																						2																3								1				Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		It was such a shitty economy in 2020 it has to get better in 2021!  :)  Seriously seeing increased spending power in my industry.  Sales and Reservations are up.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		2				3																								1																		ESG issues. 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		5,001 - 10,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Very optimistic		Inflation concerns		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed																																				1						3		2				Covid and if the positive trends in golf continue		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		10-May		$10 million to under $50 million		President				Missouri				Yes		Jeff		Baxter		jeff.baxter@greenspro.com		3143928156		GreensPro

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Neutral		Increase in the money supply as well as the overabundance of government spending. 		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%														3																						2								1				Raw material prices have already more than doubled in the last 12 months. 		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		Limited travel prior to China virus		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		3																		2						1																								Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Massachusetts				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		I believe the economy is picking up steam even before all states are completely open for business.  Once all states are open I believe there will be another, though smaller, surge of business activity.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed						3																														2								1				Pandemic conditions in other countries which supply a large portion of our raw materials.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%																				3																																1				2				Artificial intelligence,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$250 million to under $500 million		Director/Managing Director				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The amount of stimulus money being poured into the economy will have two significant negative impacts, I believe. First, obviously, is the impact of inflation. Second is the impact of people not wanting to work given the money being given to them for free. 		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		We need 1-2 more employees, but are unable to afford new salaries at this time. 		Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2								3				1																																				Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Not sure								Not sure								Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now						Not for Profit		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		Back to summer life, with more travel and spending by consumers 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												1																				3														2				Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Connecticut				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination rollouts and the White House's focus on spending		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		3																		2																										1		Insurance premium pricing		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Other (please specify)		Canada - for Illinois based company		Yes		Michael		Armstrong		mike_armstrong@ajg.com		4165275499		Arthur J. Gallagher

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stable administration in the White House; fiscal stimulus; successful vaccination process; continuing low interest rates and low inflation		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														1												2		3																				U.S. republican party's inability to behave sensibly; U.S.-China relations; global intellectual property protection; U.S.-Russia relations		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,Other (please specify)		Auditors being more reasonable with significant judgments made by management; auditors not doing excess audit work just to placate the PCAOB		Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions,Other (please comment)		Visiting critical vendors' locations		More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Vice-President/SVP				Massachusetts				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Vaccinations spurring reduction in lock downs which should increase demand for oil and gas (my company produces both).		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		2		1						3																																						ESG regulations causing energy lenders and insurance providers to cease lending or selling insurance to oil and gas companies.		Not sure		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		We believe that consumer sector spending will increase significantly, fueling growth.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												3		1																												2						The frequency of changing tax regulations - it makes it almost impossible to develop a five year plan for tax purposes.		None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		the Fed's easy money and record amounts of stimulus.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		3		1																																										2		TAXES!!!!! NUMBER 1 POTENTIAL PROBLEM!!!!!!!!!!		Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Ohio				Yes		Douglas		Smorag		dsmorag@aol.com		2168314105		CM Wealth Advisors

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Covid recovery vs. a market at all-time highs that is bound to drop at some point.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed				2								3																								1												Staff transitions.		None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		States opening back up fully, Stimulus money thats been on the sideline ready to be spent on investment or consumer items.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										2														1																						3		Political Administration tax plan, low interest rate environment for longer, 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Texas				Yes		Steven		Nutt		snutt@mybanktx.com		9036414535		Community National Bank and Trust of Texas

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very optimistic		Optimistic		The vaccine rollout, economic growth indicators as reflected by the Federal Reserve, stock market strength		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%						Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		3																				1														2														Not sure		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Liquidity and very low interest rates coupled with pent up desire to get back to normal after limited personal activity during COVID and potential for an infrastructure bill in the US		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by 4-8%						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		1										3														2																						Climate changes		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		pent up demand and the incredible amount of money the government is pumping into the system		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3								1																														2								Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		President				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		End of Pandemic is number one. Offset by inflation risk from continued artificial stimulus by the Federal government.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										2																						3														1		Political change and the related uncertainty over planning.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Other (please comment)		Lifitng restircitons but we have limited travel and most is in-state.		Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Very optimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												2																														3				1				Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Illinois				Yes		Leah		Cannon		lcannon@nbcrna.com				NBCRNA

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Optimistic		Financial bubbles-housing, stock markets.  Pandemic increasing again.  Inflation - gas, food and basics.  Federal Reserve expanding the money supply.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs								Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed						1				2																																		3				Meeting the needs of those we serve.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Tax increases, more regulations, inflation		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1						2																										3												None		None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				Yes		Thomas		Ruchalski		truchalski2014@gmail.com		9178280042		Skyline Windows LLC

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		We have so many orders we can't keep up, and others in our region are experiencing the same.  With the vaccinations being rolled out, I would hope people would be returning to their workplaces and producing products again.		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		Too few, low unemployment so hard to hire		Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed												2																												3				1				The unemployment rate in our area is extremely low and we have many manufacturing entities in the area competing for the same employees.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		We have no debt and do not require an audit.		Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Federal reserve policy, easy money, low short-term and historical long term rates.  New business coming online led by tech revolution similar to the industrial revolution years ago.  There is big demand for financial services, advisory, tax, bookkeeping at the family level and family offices.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed												2		1																																3		Prices of inputs and commodities like lumber pricing for example.  The price increases are staggering in the past month.  		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Our management team				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				New Jersey				Yes		Joseph		Silano		joe@hudsoncp.com		201.314.4090		Hudson Capital

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2																																1		3				Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		strong consumer sentiment, vaccine rollout		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3										1																																2		out of control federal spending, increase in regulations, COVID restrictions overreach		Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Supply chain and labor market are very tight. Product is increasingly tough to acquire and people would rather stay home and collect unemployment under Biden's extended unemployment benefits than they would go back to work. As a private employer I am competing with the Federal Government for employees. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1										2																														3				Demand is on the verge of being priced out of my market due to scarcity of raw materials		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CEO/COO				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Covid vaccination, new administration policies.  		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		2		3						1																																						Housing policy 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Advisor		Maryland				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%																				1																2						3								Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Material Supply
Inflation
Interest Rates
Government Regulations		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%														2																												3		1				Concerns with liberal government in Washington.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				Ohio				Yes		Bruce		Valentino		bruce@padlocks.com		7403823639		The Wilson Bohannan Company

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Amount of money the government is pouring into households.
		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%												2		1																														3				Number one issue - getting people to work.  There is too much money and incentive not to work specifically in the lower end pay ranges ($14-$20 per hour range).		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Other (please specify)		Faster Audits		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		agenda of current administration is a threat to continued economic growth 		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										3				1												2																						1) the federal unemployment program keeping potential workers out of the workforce by incentivizing laziness 2) multi-trillion $ stimulus programs creating inflation and reducing confidence in USD 3) tax increases on the horizon will reduce funds available to the private sector for capital investment and job growth 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		The Biden administration has put a lot of money into the economy via the COVID relief bill at the same time the economy would naturally be expanding due to coming out of the lockdown and overcoming the pandemic.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														1						3																						2						Transitioning from fee for service revenue to value based revenue in the healthcare market.		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Recovery outlook for main street business.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%						Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%																		1																				3																2						Growing US debt. State and local government decisions to address social unrest.		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Vice-President/SVP				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Government stimulus, federal reserve policies, vaccination rollout lifting lockdowns and restrictions 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2								1														3																								Housing market and regulatory changes 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		COVID & supply interruptions.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														3												1																				2		Supply interruptions & COVID.		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Employee safety		Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Stimulus, improving corporate earnings and COVID shots		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												1								2																								3						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Many segments of the economy have survived the most challenges times of the pandemic.  As more people re-enter the workforce and participate in commerce, the economy should reflect that.		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												2		1														3																				Government policy related to education.		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Education		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		President				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Low interest rates on investments		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2																						3												1														None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Iowa				Yes		Karen		Young		kyoung@ia-sb.org		5153219931		Iowa Association of School Boards

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Commodity prices/availability and labor shortages due to enhanced fed and state unemployment		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														3																						1								2				proposed tax increases		Robotic process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Kentucky				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Workforce availability.
Dysfunction in Congress in DC.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				2						3				1																																		Financing rates.		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Other (please specify)		General manager		South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Influx of the stimulus package. Return to normal or at least new normal due to most Americans being vaccinated.		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed																								2		3																1						Upcoming midterm election. Inability of Congress to compromise and get more stimulus and other bills passed.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Utilities		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Less Covid restrictions so businesses/events can begin operating at full capacity.  Employees returning to the workplace and the impact on restaurants, gas, etc.  More people traveling for vacations		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		2																						1		3																						Housing market inventory and ability of licensed realtors to make a living 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Other (please specify)		both management & auditors		Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				Yes		Janet		Haley		jhaley@indianarealtors.com		317-727-4327		INDIANA ASSOCIATION OF REALTOR

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID response and the economy continuing to open up more.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																								2																		3		1				None		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Wisconsin				Yes		BRENTAN		VIVIAN		BRENTAN.VIVIAN@CERONIPIPING.COM		8153327777		CERONI PIPING COMPANY

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		The current progress and resiliance of our business community.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%										2																																1		3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Government 		Utilities		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Alaska				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		a vaccine and the prospects of returning to normal		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		2																												1												3						COVID		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				District of Columbia				Yes		Michael		O'Brien		mobrien@asla.org		443-995-2968		American Society of Landscape Architecture

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		The continuing COVID vaccination program will allow more business to return to 100% operating capacity as people are able to spend more time out in public.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		1												2						3																												As a temporary staffing agency, we have some employees that don't want to work until they have received the vaccine, and others that are not willing to work due to the supplement that they are receiving from unemployment.		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Rate of vaccinations, ability to travel, ability to secure components as impacted by the world economy.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		1		3																																						2								None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation for all inputs including commodities and freight, supply chain issues, probable significant tax increases		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				2										3																						1														Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Expected GDP growth and dovish FED		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				2										3						1																														None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		President				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Pessimistic		Pent up demand and stimulus.		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Healthcare costs		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				3																1						2																						Prescription drug prices.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Arkansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		People will want to get out and do more things with the warmer weather coming. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3																								2								1												Too much government regulation and government spending.		Business process automation		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		limited travel in our organization		Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Nevada				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		emergence from pandemic and pent up demand for goods, services and travel - offset by inflationary trends and the prospect of substantially increasing taxes - once the pent up demand wains, then I expect a slow down - US and world wide		Expand a lot		Other (please specify)		too few employees and unable to find adequately trained people immediately available		Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%														1																												2				3		Business is strong. We've figured out how to navigate the pandemic (along with our customers). The economy will continue to lag as long as the pandemic lingers (or the fear around the virus)		Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Other (please specify)		an improved process creates better efficiency (either lower cost or more profit to the auditor) - an improved audit process does not necessarily improve the quality of an audit - that is a function of the auditor, how they grasp concepts, how well they understand the business, how well they understand the client and the way and reasons clients do things the way they do things - an improved audit process allows for all the items above - IF, the auditor has the proper ability to start with		Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				California				Yes		Paul		Westphal		paullwestphal@gmail.com		6269912381		The Third Floor, Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Neutral		Increased taxation at all corporate and persoanl levels stifiling consumer & corporate spending. The absoluste failure of the Biden administration to understand the relationship between taxation and economic growth.
Illegal immigration requiring depletion of Feederal and State resources.
The imbalance between resource availability and demand.
The potential of a repeat of the collapse of the housing market.
The Federal give away to support those unwilling to work. 
The uncontrolled deficit spending.
		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		For skilled positions we are unable to find employees with the required skills. As to unskilled positions people want to sit home and collect unemployment and other benefits rather than work! 		Inflation		Other (please specify)		Ours is a three pronged issue of energy, raw material and labor costs.		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%														3																												2		1				The lack of connectivity between the Biden administration and what is needed to continue economy growth.  		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Other (please specify)		In my opinion the Audit process is seriously flawed and overly burdensome		No		Yes		The auditors						None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Other (please specify)		Answered NO - but these are worthless and nonproductive		No		Other (please comment)		Never stopped or restricted domestic travel. We dide restrict international travel		Other (please comment)		Never restricted any of the above		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Biden's actions are all inflationary.  In addition, he has returned to the higher tax rates and tax the rich anti-business rhetoric of the Obama administration.  I don't see that playing out long term for the US economy.  We shall see.  I hope I am wrong honestly.   		Contract a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%				Decrease by less than 5%				Decrease by less than 5%				2																																1										3		The US is increasingly moving toward socialism.  Socialism never works.  It never works.  I will say this again for the kids in the back of the room, socialism never works.  Frankly I am not sure how this will impact my business or the economy but it will be ugly.  I never thought I would miss gridlock in Washington.  Aren't other business owners concerned?  		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Construction		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Kansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		The recovery from the pandemic		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1												3								2																										Succession planning		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		President				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														3																												2				1				Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		the exit from the pandemic, some restrained economic growth, abundant and relatively cheap capital. I'm worried about the political moves to pay people for nothing and the rule of law along with too much money creating rampant inflation.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		1										2																																3				Domestic politics, our ability to find and keep customers (we are a development stage recycling company), energy costs		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Mississippi				Yes		Mike		Hutchison		MBH4725@YAHOO.COM		3372806859		Delta Energy

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The economy seems to be rebounding well but policies of the new administration and the House and the Senate are unsettling.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%										1		2																														3						The proposed Equality Act is an attempted attack on my organization (church).  If it passes the Senate, I am concerned about the regulations in the bill that will impact us.		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				North Carolina				Yes		Jerry		Sumner		jsumner@elevationchurch.org		7042074172		Elevation Church

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%										1																		3																2						None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Utilities		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Herd immunity.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1		3																				2																										None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		N/A		Not sure/no opinion		No						Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		N/A		Other (please comment)		N/A		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		101 - 250		$0 to under $10 million		Other (please specify)		Managing Member		Maryland				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		With vaccines being distributed businesses are being allowed to operate again. There is a tremendous pent-up demand in the residential sector.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				3																																1								2				Lack of available truckers to move finished goods. Too many regulations have been placed on truckers and they are either parking their trucks or raising rates substantially.		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic				Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Deflation						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2		1																								3												Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Not needed		Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Arkansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		federal regulations and taxes; national debt; china growth/improvement 		Contract a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%								2		1																																		3				Trade, national debt, government deficits, & U.S. as a declining world power.    		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		added difficulty to remain in place 		Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Very optimistic		Government leaders		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														1												3																				2		Expanding outside the US		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Overcoming the pandemic, confidence with the vaccine and surge of independence.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%				1										2																														3						Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Strong housing and construction markets		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed																																				2								1		3				Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Independent assurance		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Economy picking up with the rollout of vaccines.  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		3		2										1																																		An infrastructure bill would be a great boost to our company and industry.    		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Construction		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				South Dakota				Yes		Kevin		Moore		kevin.moore@cmcsd.com				Concrete Materials

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Biden's proposal to raise taxes on individuals and corporations will stifle the prospects for economic growth and recovery.		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		taxes		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1				2																																				3						Section 301 China Tariffs
		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		26 - 50		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Unemployment dropping and the number of job openings.
We are in central Kansas.  The only thing holding some back is the lack of available manpower.
		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed				3								2		1																																		Level of imports and exports.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Kansas				Yes		Donald		Wallace		donw@gostarseed.com		7853465447		Star Seed, Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Neutral		Coming out of lock down environment the economy should be poised to take off for the rest of 2021.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Federal Regulation		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				3						1																										2												Energy Policy coming from Washington.		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Other		Utilities		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		A return to normalcy following the pandemic inactivity.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2										3																												1								None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				North Dakota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%								Increase by less than 5%		2																		3				1																										None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Other (please comment)		Vendor meetings		More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		The upward trend of the stock market.  The increase in confidence of citizens as the US emerges from the pandemic. 

The biggest problem I am hearing from colleagues is the inability to hire. It seems many are content to receive unemployment and remain unemployed.  Hopefully, by September, we will see unemployment rates lowering and subsidies decreasing. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed																										2										3						1						Possible increase in interest rates.  Increases in human resource costs (salaries, benefits)		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Uncertainty		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		1		2																																								3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Mississippi				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Growth in Automation and Job Openings		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		3												2																														1				Keeping up with the orders coming in		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination levels are increasing and this should enable businesses to reopen and people to have the confidence to resume their activities.  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		3																																								1		2				how quickly the customer base feels comfortable in returning to the office so our services can be back to more normal levels.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Arizona				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		lack of opening up of schools and sports in the state of Illinois. Also, Biden tax increases on businesses. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		2		3																																						1						slow allowed opening of business in Illinois. 		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				Yes		gary		doll		gdoll5@yahoo.com		3093699617		royal publishing, inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Pessimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		3												2																												1								Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Not for Profit		Education		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				New Mexico				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Job growth, steepening yield curve, getting workers back to work once all the free money runs out.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2										1						3																														Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)		Don't have restrictions currently		Other (please comment)		No restrictions		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Montana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination increases for COVID-19 and related increases in activity		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%						2				3																1																						M&A environment		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Vice-President/SVP				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		the amount of monet being dumped into the system from recently passed legislation.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				1						3				2																																		none		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Florida				Yes		Theodore		Sarenski		theodore.sarenski@capitalone.com		3157489563		United Income/Capital One

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										2																														1		3								None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)				Other (please comment)				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The opening of the economy, along with the number of injections for Covid19.  Increased activities should help with oil & gas prices when travel is not discouraged.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed		Not changed						Not changed		1				2																																						3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Biden administration does not appear to have a clear, consistent message.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed		Not changed										Not changed																																2				3						1								Not sure		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Dealing with the global impacts of COVID19 on the global supply chain, government stimulus impacting the labor market and reversals of pro-business economic policies and energy policies.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%										3																																1		2						Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Other (please specify)		Overall efficiency		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Vice-President/SVP				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Emergence from Covid protocols will allow more movement and spending of money. This will increase employment and activity.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed																1						2																				3						Disease of orange trees called "greening". This 15 year battle has been difficult for Florida agriculture industry in which we operate.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)		We did not restrict travel during pandemic, as we have a local presence only.		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Florida				Yes		Stewart		Hurst		shurst@bhgriffin.com		8636352251		Ben Hill Griffin Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Lots of pent up demand....tons of stimulus		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		1												3																														2				Open the damn economy already......our business continues to be harmed because of the onerous and ongoing pandemic restrictions.....all small businesses are being harmed and many of them have not survived.  		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		The recovery (Operation Warp Speed) and current legacy regulations (taxes etc) from the Trump administration helping with the recovery.  The "danger" within the next 12 months are the push for significantly higher taxes and "transformative" (socialist programs) spending.  The recovery should temporarily outweigh in the 12 month period, after that unlikely M2 growth, flooding the USA with illegals combined with taxes hindering productive behavior is a recipe for Obama "growth".   		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1								3																										2												The threat of the Joe Biden and other radical leftist being unchecked given there is no reporting or accountability in a highly censored limited access/messaging points controlled by oligarchs.    		Data analytics		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Other (please comment)		Limitations are set by the government and their fearmongers 		Other (please comment)		Travel restrictions have been cost savings showing mostly unneeded		More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		Other (please specify)		owner		Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID restrictions easing.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2								1														3																								End of COVID restrictions and the resulting impacts thereof		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		High demand from consumers, especially after all the stimulus.  There is an overload of stimulus in the economy.  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												1																								2								3				Keeping up with demand for our services and finding the employees we need in a high labor inflationary environment is a major challenge.  The economy appears very overheated.  		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		I believe a return to normalcy after a year plus of the pandemic will lead to people wanting to get out and do the things they were not able to do during the past year.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												3														1																		2				N/A		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Nevada				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Improving vaccinations and upcoming warmer weather which may increase travel, restaurants, shopping and overall spending opportunities.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										3				2																						1												Impacts of capital markets and potential M&A transcations based on changing tax legislation.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		The auditors				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		US Debt, even though it never seems to factor in any forecasts.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%																																		3		2						1								Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Progress with vaccinations, end of lock-downs, and pent up demand for both goods and services		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%				1																								3														2						Increasing regulatory costs		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Nebraska				Yes		Don		Kluthe		donkluthe@cox.net		402-630-5744		AmeriFirst Finance

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Taxes and spending...leading to inflation		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		3								1																						2																Cancel culture		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Retail Trade		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Nearing the end of the pandemic		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed												3		1																						2												The pandemic is still a concern		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Potential for inflation and COVID.		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed												1																								3								2				Cyber security risks.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Government 		Public Sector		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Director/Managing Director				Pennsylvania				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Leadership		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%										Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				2																		1																								3				None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		4-Feb		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Georgia				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		accelerated COVID-19 vaccine rollout, economic stimulus, low interest rates, employment levels, consumer demand strong, stabilizing US relations with other countries.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1																		2				3																								none		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250				CFO				Florida				Yes		Ben		Small		bensmall33@gmail.com		732-910-3708		Wolf-Gordon Inc.

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														2																		1				3														None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Public Sector		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				New Jersey				Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		politics		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%																																				3						2		1				Politics; current administration		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		low interest rates fueling the real estate industry		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		3																																		1								2						None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Arkansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very optimistic		Pessimistic		stimulus, re-opening, vaccinations 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%				2		1						3																																				international travel demand		Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Our management team				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		26 - 50		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Maryland				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		1) Keeping Employees 2) Our customers ability to get product, parts, inventory in our supply chain that is bogged down delayed or no availability of containers or transports to be moved in the US and overseas whether stuck in ports or wherever 3) escalating prices in steel, wood, etc 4) concern of inflation to come 5) Rising Insurance costs runaway nuclear verdicts in trucking industry out of control and lawsuits by plaintiffs being financed by third party investors		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%				2																																						1		3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics								Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Housing starts
Federal stimulus
Unemployment reduction		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														1												3																		2				Supply chain disruptions		Robotic process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Other (please specify)		Advisor		Minnesota				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										3				2																														1						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits						Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		President				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		New Administration's changes to tax laws, tariffs, etc. lingering effects of the pandemic		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		2						3												1																												how and when to return to the office		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		Not sure		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		5,001 - 10,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Director/Managing Director				New York				Yes		Albert		Fioravanti		al.fioravanti@tmf-group.com				TMF Group

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Domestic reopening of economy		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%						1				3																																				2				Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Pent-up demand for housing and jobs as we emerge from a reduced economy from COVID restrictions.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Deflation						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed				3						1				2																																		Governmental regulation is a huge obstacle for our business and with new domestic leadership, we anticipate not only a more difficult tax environment, but more regulatory and compliance requirements which will result in additional operating costs.  In particular the focus of the current state and federal administrations on environmental issues and a 'green' economy.		Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Pent-up demand for goods and services.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%																																				2				3						1		None		None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				Maryland				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Reduction in Covid		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										1										2																3														Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID restrictions being phased out should lead to more activity and demand		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed												1		2						3																												Global economy and effect on energy prices		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				West Virginia				Yes		TIMOTHY		NEWMAN		tdnewman@gmail.com		3046398746		Tri State Petroleum

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Neutral		The current administration seems to be losing grasp on all aspects of the economy - could be some real consequences moving forward without a good vision.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed				1		3				2																																								Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		25-Nov		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Georgia				Yes		Jeff		Erisman		jeffe@erismans.us

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The pent up demand and the timing of the slow re-opening of the overall economy.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		3																				1																						2				The lack of drivers on the road and as a result the reduced need for automotive repairs and services.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,Other (please specify)		Honest and open dialogue		Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months						Publicly Listed Company		Banking		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Ohio				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		The current contract awards and sales backlog and the amount of new hires that will be needed in order to meet deman.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%										2		3												1																										Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		response to COVID (shutdowns), prospect of inflation, increased taxes, and more regulation, continued federal addition to unemployment income making it more profitable to stay at home than work		Contract a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%				1								2																														3						We are in the restaurant and real estate industry - availability of labor (not skilled, just any)		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		We did not restrict as an organization		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions,Other (please comment)		We never restricted as an organization		More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Fewer locations - had to close/sell some locations 		Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Government policies, higher taxes and more regulations.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 4%						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										1		3																																		2		None		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Other		101 - 250		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		employment rates 
interest rates
government spending		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		1										3										2																										interest rates		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Housing market is hot and there is are a lot of homeowners that delayed remodels due to Covid.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														1																												3		2				Customers changing preferences; staying relevant in the market		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Income Tax increase proposed by Biden will slow the economy		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1																		2														3												Federal regulations and higher taxes		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		stimulus and savings fueled spending surge, tempered by inflation expectations and higher taxes		Expand a lot		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		2																		1																3												increasing regulation and taxes 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Yes		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		board director		New York				Yes		robert		stein		steinro2@aol.com				assurant

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		vaccine rollout, lifting of restrictions, favorable stock market		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		currently going through a global restructure including employee review		Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																																								1		2		3				increasing supply chain costs due to truck driver shortages		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		ongoing recovery from COVID-related economic downturn
"loose" monetary policy
federal fiscal stimulus		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%										2		1		3																																		COVID		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				California				Yes		Steve		Cobb		scobb@calfund.org		213-452-6255		California Community Foundation

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed						1				2																																		3						Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Washington				Yes		ANGELA		WENTZ		ANGELA@VGFINC.COM		5098656422		Virgil Gamache Farms, Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The Biden proposed tax increases along with the massive amounts of stimulus money and increased unemployment benefits that are keeping lower income workers from seeking employment.		Expand a lot		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees and can't find anyone to work.		Inflation		Food costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%										3				1																						2												Joe Biden's proposed tax rate increases and increased deficit spending.		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Other (please specify)		does not apply to our organization		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		Not applicable		Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Florida				Yes		John		Romer		jromer@pradomcd.com		8132649339		The Prado Group

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Covid is a detriment to our industry.  We do not expect to recover for at least a year.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1						2				3																																		Covid recovery and inflation		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		no or little travel in our org		None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Jeff		Tucker		jhtuck@hotmail.com		3304473490		Park Village Health Care Center

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination rates and states allowing businesses to re-open at 100% capacity. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		1																		3				2																										None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Information and Media		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic as more people get back to work. Pessimistic as the government raises taxes and does not address civil unrest 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		3		1																		2																										Civil unrest and riots in the streets of our city are driving staff considerations of moving away to safer, less urban locales. Our city is. It as safe now, day or night, as it was 2 years ago. You did not survey for real estate/leasing considerations but those are top of mind as our business, and others, look to downsize or move from urban locales. 		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Opening op of the economy as vaccinations are more wide-spread.  This is offset by Biden and the Democrats anti-business agenda.		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed				2						1														3																								Climate change regulations		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Yes		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				Yes		Gregory		Mayer		greg.mayer@shell.com		713-870-4939		506A Knox St

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Pessimistic		Low interest rates. Government spending and tax policies. Plitical bickering These will all counterthe growth potential of the economy due to overcoming covid pandemic and opening back up.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																				2						3						1																low interest rate environment is cutting margin and mortgage rates rising is causing declines in mortgage fee revenue. Too  much cash deposits vs amount of lending opportunities.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Demand for homes. Job opportunities		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				2																																1						3						State and Local government restrictions		Robotic process automation,Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Controller/Comptroller				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Pessimistic		US growth is going to slow as the economy has abandoned traditional valuation fundamentals.  The actions of the Federal Reserve bank are borderline reckless, and there is a threat of increasing taxes and regulation, both of which stifle the ability of business to thrive.		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%						2																		1																3								The national debt is a burden on our economy and should be eliminated.  For our business, we are subject to not just economic conditions, but also to the geo-political realm, which is much more activist than in years past, which makes things even harder.  We need a period of calm, steady growth to heal from our wounds.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Other (please specify)		Efficiency and Speed of Audit		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		The cost savings are immense to not have people travelling as much.  This has been a big plus for our business.		Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Oklahoma				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		End of the pandemic.  Optimism in the markets and spending beginning to increase.		Contract a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%						3																				2																		1						None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination rates, energy demand		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				2		3																																		1										None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Wyoming				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Covid caused more folks at home to do yard projects (pools/landscaping). Perception of a massive infrastructure funding for roads/bridges/telecommunications/etc.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%														1																												3				2		Inflation, expecting demand to outpace supply..		Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		101 - 250		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Some businesses still not fully opened, and don't know when/if they will be.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%												2												1																		3						It seems like creating a flexible work schedule, gave employees a sense of it's ok to change jobs or location. This creates a higher turnover rate, and less loyalty for employees.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				South Dakota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Lower unemployment projections, Federal Stimulus		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		1								2										3																												Availability of workers if hiring is needed		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		lack of labor by convoluted thinking of liberals on unemployment compensation		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														2																												3		1				Lots to make with no people to make it.  We are on our way to being permantely subservient to china.We have an election horizon and they 100 years.  We can not et anything done and they can uniformally get what ever they want done.  We have not brought to the forefront the environmental damage the Silk Road intiative has done. 		Robotic process automation		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Our management team				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1 (only you)		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Pennsylvania				Yes		tim		brown		timbrowncpa@hotmail.com		5709256711		Benton foundry

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Government regulations and tax increases		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed				1				2						3																																		Increasing government regulations and tax increase		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		We didn't institute travel restrictions		Other (please comment)		No restrictions		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Mississippi				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		the U.S. is leading the world in vaccinations, so i believe it will lead the world in economic recovery coming out of the pandemic		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		3																				2																						1						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				Pennsylvania				Yes		JOHN		NADDEO		JNADDEO@WGTOMKO.COM		7243482000		W.G. TOMKO, INC.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Capacity restrictions, being in the entertainment and gaming industry - very difficult to optimize our product and venue.		Contract a lot		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		1								3		2																																				Restrictions on opening up fully, or to what capacity.		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		The auditors				No		Reporting		Our management team				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Director/Managing Director				Other (please specify)		ontario - canada		Yes		Domenico		Roma		droma@caesarswindsor.com				Caesars Windsor

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		labor shortage; no one wants to work anymore		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				3										1																						2														None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Indiana				Yes		Deborah		Sawyer		das@sawyeraccountinggroup.com		3174072155		Barth Electric Company Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The broad stimulus packages are reckless in distribution causing the US debt to grow higher at an alarming rate which I beleive will weaken the dollar and cause major issues in the the 12 months		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1										3																		2																				None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Assumption that Covid restrictions and return to new normal progresses into the 2nd half of the year.  Expect certain sectors of the economy, such as food service, gasoline demand, etc. to partly rebound and make higher contributions.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%						1												2																		3												Demand for many of our products remains historically strong primarily due to demand for agricultural products from China.  Typically prices cycle as S&D cycles on these products over time.  This and other factors require supply chains functioning at high levels.  Any disruption could result in significant missed opportunity or in some cases significant new opportunity, when S&D's are as tight as they are.		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Our business, investment management, has flourished during COVID-19.
We had  significant safety procedures involved.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														3																												1				2		How to get back to normal after COVID-19		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Other		25-Nov		$500 million to under $1 billion		President				Oregon				Yes		Suzanne		McGrath		sue@vcmi.net		5037807813		Vision Capital Management, Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Inflation, interest rates, normalization		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																												2		1						3												increase in tax rates		Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stimulus in system		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1																																						2		3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Wyoming				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		wide spread vaccination
Biden administration policies		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		3																								2																1						Very tough/tight labor market
climate change has impact on the business		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions,Other (please comment)		site visits		By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Colorado				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Cost and availability of construction materials.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3										2																														1						Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		tax increases, covid restrictions		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		2																		3								1																						Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Consumer goods orders and general economic data are overwhelmingly positive and speaking with industry leaders reinforces that they believe this will exist for the foreseeable future.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												1																														2				3		Being able to attract qualified employees is a developing problem.  We are stretching the wages offered, incorporating new and different incentives and reaching out to new networks and getting new employee interest is still difficult.  Additionally, raw materials for production (resins, computer chips, wood based products) is becoming scarce and it is difficult for foresee whether this is just temporary or a longer term impact.		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Nebraska				Yes		DON		WADEMAN		DWADEMAN@GARNERINDUSTRIES.COM		4024349100		Garner Industries Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Pent up demand. People returning to work. Higher confidence due to end of Pandemic thanks largely to vaccines - especially in the US. 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%																				3								2																1				Tax increases		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination success with COVID decline, Biden's presidency		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														2														3														1						We produce a trade show with a large international presence so we're very interested in the rebound of the travel industry and international vaccination progress & travel		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Arizona				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		I think the country is in a good position to rebound from the pandemic.  On-going concerns about vaccination hesitancy and COVID variants still make me cautious.  		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																																				3						2		1				Lead time for critical components for our products.  		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Oregon				Yes		Brigitte		Gentner		brgentner@ericksongroup.com		503-643-8298		Erickson Group, Ltd and Subsidiaries

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Overall expansion as COVID recovery progresses.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1				2																														3												 		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Pessimistic		Biden's plan to increase capital gain taxes, allowing an open border and making the US weak in foreign policies.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%												1										2																						3				COVID-19 has highly impacted the view of senior housing both with staff and potential residents. 		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				New York				Yes		Liz 		Yale		lyale@longviewithaca.org		6073756305		Longview

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stimulus, money in the economy to be spent, higher vaccination rates		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														3						2				1																								Evolution of entertainment sector		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Director/Managing Director				Colorado				Yes		Duncan		Torrance		dwtorrance@comcast.net		303-926-0502		Private

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Govt Regulations, taxes , minimum  wage standards 		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2										3																1																				Tourist industry 		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		No business travel 		Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The new President and improvements in COVID prevention		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%														3								2																						1				New Centers for Medicaid and Medicare services regulations		Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Director/Managing Director				Arkansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												3		1																												2								Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Idaho				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		getting vaccinations higher so as to re-open entire economy: sporting events, arts/entertainment, airlines and foreign travel specifically. 		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed										1										3								2																				runup in US treasury interest rates		Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Other (please specify)		not publicly held, so not an issue		Not sure		Other (please comment)		community bank so foreign travel historically, travel to seminars / conventions restricted to virtual meetings, cost saving issues   		None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Kentucky				Yes		Nathan		Evans		nate.evans@cbandt.com		5025516982		Commonwealth Bank

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		COVID-19		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed				1																																2								3				Miserable national leadership.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Not sure		Our management team				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Government restrictions on re-opening and likelihood of increased corporate and indvidual tax rates, capital gains taxes, death taxes, and increased regulation.		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		3								1																										2												Persistent low and flat interest rates have a negative impact on our business model.
The slow pace of the post-covid reopening is hindering economic recovery in our area.
Micro- management by the federal regulator is stifling innovation and causing it to shift to less regulated sectors. 		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Other (please specify)		More timely results and a process that is continuous and not periodic.  Annual audits recieved months after the audit period are obsolete and nearly useless.		No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Opening of economy after COVID is under control.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%						1																														2								3				Low interest rates make it hard to find a reasonable place to park short-term cash.		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Other (please specify)		Knowledge, by auditors, of our specific industry.		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		The potential for increased taxes on businesses and individuals will slow the recovery from the Pandemic.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				3						1																																		2				Increased call for reducing the use of Oil and Gas		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Neutral				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed										2																																		3		1				None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		So much (borrowed) cash has been dumped into the system that it will be almost impossible for there not to be significant growth this year. It is becoming pretty clear that the last round of stimulus was probably a little bit of overkill - especially some of the unemployment benefits, etc. that were extended to September. If we had a functioning political system, they might have tried things in three month chunks instead. That overkill will actually dampen some of the effect of the stimulus by driving wage inflation or keeping some businesses largely on the sidelines of reopening. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed										2				3																												1						Wage inflation is the elephant in the room right now. In markets with a relatively small skilled workforce and a relatively unmotivated unskilled labor pool, you're seeing basic warehouse jobs starting at $18-$22 per hour - which is more that some of our long-term skilled manufacturing workers. Additionally, the explosion of warehouses are driving up the cost of manufacturing facilities dramatically.  There will be markets that prosper as service economies and markets that prosper as distribution centers, but it's hard to find where manufacturing is going to fit into the equation with these significant cost increases.  		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Tennessee				Yes		Brett		Hudgins		bhudgins@gracemedical.com		9013807011		Grace Medical, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		congress legislation incurring too much stimulus and disincentizing work.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												1								2				3																								housing markets and govt moratoriums on legal actions such as foreclosures		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Continued spread of coronavirus and variants combined with lower than needed vaccination rates, and how it will influence buyers' behavior.		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%				Not changed		1										3												2																										Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pace of vaccination		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed												3																		1																2		Capacity limit at event venues		Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Ramp-up in industrial output and substantial progress on vaccination for COVID-19		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														3												2																		1				Infrastructure plans at the Federal level.  

Potential tax changes		Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CEO/COO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		US Printing money to pay for all the spending		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%						2																												3		1												pandemic 		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Idaho				Yes		Wayne		Vincent		wvincent@panamericansilver.com				Pan American Silver Corp

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		highest prices ever for steel materials used in our manufacturing process!		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				3																																						2		1				lack of proactive tax laws make tax preparation nearly impossible.  The political environment is SO partisan that they legislators are not doing their job!		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		uncertain		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		we don't travel		Other (please comment)		we don't travel		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		The volatility of the financial markets coupled with the ongoing intervention by the US government in many aspects of the economy that suppressed the impact of the pandemic and how that will unravel in the future. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%												1																		3		2																Government intervention		None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers,Other (please specify)		Reduced Costs		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Vice-President/SVP				Colorado				Yes		John		Huddleston		johndhuddleston@yahoo.com		615-397-7104		Credit Union of the Rockies

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		The speed at which vaccinations are administered as well as fiscal policy and tax policy of the current President.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										3												2																						1				Uncertainty related to Federal and  State Tax policy and the related agenda of the current administration in Washington.		Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		unemployment and sentiment. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed																						2		1																		3						Pandemic		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Vice-President/SVP				California				Yes		Thomas		Oldham		TOMMYOLDHAM@GMAIL.COM		7143183727		MBK Real Estate Companies

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Very optimistic		It's being held back by the huge unemployment benefits.  No one wants to work!  I have 6 open positions, no people.  		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		too few and hiring NOW with no luck		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														2																						3								1				freight is obscenely high.  materials availability is a problem.		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		President				Colorado				Yes		Jerry		Enger		surferjer@comcast.net		4846788009		Crown Seating/DNTLworks

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The president. Executive orders. Continuing social programs that do not encourage or require people to go back to work that are able		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														1										3																		2						Communication 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Technology		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				New York				Yes		Stefanie		Hranek		Stefanie.hranek@gmail.com		5712462159		NYSTEC

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Government spending is not sustainable.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed										3				1																														2				As a construction business, the cost/availability of materials and gasoline is of great concern.  Additionally, there is a shortage of qualified labor willing to enter the workforce.  Consumer demand for our services is at an all time high but we are not able to hire personnel fast enough to meet the demand.		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				Yes		Robert		Kurtz		rkurtz@graybuilders.net		5702844170		Gray Builders LLC

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Major Bounce expected  from the Covid Year		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																				2																						1				3		Legislation being discussed at both the State and Federal level adversely impacting the business community		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				Yes		Larry		Dicke		larry.dicke@calchamber.com		916-930-1217		CalChamber

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Industry projections are very positive		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		3																								2																		1				Raw material cost inflation, tariffs		Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Illinois				Yes		Carole		Schwartz		girlonthebeach@sbcglobal.net		8152450137		Logisnext Americas 

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Fall travel - will Level 4's hold and be followed?
Pricing - with labor shortages in areas and food price increases.
Volatility - how volatile will recovery be?  Inflation in areas?  Stock Market and RE Market ups and downs?		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Travel Costs		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		2						1																										3														When will restrictions (travel, masks, etc) be lifted, how fast will people get comfortable and will that take a half year or a year for our business levels to return to anything near pre-pandemic?		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		We need others to loosen their restrictions.		Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Other (please comment)		Probably trade shows out of picture for foreseeable future.		In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Education		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Nevada				Yes		David		Mustard		david.mustard@usac.edu		775-682-5877		University Studies Abroad Consortium

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Lifting of coronavirus restrictions enabling the economy to resume to a more normal level.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Food costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				3																						2										1														Robotic process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Covid 19 recovery underway		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														1						3																						2								Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Vice-President/SVP				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Once stimulus money stops, things will likely slow. Some worry about higher prices for fuel and building materials. 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed																																				3				1				2				Higher costs		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				Yes		Ed		Cooke		e.cooke@twc.com		814-414-6322 		New Enterprise Stone and Lime

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		REOPENINGS,  RELIEF OF MASK MANDATES, VACCINATION PROGRESS, LOW INTEREST RATES BUT ALL COULD BE UNDERMINED BY BIDEN'S EXCESSIVE "COVID RELIEF" AND "INFRASTURCTURE" SPENDING PLANS		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2																																		3						1						POTENTIAL TAX INCREASES BY BIDEN ADMINISTRATION		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		Other (please specify)		PARTNER		Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Confluence of events leading to increased demand within the US manufacturing sector for the foreseeable future. However, short terms US gains may be at the expense of long systematic changes due to the anticipated and dramatic  rise of US labor costs and offshore competition.		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		Unemployment benefits hinder our ability to recruit talent. Until benefits cease, employing individuals will remain difficult.		Deflation						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%														3				2																				1												Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		Dan		Hamburg		hamburg.dan@gmail.com

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Coming out of the pandemic.  This will be offset by fiscal and tax policy from the current administration, however.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2		3																																								1						Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Texas				Yes		Roger		Benavides		rbenavides@smithersconstruction.com		210-479-2500		Smithers Merchant Builders LP

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Pessimistic		I feel that the market is overvalued currently. Our supporting foundation will potentially suffer because of this. In addition, the pandemic is having lasting effects on our membership base which meets primarily in-person. We have lost members that we will most likely not regain.		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed										1										3										2																		Increasing employee benefits costs coupled with an inability to raise customer prices are putting a strain on the bottom line.		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now						Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Wisconsin				Yes		Linda		Druetzler		ldruetzler@tops.org		414-482-4620		TOPS Club, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Finding capable staff and being able to pay salaries they are demanding		Contract a little		Other (please specify)		We have adequate number of employees but they have inadequate skills - biggest problem, and many are reluctant to return to the office causing frustration for those who have to be there		Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%														2																												1				3				Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Lower unemployment and higher ability to consumer spend combined with current stable political climate. We have seen financial disasters under the last several Republican administrations and financial rescues from the last several Democratic administrations so I am hopeful on the political front.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%												3		2						1																												Lease accounting implementation is huge for us right now. On a business model perspective, we are attracting more customer needs than we have throughput for given staffing considerations as a result of President Biden's robust economy.		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		1 (only you)		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Massachusetts				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccinations are continuing to protect the general public, and with these and other steps being taken, business activities are trending upward.  Interest rates and inflation remain low.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2		1																														3				Government allowing businesses to re-open to capacity.  Increase in the number of COVID related cases that will require hospitalization.  Inflation increases significantly over the next 12 months.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Hawaii				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		energy prices are SOARING. 
consumer goods prices are SOARING. 
and yet fed res refuses to step in as political all about the stock market and nothing else!		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		difficult to find qualified employees - stimulus and unemployment creating disinterested people to work		Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														3																						1						2								None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Our management team				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Current retail traffic and spending		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														1																												2		3				The uncertainty of customer demand for luxury goods 		Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		We are coming out of a economy suppressed by a pandemic.  Some short-term concerns around supply chain and labor.  Many still not interested in working with fed kicker on unemployment.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1																																				3				2						Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Michigan				Yes		Jack		Chance		jchance@howardmiller.com				Howard Miller

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine distribution, travel opening 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		3				1																																		2										Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		We are moving past the pandemic, stimulus has greatly helped, businesses are looking for workers		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed				2																																						3		1				The high vacancy rates in the suburban office market		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		26 - 50		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		More normal post COVID activities.
K-12 Schools & Universities moving back to on site activities.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1												3																						2												K-12 Schools and Universities getting back to on site activities.
Metal price inflation.		Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Pandemic ending, unemployment declining, democrats will keep fueling economy until mid-terms.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										2										1																										3		Funded status of pension plans due to low interest rate environment.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Increase in vaccinations and people returning to work in all industries.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														3												1																2								Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		James		McDermott		jmcdermott@polysystems.com		312-332-4538		PolySystems, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Current administration and increased taxes		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				1										2																														3				No one is looking for work. Unemployment pays too well. Businesses are closing because they canâ€™t get staff.
Inventory constraints with computer chip shortage will plague us through the year end
		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Montana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID vaccine is being distributed and things are starting to get back to somewhat normal.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		1				2																				3																								Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																				1																						2				3				Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Customer order level are improving in all our markets except aviation. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%																						3				1																		2						Not sure		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Concerns for raising taxes and too many handouts.  Too many unfilled job openings and people are content to stay on unemployment.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%														1																										3		2						Main issues is the lack of available skilled labor.  Too many trained workers would rather "work on the side for cash" and draw their unemployment.		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		We don't have any restrictions on travel.		Other (please comment)		No travel restrictions		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID Vaccine; people are feeling comfortable about going out.  pent up demand for entertainment, spending, etc.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%										3				1																														2				Major issue is finding people who are interested in working; attendance is the main reason for termination.  		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		covid vaccinations, economy opening up further, employment numbers improving		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%						Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		1																		2																										3		ability to gather for fundraising events, people feeling comfortable gathering		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Other (please comment)		possibly board meetings and travel related to major gifts meetings		More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		3		1						2																																								Artificial intelligence,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics								Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		President				Texas				Yes		Steve		Goodman		sgoodman@goodmanfinancial.com		7135991777		Goodman Financial Corporation

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Increasing vaccinations for Covid-19, huge government stimulus, some increased stability as companies and employers have made progress on adjusting to significant changes in the business environment.  We are optimistic but still consider higher than normal uncertainty and fragility. 		Expand a lot		Other (please specify)		We have approximately the number of employees we need but are having difficulty filling positions; very strong competition from other companies AND large unemployment benefits		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2																																								1		3		Physical move into new headquarters; transition to hybrid model (onsite + remote work); managing demands of increased online retail sales		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits						Not sure/no opinion																		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Supply chain issues for micro chips and other important materials in the manufacturing environment. Additionally, the increasing debt assumed by the US may have a negative impact on the US$ and inflation/interest.  		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		1																						3				2																						None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		10-May		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Flooding of the monetary system with trilliions of debt dollars leading to inflationary pressures.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%						1						3																								2												Concern over the domestic fiscal and monetary policies and their impacts on inflation.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				New Jersey				Yes		Chris		Rogers		ChrisR@Infragistics.com		6099156678		Infragistics, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Ending of pandemic and reopening of gatherings		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		1				2																		3																								Availability of qualified labor		Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Other		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Maine				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Party in power in Washington. They are terrible for business.		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%						Not changed				Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%				2										1																																3		none		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Colorado				Yes		Jim		Altman		jaltman6@comcast.net		3039615164		Welch Equipment Company Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		our order pattern		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1		2								3																																		need to move to a larger facility		Not sure		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				Minnesota				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		While in Q2 2020, we saw a decline in business due to Covid 19, by Q4 2020 we were back to normal levels.  Continue to see declines in some segments (OEM and Industrial), but these are offset by gains in others (CPG and Pharma).		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		2				1																																						3						Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				Yes		Jon		Blake		jeblak98@yahoo.com		7732516176		Videojet

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Covid coming under control. Increasing vaccine availability 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												3														2																		1				Increasing construction costs. 		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Other (please specify)		Joint		Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Biden admin anti business attitude		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%								Increase by less than 5%						1																																				2				3				 green new deal effects on oil		Data analytics		It will have a negative impact		Better fraud detection				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				New Jersey				Yes		David		Misiura		dave.misiura@wacleary.com		732-247-8000 x 713		W.A. Cleary Corp

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Current administration's efforts to curtail the COVID-19 virus and stimulate the economy. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1																						2		3																						Local economic conditions		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Hawaii				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Hopeful with vaccines coming out that individuals will feel more comfortable â€œgetting back to normal.â€�  		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														1												3																		2				Capital requirements for upgrading POS, GL, and CRM systems.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Lack of concern		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Taxes		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1				2																																						3		Apathy		Business process automation		It will have a negative impact		Better transparency				Yes		No						No														Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		We have a service and grants that will be advantageous for the company		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														1												3																				2				Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				New Mexico				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Vaccines. Should open up the economy. Plus the government is spending our future like never before. We are spending our kids money.
		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										2				1																						3														Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		251 - 1,000				CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		 Availability of grant funding from the Federal government

Lessening of pandemic		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%												2		1																												3						 Availability of qualified staff 		Data analytics		It will have a negative impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Patricia		Hassel		phassel@gcbhs.com		5133547077		Greater Cincinnati Behavioral Health Services

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Having a rational President		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%																										3		2		1																		Regulatory issues in the cannabis industry....the legalization of THC at the Federal Level		Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Holding Company / Conglomerate		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Texas				Yes		Michael		Welch		mrwelchsr@protonmail.com		2146164994		Smooth Group

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		I believe that corporate and individual tax increases will reverberate across the economy, which could lead to a significant stock market correction. This could be offset slightly by pent-up demand as the virus abates coupled with consumers' spending of the savings they've accumulated over the past year during the lockdowns. The housing market is a concern as well. There are many unknowns right now.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														2										3												1												Civil unrest issues continue to cause uncertainty for my industry.		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Virginia				Yes		Laura		Terry		LTerry@monticello.org		4349849859		Thomas Jefferson Foundation, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Raw material input costs, inflation 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed						1																				3																		2				Increase in raw materials costs for our business.  Inflation for the economy 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Very optimistic		Pandemic continuing because too many people will not get the Covid 19 vaccine

New taxes from Biden administration 

Incredible amount of US debt

Government spending driving inflation


		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%				3						2																1																						Accounting changes. We are a tax exempt organization and the revenue recognition changes are needless busy work that provide no clarity or benefit to the organization. Lots of wasted resources. Love to see is drop our audit requirements 		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Other (please specify)		Less time consuming. Lower coatsy		No		Yes		Other (please specify)		New audit firm so questions came from both management and the firm		Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		Probably no easing until the4th quarter. At that point, anyone not vaccinated will not be allowed to travel on our behalf		Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		It is both of the above. Travel will be restricted to higher value more mission critical instances		Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		Edwin		Czopek 		eczopek@gmail.com		8474608950		College of Healthcare Information Management Executives

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Political atmosphere 		Contract a little		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees and have been trying, unsuccessfully, to hire for the past year		Inflation		Food costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		3										2		1																																		The lack of labor causing cost increases for our company and our vendors		Robotic process automation		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				3										1																														2						Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pace of vaccinations.  American Rescue Act & Infrastructure proposal		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Deflation						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1		2				3																																								Relations with China		Robotic process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Other (please specify)		Both management and auditors		Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		COVID recovery, economic development, and US social/political outlook		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed												1								2						3																						Social/political outlook		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		5,001 - 10,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed														3						2																								1						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Pent up demand.		Contract a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				3										1																												2						Reimbursement from the government.		Workflow solutions		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		more scrutiny on travel needs		Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine distribution will lead to increase in consumer and commercial spending		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1																								2																				3		Potential increase in corporate tax rates		Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Other (please specify)		Reduced use of offshore resources to complete staff work and lower audit costs		Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Technology		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		3						2																																				1						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		Tom		Larchey		tlarchey@bigjoeforklifts.com		630.916.2600		Big Lift

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Still not sure how government regulation and taxes are going to do but not optimistic on either account		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														2																						3								1				Domestic political leadership, Cyber Security, Availability of materials (supply chain interruptions) Employee and benefit costs, 		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																																		1								3		2						None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Interest rates remaining low and economic stimulus will boost growth		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																				1		3																						2				For our business competition is largest issue.		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Michigan				Yes		Robert		Barry		robert.barry@bergquistinc.com		7343684268		Bergquist, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														1																				3								2								Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Corporate Taxes!		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1		2																												3																Local and Federal Taxes		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Independent assurance		The auditors				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Guam				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		coming out of the pandemic
		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%				3						1																		2																				the regulatory environment is key for our outlook		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Washington				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Housing market is running to high to be sustainable and will likely cause inflation, but people are ready to open the country and return to work.   		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Costs businesses are willing to put out for services I provide.  		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																				2						3										1												Need for expanding from only employee to hiring a contractor.  		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)		Travel not part of my business		Company training programs				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		1 (only you)		$0 to under $10 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		The high rate of vaccination and steep drop in hospitalization and deaths.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%										3				1																																2		Vaccination coverage for staff. Global geopolitical conditions		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		101 - 250		$0 to under $10 million		President				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Currently, the global pandemic and the current interest rate environment. The response and actions of consumers/workforce will be the dictating factor in the outcome of the economy in the next 12 months. 		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		It depends on the department. In accounting, we are looking  to hire, but having troubles		Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%						3				2				1																																				Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Other (please comment)		In process of determining		More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		101 - 250		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				New York				Yes		Rebecca		Braheney		rbraheney@pathfinderbank.com				Pathfinder Bank

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Unemployment rates, the stock market performance, the public as a whole 		Contract a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed						Increase by less than 5%				Not changed																				2		3		1																										Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		We are waiting to see the full results of the vaccinations		Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Other (please specify)		Finance manager 		Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		stable position in the world economy		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%						2		3																																				1				vivid-19 impacts		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Other (please specify)		china		Yes		Marie		Gong		gongcpa2005@163.com		8613962276060		poly-cast plastic s(suzhou) Co;Ltd)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The overall economy is "hot", perhaps too hot due to all of the government stimulus money in play.  The shortage of raw materials (especially steel, red metals & aluminum) is a severe head-wind for our company and manufacturing, in general.  The problem is compounded by the Allegheny Technologies (ATI) shutdown of 4 facilities, the ATI steelworkers strike, overall steel mill capacity still off-line, and the section 232 tariffs still in place restricting steel & aluminim imports.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														1																						3								2				Inconsistent tax policy at the federal level and its impact on pass-through corproations		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		Limited easing on domestic; continued restrictions on global		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		The most significant factor is that many people are still not back to work and that in different areas of the country states are still restricted/closed for most businesses.  The rate that the government is giving away "free" money" seems to be hindering many from moving forward in overcoming the fear of this pandemic and returning to normal.  The question in my mind, how is the country going to recover from the rampant spending this current government?		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																				2		3														1														Not sure		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No						Yes		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Not for Profit		Education		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Effects of stimulus and likely infrastructure bill. Pent up demand unleashed as pandemic recedes. Optimism that pandemic will be under control as vaccinations continue to roll out.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2		1										3																								Cybersecurity remains a risk. Healthcare reimbursement rates present a challenge as they are not increasing in line with inflation. 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Infrastructure plan
Pent up demand
		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		1												3						2																														None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				New Jersey				Yes		Michael		McDonagh		mmcdonagh@marinoware.com		2017854998		Ware Industries, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		COVID getting under control and financial liquidity, 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%				Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														2				3		1																												Federal regulations and resurgence of COVID		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				New Jersey				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination efforts appear to have us coming out of the pandemic in the near future.  A lot of pent up demand for spending and investment		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		3												1						2																												Succession planning.  Continuing wave of retiring "boomers"		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stimulus/incentives which seem to be keeping people out of the job market because they can make more sitting at home on unemployment.		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed						3								1								2																										The ability for manufacturing to keep up with the potential pent-up demand when it explodes due to lack of skilled labor and materials.		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		We never really adjusted our policy, but travel is client driven, so without clients moving forward with projects, travel was limited as a side-effect.		Other (please comment)		We have never stopped permitting meetings, travel, training, etc.		More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		High volume of saved up cash both by consumers and businesses. People will want to spend this and will spend the stimulus. 		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		2		1																																				3								Any infrastructure spending bills. Inflation. ANy other macroeconomic surprises (COVID v2)		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Our management team				Yes		Reporting		Not sure				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Texas				Yes		James		Paulus		james@daseke.com		4693109219		DASEKE

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Labor issues are having a huge impact on the distribution industry.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2		1																						3														Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		People coming back to offices and buying more gas, more lunches, shopping on commute to and from work. 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed				1																																						2				3				Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Presidential Administration		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%												2																1														3								Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		We are in the travel management business so the Covid-19 pandemic has been a real impact . Until the world opens up and Corporate travel returns to somewhat normal levels we will remain less than optimistic. 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%														1										2												3												Office lease contracts 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Other		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Kentucky				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		The idiotic progressive policies of the Democrats		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%												2		3						1																												Craziness out of the Democrats in Congress		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		The government spending money.  Although I think we are in for a shitstorm >12 months out 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed												3								2																										1				Robotic process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CEO/COO				Pennsylvania				Yes		Larry		Berran		lberran@ipipeline.com		484-252-1384		iPipeline

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Adjusting to life after COVID		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										1		2		3																																		Regulations on Information Blocking		None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Alabama				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Lack of labor pool with both trained/certified/skilled and non skilled people to hire for open positions.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				3										2																														1						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Increasing vaccination rates and reduced covid cases		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed						Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		2								1																																3						State of MN Covid restrictions on bars, restaurants, and family entertainment centers		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		N/A		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		N/A		Other (please comment)		N/A		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										3		2																														1								None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				New Mexico				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Post Covid pick up offset by inflation and high government spending / increased taxes		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%										3		2																								1														None of the above		It will have a negative impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Massachusetts				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Pandemic recovery		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																								1		3																		2						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Other (please specify)		Quicker audits		Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		vaccine roolout and deficit spending		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		3																		1																						2						Covid		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccines 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				2						1				3																																		Getting people back to work, cancel culture destroying innovation		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Education		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Kentucky				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		interest rates, employment, housing market		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%												1								3																								2				litigation, renewable energy impact on our long term future		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		President				Mississippi				Yes		Sean		Wessel		swessel@propanetank.com		6627714243		LT Corporation

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%										3																																		1		2				Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				Kansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Uncertainty about the future such as control of the virus or more forced lockdowns to slow the spread, whether violent protests will continue, polarization of persons of different political persuasions, etc.		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%						Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														2																												3				1		Uncertainty about the availability of funding, not being able to hire and train new staff, and the possibility of another lockdown because of the pandemic.		Not sure		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Covid-19 pandemic and vaccination		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed										1		3		2																																		New Covid-19 strain and its effect		Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		5,001 - 10,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Other (please specify)		Expert Manager		Other (please specify)		Japan		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Someone has to start covering the checks that we keep writing and the wealth disparity has widened significantly with the pandemic. Too many people are out of work and the ripple effect of this has not been broadly seen yet (though there are some indicators in certain market sectors)...  A recent splurge of SPACs and over-priced IPOs are also negative indicators in my opinion. 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither										Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										2		3		1																																		FX conversion rates as we expand research into non-US Currency locations		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		Will depend on employee comfort level		Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				California				Yes		Nicky		Barber		nbarber@amunix.com		4083141155		Amunix Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		The pandemic		Contract a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%																												2		1																3		Comfort level of people to come back out 		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Beth		Siler		Bsiler@taftmuseum.org		5133525148		Taft Museum of Art 

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The backlog for goods and services to promote a more robust workforce.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed										1												3																								2		Margin compression and excessive liquidity.		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Michigan				Yes		Diane		Abbonizio		dabbonizio@ubccu.org		989-891-1628		United Bay Community Credit Union

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		The most significant factors include vaccination rates, increase in activity for industries hardest hit by the pandemic shutdowns, employment rates, and stimulus.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										1		2		3																																				None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months						Not for Profit		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Strong demand in my business		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														2																												3		1				Supply/material/inventory constraints and availability issues		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Retail Trade		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stimulus increasing spending...for now.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2		1										3																																		COVID lockdowns		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Retail Trade		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Sr. Risk Manager		North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Consumers are spending money and people are getting back to work.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%										3										1		2																										Cost of labor.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Oklahoma				Yes		Ben		Hangsleben		ben@shawver.net		4055177010		Shawver and Son

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		strength in customer demand and commodity prices		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%				3																																				1				2				healthcare costs, added regulations		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				North Dakota				Yes		Howard		Fulks		hfulks@rdoffutt.com		701-200-4770		R.D. Offutt Company

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		vaccination progress and consumer spend is increasing		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																				2								3								1												monitoring interest rates closely		Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Chad		Basquin		chad.basquin@bendonpub.com		4195661820		Bendon, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1																		2												3																		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Not for Profit		Education		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Louisiana				Yes		Grady &		Hazel		Grady.Hazel@dunhamschool.org				The Dunham School

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		vaccination rollout, stimulus payments, and people getting back to work		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%																												1								2										3		interest rates and the ability for Brexit to impact trade relations with the UK		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Continued decline in unemployment; potential for an infrastructure bill to drive more jobs		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										2				3																												1						Changes to Medicare reimbursements; how soon will return to normal from the pandemic		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		need for broadband		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%				3										1																														2						Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		President				Oklahoma				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		New presidency & the pandemic winding down with vaccine distribution.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												1		3										2																								We manage 2 hotels and we were hit hard last year. We are currently seeing an uptick in occupancy but are finding it hard to rehire our employees. They are flat out refusing our offers of re-employment. Wages and the extra unemployment are drivers the main drivers.		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		We do not travel.		None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel,Other (please comment)		We do not travel		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		The COVID-19 vaccine is rolling out and people are becoming more confident in venturing out.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														1																						3								2						Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Our management team						None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		251 - 1,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Arizona				Yes		Jeffrey		Jenkins		jeff.jenkins@live.com		6232385376		Capital Lumber Company

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Reopening for travel; ports reopening for vessel crews; projects proposed under the new Biden infrastructure act.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed						2																1																		3								Getting all of our employees back into the office or at least onto stable work schedules, which requires day care and schools to be open consistently.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Washington				Yes		Pat		Hernandez		pat.hernandez.mba@gmail.com		3606725634		Marcon International Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										1		2														3																						continued state and federal healthcare funding (Medicare and Medicaid)		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits						Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine rollout - Covid pandemic reductions
Return of job growth		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										2										1								3																						Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Texas				Yes		Steven		Armond		stevearmond@hotmail.com		2144159016		Healthtrackrx

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Socialistic government giving money away, while jobs go unfilled forcing small businesses out of business		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed										1				2												3																								Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		As a company we never restricted, the country did		Other (please comment)		Never restricted		More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Pessimistic		High steel and ocean freight costs.		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%																		2																		3								1						Business process automation		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency				No		Yes		The auditors				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Our management team				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		Robert		Blassick		rblassick@comcast.net		2483210935		Edsal

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		First quarter growth.  Fed commitment to accommodative monetary policy.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1																		2																										3		Regulatory and tax policy.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not sure				Yes		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Texas				Yes		Robert		Tyndall		Rob.tyndall@comcast.net				AIG

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Vaccinations and getting back to a new normal		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed												1								2						3																						Corporate demerger		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Our management team				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The end of the pandemic appears sooner rather than later with vaccination rates rising.  I think corporations and individuals will spend portions of their cash reserves saved during the pandemic.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%						Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		2																		3		1																												Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Increased proposed spending, raising taxes and continued "control" the government and CDC has over COVID		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2																								3		1																		Change in the ongoing business model.  		Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				Pennsylvania				Yes		Melissa		Rhein-Hawes		melissa@milesfinancialmgt.com		4843208711		Miles Financial Management Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Covid and jobs		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2												1																						3												Infrastructure investment - whether or not the government is going to help fund badly needed upgrades to roads, bridges, and other infrastructure needs. 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Construction		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Effectiveness of the vaccine rollout, pent up consumer demand, speed of re-opening the US economy, liquidity		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2				3				1																																						Low interest rates and excess bank liquidity directly affect my business (it's in the finance and banking sector)		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				New Jersey				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral				Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		covid shutdown and shortage of products
		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed		Not changed				Increase by more than 10%				Not changed				2																				1		3																								None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Better fraud detection				Yes		No						No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Pandemic.. 		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Opening of the US economy and the global economy.
COVID vaccinations		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%												2																						1								3								None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Education		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Maryland				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Booming housing market		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														1																						3								2				Control of the pandemic		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				North Carolina				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Food costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%																				1																3						2								Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed										1																				3						2														Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		President				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Increased US vaccination rates and reopening US economy. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%										2																																		1		3		Chip shortage and supply chain issues		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Control of the pandemic. President who is a good leader looking out for the Country. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%						2																								3												1								Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now						Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Connecticut				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		1. Unemployment benefits will expire, forcing individuals to return to work in small businesses.
2.  Supply pipeline for goods has been drained.  Production will increase to "refill" the pipeline.		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										3																										1				2								Uncertain political climate.		None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification				No		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Very worried about the economic policies of the new administration.  The infrastructure plan is a joke and is way too expensive.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%				1						2																										3												Inflation is on the horizon, and will be much worse than people think.  The tax increases will hit the economy very hard.  The absolute failure of President Biden to attempt to, or really address the lack of unity in the country is disappointing.  He is actually putting fuel on the fire.  

The issue of systemic racism is a joke that needs to be put on the trash heap!!		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		251 - 1,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Colorado				Yes		Patrick		Murray		pmurray_75@hotmail.com		3038192626

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2																								1										3				Artificial intelligence		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Kentucky				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%												2								1																						3								Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Other (please specify)		COFO		Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Local business and real estate is BOOMING, but there are labor shortages. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%										Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed												1		2																														3				Labor market - shortage of workers and plenty of jobs		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Utilities		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Strategy Manager		Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										1										3																2														Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team						None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Utilities		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														1																						2								3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Very optimistic		The pandemic and racial justice issues		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		1												2						3																														Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Yes		Our management team				Not sure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		Stimulus, lowering of COVID-19 death rate		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		1		2										3																																		Will economy be able to sustain the deficit in the long-run?
Will there be changes to charitable giving?		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel								In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		1		2				3																																										Not sure		It will have a negative impact		Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Getting past the pandemic.  There are parts of the economy that are doing well, but other parts that are still suffering from the pandemic.  Once those parts of the economy fully reopen, we should be in a position to have a significant economic growth.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														3																1												2						Lack of labor availability.  There are many potential employees sitting on the sidelines due to the government stimulus, which is causing labor shortages and putting inflationary pressures on costs.  These increases are outpacing our ability to raise prices which provides a signficant headwind to improved overall results at a time when we need the improved performance to help repair the damage done to the balance sheet from the impacts of COVID-19.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		pent up demand due to Covid.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										2				3												1																								Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		The threat of inflation brought about by a combination of demand and the increase in the money supply by current monetary policy.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				2																																3								1				On the economy - the radical leftist agenda of this administration which is committed to wealth distribution, consolidating power and tearing down the fundamental building blocks of this country including individual liberty, sovereignty and the free market.    		Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		25-Nov		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Customer Demand
Limited skilled workforce availability
Materials in short supply		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		3												1																														2				The government subsidies keeping workers on the sidelines too long before entering the workforce.
Materials, steel pricing increases and limited availability....ordering at much higher costs.
Customer preferences and ordering habits are not normal, nor accepting pricing increases.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very optimistic		Optimistic		great leadership of our country		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed						1								3																																2		supply chain issues		Robotic process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%				Not changed						Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 5%						Not changed		3								2																																		1						Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Senior Director 		Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Lack of new backlog project activity		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										3																										2								1						None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		as conditions dictate		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Economy opening up after vaccinations		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1				3		2																																								Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				Yes		Gregory		Mayer		greg.mayer@shell.com		713-870-4939		506A Knox St

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		government spending and control of pandemic
		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%				Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														2						1						3																						regulatory
		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Technology		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		labor		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed				2						3																										1														Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Vice-President/SVP				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Incredible amounts of liquidity in the system due to government stimulus and high savings rate.  Right or wrong, people spend when they are feeling confident about their future.  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%										2				1																												3								Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Wisconsin				Yes		Thomas		Pamperin		tpamperin@premiercommunity.com		715-754-2535		Premier Community Bank

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The end of the Pandemic and the return of business to full output.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																						1														3										2				Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				North Carolina				Yes		Phil		Hodnett		phodnett@baybridge.us.com		704-491-6467		Baybridge Management Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1						2																										3														Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Ongoing vaccinations will allow for further opening of businesses. The pent up demand will likely lead to more robust spending as the economy opens.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		3		2										1																																		Government spending on medical research and education programs.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Oregon				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Consumer confidence is high, unemployment rate continues to shrink.  However, some concerns inflation is rising too quickly and there are too many unemployment benefits at this time.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		2												1																														3				Equipment lead times from our suppliers, increased demand for our product, labor shortages.		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 4%						Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed										3														1																				2						Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion						Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Utilities		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Pessimistic		unrest		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%						3		2																																				1				lack of inventory		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Yes		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Controller/Comptroller				Colorado				Yes		Bobie		Froman		bfroman@phillong.com		719-575-7434		Phil Long Dealerships Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		unemployed workers are not willing to take jobs in manufacturing and trades; government incentives not to work are politically popular-the struggle for US to produce is real 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				3								1																																2				inability to manufacture due to lack of willing workers; materials are in short supply and getting worse in the face of increasing demand for products		Robotic process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Other (please specify)		not sure		Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		customer preferecnces		Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		returning to more normal business
		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed												1		2										3																								none		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Public Sector		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Reopening.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed				1										2																														3				Chinese political dispute with Australia is disrupting normal raw materials trade patterns. This has impacted prices for our primary product. 		Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		1. Largely unnecessary stimulus cash flooding the economy
2. Reopening of travel, entertainment, dining
3. Clean up of supply chain disruptions		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										3				2																														1				1. Finding balance between WFH, WFO and some blends and what is the impact on compensation.
2. What is the long-term tax impact on WFH and how do businesses or governments mitigate the consequences?
3, how does continued instability in corporate tax policies impact business planning and growth opportunities?		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		President				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Neutral		expected tax increases and social spending.		Contract a lot		Other (please specify)		we have laid off all employees and are closing our business.		Neither

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Stimulas		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												2								1												3																Aging staff		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency				No		No		Our management team				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Impact of vaccinations on pandemic transmission rates, especially in the US and key trading partners, which should allow return to higher production and trade levels.  For global economy, this may exclude some large markets such as India which are still struggling with high disease rates.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		1								3				2																																		Simmering polarized political climate - we need to see action, but there is now a constant campaign to block any action, regardless of merit, for political reasons.  Necessary changes are failing to happen.  I have optimism that Biden's administration will continue to inch forward, reversing damaging actions from the prior administration, but the big agenda items will be a greater challenge to pass.  The infrastructure improvement needed to keep our economy rolling may fail to happen because of partisan blockage.		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		current political policies and continued pandemic issues		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed																										2				3														1				Both business & economy, cost & availability of labor		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion				Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		Travel N/A								Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Massachusetts				Yes		Mark		MacNeill		mmacneill@greencos.com		6179690020		The Green Company

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Government
Leadership
Division
Not sure who or what to believe in news, media		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Human capital nurses doctors		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		The federal governments plan to increase corporate tax rates that will slow down the economy.  In addition, the government subsidies that are encouraging workers to continue drawing unemployment instead of filling the open jobs that are available.		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees, but cannot seem to hire new employees.  Staying home drawing unemployment seems to be a bigger payday.		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1										3																												2								Robotic process automation,Business process automation		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		short term interest rates		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																				2						3										1												members attending live events after COVID		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Iowa				Yes		Karen		Young		kyoung@ia-sb.org		5153219931		Iowa Assoc. of School Boards

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation
Government		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%																						3														2								1				Supply chain issues 		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Massachusetts				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral				Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														1																												3		2						Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Uncertainty about the Pandemic 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																						1																				3		2						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stock market		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		There is tremendous pent up demand and capital abounds. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%										3				1												2																								Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Low interest rates, rising demand from COVID-19 recovery, massive government spending		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1						2																										3												Financial Asset prices		Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		None		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		1 (only you)		$0 to under $10 million		President				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pent up demand being unleashed as well as cash to realize that demand.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																				3						2																		1						None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		As the pandemic numbers are getting better, it seems as though things are "opening up" and people are spending money....especially that a lot of consumers received economic stimulus checks.		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												1								3										2																		Staffing is a problem as it's hard to find help when people are making more money on stimulus and unemployment.  It's tough finding people who want to work.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact						Not sure/no opinion		Not sure						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		101 - 250		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Biden plans		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed																						3						2														1								Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				South Dakota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		economy re-opening		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%														1																												3				2				Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Yes		No								None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics								Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		President				New York				Yes		Thomas		Maher		tom@pracfirst.com		7168611199		Practicefirst

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		Pent up demand		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Food costs				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										2																										3						1						Continuing COVID restrictions		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		More people vaccinated will allow consumers to feel more confident to get out and spend dollars.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				1										3																																2		Increased income and estate taxation		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Uncertainty regarding Biden's proposed changes to personal income tax rates and estate tax rates; uncertainty regarding Biden's proposed additional spending and the long-term effects of the related debt; uncertainty regarding global supply & demand of many items including computer chips.		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Not Applicable		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Decrease by more than 8%				Increase by 4-8%								Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		1										3																														2						The current administration's attitude toward the oil & gas industry.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		Not Applicable		Other (please comment)		Not Applicable		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral				Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										1																										3				2										Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)				Other (please comment)				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Excessive government spending.  Enhanced unemployment benefits are creating a labor shortage.  Increased inflation due to broken supply chains.		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees but are having difficulty filling the positions.		Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				3										2																						1												We experienced severe damage to our electric distribution plant in wildfires last year.  This continues to be a concern along with the increased government regulations related to wildfire events and utility infrastructure.		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Utilities		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Pent up demand, a lot of liquidity and government stimulus 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														3																				2										1				Logistical delays from COVID shutdown in other countries, lack of inventory, foreign exchange and inability to obtain skilled positions either hiring in USA or with visa.  		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				North Carolina				Yes		James		Workman		James.workman@biesseamerica.com		9809394461		Biesse

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stalemate in Congress hopefully will halt Biden's progressive attempts.  I live in Texas - what more can I say?		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		all of the above		Not changed		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither										Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%								Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		3																				2																				1								None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Vice-President/SVP				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Opening of the economy post pandemic; low interest rates		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				3						1		2																																				Pending legislation (Equality Act) would threaten my organizations existence (Christian church)
Censorship of Biblical teaching		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Country opening back up from Covid restrictions, which is fueling business growth.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed				1						3																																		2				Impact of current administration on oil and gas business		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Georgia				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		talk of pending inflation, labor shortages, and too much government assistance		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														2																						3				1										None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Despite the US government interference with Biden bucks flooding the economy, most businesses are doing well and expanding at a health pace.  Jobs are readily available for those wanting to get off the government payroll.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														1														3								2												The tax structure and rates under the Biden Administration.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Holding Company / Conglomerate		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Low interest rates, government stimulus and the opening up of the economy post pandemic.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Continued government stimulus coupled with declining pandemic statistics.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		1																										2		3																		Work From Home (WFH) is concerning to us as we are partially invested in commercial real estate via multi-tenant office buildings.		Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Real Estate & Property		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Increased government intervention, increased government spending, increased taxes, higher inflation		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%				Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										2				1																												3						No others		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		President				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Unease with political situation and lingering COVID impacts.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														1														3				2																		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Trend to increased regulation and tax increases will counteract any growth from pent-up post-covid demand. Inflation concerns are beginning to impact consumers who can see and feel energy and food price increases despite the reported benign inflation statistics. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				2						1																										3												Movement to real-time and blockchain based payment systems.		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,Other (please specify)		More timely information, the current audit process provides a report so late it is useless.		No		Yes		Not sure				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID vaccinations helping to enable the normalization of manufacturing and supply chain capabilities.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Continued low interest rates		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		2				3																																						1				high costs of raw material may decrease demand, leading to extreme price fluctuations		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		25-Nov		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		COVID control, vaccination acceptance in California, pent up demand and liquidity		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1				2								3																																				Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers,Other (please specify)		audit efficiencies translating to fee reduction		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Other (please comment)		not yet determined		Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Rise in GDP.  Upward movement in longer-term rates		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				2						1																																				3		Continued low interest rates 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		increasing demand, ability to pass on price increases, low cost borrowing		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%														2						1						3																						raw material supply availability and time frames - this is really our #1 issue at present		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Built-up demand and re-opening of consumer-driven businesses		Expand a little

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Increased government spending and unfunded government mandates. 		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Unsure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Distribution of vaccinations
Return of workforce		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												2																		1												3						Moratorium on evictions by landlords		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021						Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				New Hampshire				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Life getting back to normal. COVID - both # of cases and # of people being vaccinated. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1				2																3																												Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Biden's Taxes and out of control spending by democrats		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																								2				1																3						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Mega trend of work from home driving home projects, security, etc.
		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2																				3										1						Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Retail Trade		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Vermont				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		uncertainties regarding stimulus, covid, governmental interference, regulation, taxes, overreach.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										2				1																														3						Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		no change		Other (please comment)		no change		Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		I think that inflation is on the verge of exploding to hyperinflation.  The government is spending too much money.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												2																				3				1												government regulation and inflation		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		no or little travel in our org		None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Almost at herd immunity for vaccinations.  Materials have increased, but should return to normal at about 3 months after markets are open.		Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed																				2																				1		3						The global pandemic going away.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Construction		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Other (please specify)		Senior Contract Analyst		Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Tax refunds and stimulus still artificially keeping economy good. That should taper off over next few months 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																																				2				3				1				Shipping costs and availability of containers		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Other (please specify)		Peon		Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The political climate, impending inflation and tax increases.		Expand a lot		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees and can't find anyone to work.		Inflation		Food costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1						3																										2												The affects of cheap labor entering our country via unchecked illegal immigration, inflated unemployment benefits and free flowing stimulus payments that are keeping workers at home instead of going to work.		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Florida				Yes		John		Romer		jromer@pradomcd.com		8132649339		The Prado Group

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Pandemic and getting everyone back to work.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												1																						3		2														None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Presidential order related to $15 wage, Covid Vaccine, increased wages in lower sector workers which I believe will cause increased wages up the ladder and increase consumer spending		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed												1												2																		3						Covid vaccine and potential variant spread		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		N/A - we have no need for an audit		Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		Coming out of the pandemic has created a lot of pent up demand.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%				Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														1																										3		2						The negative policies being introduced by the current administration. Energy costs, taxes and other regulations.		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		President				Iowa				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		We are a wholesale distributor and the construction industry is showing no signs of slowing. Overall, there is pent up demand and the stimulus checks have helped businesses stay current on their payments. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%										3																																		1		2		Transportation costs and delays, supply chain pressures-long lead times, increased tax rates, government mandated regulations and the time burden/cost for compliance. Trying to enforce mask mandates as we are getting more pushback from customers.		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		We do not have an audit		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2								1												3																										Tax changes		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Connecticut				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Regulatory environment
Domestic Competition		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed										1										2		3																										Finding Skilled people who are willing to work for below market wages		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Other (please specify)		overly burdensome requirements reduced		Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Idaho				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		The rebound as we get the pandemic under control will drive broad growth, including aerospace 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%												3		1																														2				Defense spending, packaging and shipping costs		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Yes		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Vice-President/SVP				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Current administration		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		1		2						3																																						World Energy Markets		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Wyoming				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Party in power in DC and the impact of tax laws on business. Scary stuff at present.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				1										2																										3										Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Colorado				Yes		Jim		Altman		jaltman@welcheq.com		3039615164		Welch Equipment Company Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Optimistic		Out of control government spending, proposed major tax hikes, massive inflation of the money supply, soaring regulation are going to doom the US economy.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Extrmeme high government spending and debt		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed						3				2																										1												Government lockdowns scaring the public from safely resuming normal lifestyles.		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		don't know		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		25-Nov		$50 million to under $100 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Michigan				Yes		Patrick		Heller		path@libertycoinservice.com		5173514720		Liberty Coin Service

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		current administration - not good		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		2		1										3																																				None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				Yes		Kari		Bedford		kari.bedford@chartwellfa.com		6127105660		Chartwell Financial Advisory, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Housing demand		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%				1																																						3		2				Lack of skilled construction labor		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Arizona				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Small signs here and there.  Vaccinations, people getting out and about, unemployment running out - forcing some people to go back to work that could otherwise, number of For Hire signs...		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed						1																3								2																		European market conditions		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Other (please specify)		CFO and Compliance Officer		Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		personal finances of most households in the US have improved during the pandemic there is a lot of pent of demand for goods and services.  Along with the stimulus package released has created available discretionary spending		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%				3																																1								2				Inflation for goods and labor are increasing faster than our price increases to customers		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				New Jersey				Yes		David		Harris		dharris@eastcoastwarehouse.com		908-351-2800		East Coast Warehouse

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Eviction rates.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1										3		2																																		Housing rates & childcare resources for staff. 		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Other (please specify)		COVID audit		Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		size and number of the relief packages - impact on public not needing to want to work 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%						3								2												1																						inadequate supply of product		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Wholesale Trade		251 - 1,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%				2		3																																						1						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Michigan				Yes		Brian		McCloskey		bmccloskey@lasermech.com		2488424060		Laser Mechanisms, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Democrats taking over the majority of the power in Congress and the White House		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed												2		3																												1						Potential rate changes by Medicare, regulatory issue in Health Care including COVID-19		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		reopening after the pandemic.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												3												1																		2						keeping up with changing customer preferences after the pandemic.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Alaska				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Vaccine hesitancy and the state of the COVID pandemic in other countries		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%						2																		1								3																Transportation constraints, global recovery		None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Pennsylvania				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Manufacturing heas held its own; pent up consumer demand for goods and services 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				1						2				3																																		Regulatory issues  - with the passage of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021, regulatory oversight will increase with government backed downward pressure on revenue.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Minnesota				Yes		Robert		Sannerud		bobsannerud@gmail.com		9525641528		Life Link III

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Serious supply chain disruptions affecting many businesses. Also very tight residential real estate market and lack of people willing to work.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				3																																2								1				People not wanting work - too much government subsidy		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		 Excessive stimulus		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																																		1		3						2						None		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		251 - 1,000		$0 to under $10 million		Director/Managing Director				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Economy reopening		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither										Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%										Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1				2																																		3								Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Spending on technology was boosted due to the pandemic.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														2								3		1																										Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Technology		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Other (please specify)		Legal Operations		California				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		No Inventory.		Contract a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		1		3										2																																				None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		Not sure																														Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		26 - 50		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Covid-19 pandemic effects and regulatory environment		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		2								1																				3																		The regulatory environment around energy and fossil fuel usage		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Treasurer		New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Demand and population growth		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		Too few employees but unemployment benefits being paid to people are hard to compete with. People won't return calls after applying for a position.		Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed						Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														1																												3		2				For Arkansas, unemployment benefit rules need to be revised. We get many applicants but they don't respond to a call/email/letter. Rules say they can't turn down a job they applied for so if they don't answer a call/letter/email then they aren't technically turning down the job, but appears to not want the job they applied for or are not wanting to work. Training is not an option since 3 years CDL's are required on our contracts.		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Arkansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Supply chain delays (raw materials and logistics)		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%								Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%						3																																		2				1				-		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Biden economic policies.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				2								1		3																																		School buildings are heavily restricted with contact tracing, government and media fear spreading not relying on scientific facts. 2 week quarantines and protocols difficult.		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Vast amount of stimulus money in the economy
Decreasing COVID-19 infection rate and immunization efforts
		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%										3												2																		1								Climate and renewable energy regulation and markets
		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Utilities		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		
Rebounding and momentum of the economic and employment picture		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														3										2																		1						Increasing competition in terms of numbers of competitors.
Increasing wage pressures for professional, credentialed staff
Grooming successors to the current owners		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Other (please specify)		Advisor, Partner		Pennsylvania				Yes		Thomas		Alvare		talvare@jfswa.com		2154975050		JFS Wealth Advisors

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Good liquidity, Covid vaccine distribution good.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				3										1																												2						cyber security		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		return to the office, release of mandatory face mask, increase oil demand		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										2		3														1																								Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Holding Company / Conglomerate		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Political uncertainty and resulting dynamic business and tax environment.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed				2						3																										1														None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The pandemic		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed						1						3		2																																				Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		As the US and global economy open up as COVID eases, there must be a recovery spurred by greater economic activity.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3										1																														2						None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Mississippi				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Supply chain concerns disrupting the economy / inability to find workers necessary to support growth and recovery		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														1																												3		2				Capacity constraints in the freight markets		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Yes		Reporting		The auditors				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Rick		Dodson		Rick.dodson@malcopro.com				Malcolm Products, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												3								1						2																								Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		 Vaccination rollout 		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%												1												2																				3				Travel industry return to normal		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Information and Media		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Recent GDP growth, supply chain disruptions causing demand to be greater than supply		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		3																		1				2																								COVID-19 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Construction		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Risks include to much government stimulus slowing the return of the labor force back to work. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														3						2																								1						Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral				Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%						Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		1		2		3																																												Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Our management team				No		Not sure		Our management team				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Other (please specify)		Hong Kong		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination rollout & government relief/stimulus programs		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Deflation						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		2		1		3																																										Relations with China		Robotic process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				No		No						Yes		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		It appears that states are reopening and more people are eager to go back to some-what normal life. It's possible my opinion is solely on what I observed in Texas where reopening is sooner and more relaxed than other states.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%						2				1																3																						Timing when customers are ready to in-person events. During pandemic, all services were developed virtually.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Education		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Neutral		The actions of the current administration in Washington, DC are targeted solely at gaining votes from their special interest groups.  There is absolutely no record for the ramifications that their actions are having on the US economy!		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees in some positions and struggle to keep employees due to the governments ongoing unemployment and stimulus payments that are serving solely to encourage people NOT to work.		Inflation		Other (please specify)		the federal governments ongoing COVID policies and the plan to destroy the financial markets by forcing the write-off of valid student loan debt		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		2		1																																								3				The current administration is making the US the laughing stock of the world.  Other countries have already began to take advantage of this by delaying shipments and double digit price increases.		None of the above		It will have a negative impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)		we do very little traveling		Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pessimistic		It is only natural, after the COVID shutdown, that the economy will improve, from last year, even though the policies of the current administration will mitigate the maximum potential of the US economy. 		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		A lot of stimulus funds and pent up savings, increasing demand with the potential of a lack of supply.		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				2						1																										3												Significant decline in operating cash flow.
Computer chip shortage in the automobile industry.		Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		Luigi		Buffone		lbuffone@sbcglobal.net		3127495455		ODM Tool & Manufacturing Co., Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Significant gaps in employment - large number of unfilled jobs due to people not wanting/willing to work.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														1								3																				2								Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine and reduced covid infections and deaths. Excess government spending		Contract a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														3																						2								1				Availability of raw materials due primarily to Texas freeze earlier this year		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Vice-President/SVP				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Supply of durable goods and materials and logisrics		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														2																3														1				Building material availability and lack of consistency in delivery of materials needed		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Texas				Yes		Jay		Vogel		Rvogel@Guidoco.com		2104150936		Guido Companies

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Vaccination rates, declining case rates of infections and easing of restrictions. 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1																																								3				2				Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Delaware				Yes		Judy		Anderson		Judy.anderson@dsea.org		302-382-3411		Delaware State Education Assn.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Opening up of the economy as COVID-19 cases decrease.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														3												2																				1				Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Getting rid of Masks/Social Distancing and lockdowns.  Everyone back to work.		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1		3																																		2								Interest rate increases due to inflation causing the 35 Trillion US debt to become and serious limiting issue.		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		The planned tax & estate changes.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2						1																																3						Pandemic condition continuance and the after effects to the hospitality/recreation industries.		Data analytics		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,Other (please specify)		better understanding of specific issues/actions vs applying global standards		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation and covid		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		2																		1																3												none		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Massachusetts				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very pessimistic		Vaccinations, fewer Covid cases, economic reopening, federal stimulus, Low interest rates.		Contract a lot		We have an excess number of employees				Neither						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed																				3		2		1																										None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		Not applicable.		Other (please comment)		Not applicable		Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		expect increase in taxes due to too many programs by Democrats and money being spent		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																						1		3																		2								None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Parts availability/sourcing very challenging.  We are in the forklift manufacturing environment.  International Truck Association truck demand is the best it has been since before the 2008 economic downturn.  If we can get our parts, production and sales will follow higher demand.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																																				1												Direct material costs. Parts Availability		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				No		No						Not sure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		pandemic/national health, interest rates, partisan politics, national security		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																						3														1								2				Technology costs, aging workforce in the accounting and finance industry		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Director/Managing Director				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Chip shortages and the ripple effect through the auto industry.  Also the housing situation once the eviction ban is lifted.		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												1																								2								3						Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Michigan				Yes		Kevin		Radcliffe		kradcliffe1218@yahoo.com		7343956347		A & D Technology Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														1												2																		3						Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Wisconsin				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		End of COVID		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%												3		1																												2								Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Biden as President of the United States		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		2												1						3																														None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				Yes		Lillian		Anfosso		lanfosso@camparanzazu.org		3617270800		Camp Aranzazu

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID-19 vaccinations and people's willingness to spend		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Food costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																								2												1								3				Increased cost of employees		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The vaccinations and recovery are allowing things to open up.  However many businesses are having problems hiring the needed workers. Concerned about tax increases and additional regulations will mute some of the recovery.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		1		2						3																																						Climate change activists that do not want to allow building new Pipelines.		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination help to speed up recovery of the economy
		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%						1						3																												2										Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Other (please specify)		Ontario		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		My company is a plywood wholesaler selling to the woodworking trade.  this industry is very strong currently, but demand far outstrips supply, and there are severe product shortages.  this may be tolerable in the short run, but will be quite damaging in the long run.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed																																				2						3		1				product shortages, inflation in our industry to the tune of 30%, extreme delays in getting product.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better fraud detection				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		President				Pennsylvania				Yes		andy		wernick		awernick@industrialplywood.com		6107816071		industrial plywood, inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Reopening of businesses locked down during the Pandemic.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%										3										2																								1						Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The shift in wealth philosophy and taxation for the current administration		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				3																		2																				1						Competition from new entrants 		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pent up demand, vaccines more prevalent, states opening back up		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%										1				3																																2		Political leadership, tax law changes, availability of capital		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		President				Georgia				Yes		Stewart		Carlin		stewart@acc-bell.com		7704016111		Accounting Consultants of Cobb

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Interest rates, COVID vaccines and return to office		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed						2				1																																3						Disintermediation		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				New York				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Inflation. Taxation/changes. New federal legislation		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		labor shortage, government intervention and higher taxes, supply chain issues and inflation		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1										3																						2												higher taxes; succession planning		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Kentucky				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		covid vaccination rates/effectivness
issues related to hiring of lower waged workers		Contract a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										3				1																												2								None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%										Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1						2																																				3				Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		employment 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed												3								1								2																						Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure																								Increase by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Stimulus and reopening		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%												2		1										3																										Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Inflation, Supply Chain Issues, Government Regulations, Increase Tax Rates		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		3				2																														1														None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		The auditors						None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Inflation, qualified talent		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																														1						3								2						Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Technology		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		supply of retail units		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3		2																																						1						Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Controller/Comptroller				Colorado				Yes		Bobie		Froman		bfroman@phillong.com		719-575-7434		Phil Long Dealerships Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Federal government heavy hand on business and punishing success, labor shortages, building inflationary pressure		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%				2								1		3																																		Freight expense and availability, uncertainty over income tax increases, raw material cost increases		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CEO/COO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Recovery from pandemic and re-focus on actual issues in Washington		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2						3																								1				Cost and timely delivery of key building materials for our projects.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Optimistic		President Joe Biden and his policies will cripple our economy 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		2		1										3																																		Joe Biden 		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		CEO/COO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														3																						2								1				Material & Equipment availability and lead times		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		We have very little business travel		Company training programs				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		General recovery outlook		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1		3				2																																						Cyber		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		101 - 250		$500 million to under $1 billion		Vice-President/SVP				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		End of pandemic 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		2								3														1																								Healthcare consolidation 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		3																		1																2														Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Current administration's policies on energy (pipelines, oil & gas) 
Current administration's policies on wealth distribution
Stores & restaurants permanently closed during the pandemic
		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%						Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																																																		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel								More than a year to three years from now						Privately Owned Entity		Utilities		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Very pessimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Until schools open up & high school sports are completely open our business will be down. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		3										2																														1						waiting for high school sports to open up to fans. Also, other sports like motor cycle racing to start. 		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				Yes		Gary		Doll		gdoll5@yahoo.com		3096933171		Royal Publishing, Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccinations are occurring at a good pace and private industry is becoming more comfortable with allowing outside contractors into their facilities. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%						1		3		2																																								Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Kansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Neutral		Coming inflation		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs								Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%										2				3														1																				Access to capital, inflation, tax increases		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency				Yes		No		The auditors				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		I am optimistic only if the labor force goes back to work.  There are jobs open everywhere, and the labor force is making more money sitting home.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2						3																								1				We are having a hard time getting the construction supplies we need to complete projects.  Alot of our supplies are out 6-12 months, so our construction stands still until the suppliers get more laborers to produce more output.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Mississippi				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				1				3										2																																Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		All equally important		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Gross overspending by Democrats will totally tank the US economy in 18-24 months. US cannot sustain the extreme national debt load being created.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		loss of spendable income by majority of overtaxed middle class		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by 4-8%				Not changed				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		3		2						1																																						cybersecurity #4		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Strong orders, not a home rum due to cost increases, supply chain shortages, and lack of employee's willing to work.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												3												1												2												Supply chain issues, employee's not willing to work, still receiving handouts.  Continued interruptions with Coronovirus		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Our management team				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Inflation, supply chain disruptions & available workers  		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees and have open positions that are proving more and more difficult to fill. The availability of qualified employees is limiting growth		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%														1																						2								3				Beyond those identified, the geopolitical stage is always a concern		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine distribution, federal government relief/stimulus packages		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Deflation						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1		2				3																																								Relations with China		Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Tailwinds: Increase in individuals getting vaccinated which will continue to drive the economy to re-open. Pent up demand for certain services (travel and entertainment), continued demand for single family housing and a drive away from the urban areas, which continues to stoke the real estate market  The potential headwinds are inflation and tax uncertainty (and most likely tax increases). For inflation, in the short term (next 12 months) I see a willingness of consumers to spend more and absorb the price increases passed along from businesses as they have built up savings over the past year. This will not be sustainable and this will eventually stop, but not likely over the next 12 months. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs						Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1																																2										3				Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Holding Company / Conglomerate		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				Kansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Unemployment rates, gas prices, business forecasts, last yearâ€™s performance, stock market, asset growth, current president 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Health benefit costs		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										1		3																														2								Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				South Carolina				Yes		Laura		Keady		laurakeady@gmail.com		6463699631

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Pessimistic		Shortage of worker, needed materials and lack of customer demand.		Contract a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed																						1																				3		2				Staffing		Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Customer restrictions		Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		10-May		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Kansas				Yes		Michael		Klinock		mhklinock@cometind.com		816-285-3584		Comet Industries Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																						1		3		2																								None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				West Virginia

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Taxes		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed				3										2																														1						Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		President				Texas				Yes		William		Field		tom@thompson-realty.com		9726400		Thompson Realty

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Recovering from pandemic and a more capable executive branch of government. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 8%		Decrease by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		1																				2																3												None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		President				Texas				Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Employment shortages.  Due to generous unemployment program by federal govt some of former workers are not returning to workforce but are staying home.  We need to get America back to work.  Also very concerned w loose immigration policies and lack of enforcement.  		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed				3																1				2																								Employment and cost of capital 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Technology		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Sr Manager 		Florida				Yes		Donna		McNally		donna.mcn6@gmail.com		4077584567		Lumen

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Supply chain problems will continue to constrain the recovery.  The obstruction in politics won't help any either.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1																						2		3																						Planning for a revamping in management style and motivating staff when bringing people back into the office.		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)		almost no business travel in our business		Other (please comment)		na		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		COVID-19 Pandemic - vaccinations
Jobs growth due to consumer demand		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		2								1														3																								Uncertainty about how our business will change as a result of the pandemic and accounting changes.		Business process automation		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		Other (please specify)		Executive Director		Nebraska				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Things getting back to normal with COVID vaccinations, businesses returning to the work place, travel increasing		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		3																										2								1												COVID impact on commercial real estate		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				Yes		Janet		Haley		jhaley@indianarealtors.com		3177274327		Indiana Association of Realtors

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Neutral		Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				2								1																																3				LABOR SHORTAGES DUE TO GOVERNMENT POLICY ENCOURAGING PEOPLE NOT TO WORK										Not sure/no opinion		Not sure								None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$50 million to under $100 million		President				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%												2		1														3																						Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Ohio				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Increase number of vaccinated individuals allows quicker reopening and increased business across all industries.  		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		3										2																														1						Rising health costs for employees; rising energy and potential fuel shortages due to Biden's plan to move to more green energy initiatives too quickly.  		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		President				North Carolina				Yes		Kevin		McLeod		kevin@carolinameadows.net		9193707123		Carolina Meadows, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		The rollout of the COVID-19 vaccines will hopefully start to open up the economy 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Herd vaccination is going to allow opening up of many sectors of the economy that were shut down during COVID19.  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				3																				1		2																								Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Information and Media		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		New administration, business confidence		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed										1										2										3																				Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		End of mortgage moratorium and how that would unwind.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										2																						3														1		Trade wars and supply chain disruptions		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				California				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Getting things back to normal after the Pandemic.
Gasoline shortages.
		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														2														1								3														Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No						Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Missouri				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Fuel costs, rise in inflation, and value of dollar.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed																																		3		2				1								Replacement parts for machinery and any capital that goes with this.		Robotic process automation		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Maryland				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Labor shortage and the "free" unemployment offered, which is keeping many people off of the payroll		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		We can't find enough!		Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3								2		1																																		The availability of labor.  They don't even need to be skilled - we will train.  		Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Wisconsin				Yes		Kirsten		Claas		kclaas@mahlerclean.com		4148473114		PSAB Enterprises/MahlerClean

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Unsure how far the current administration will push his agenda to the detriment of the economy.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		3		2																																										1				Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		Consumer buying power...		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		All of the above.		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed						3														2						1																						Domestic civil unrest.		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Information and Media		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Other (please specify)		All States		Yes		Michael		Grimes		mgrimes@videoship.com		6137965383		Videoship

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Economy continues to open back up and jobs are available - we just need the current administration to reduce unemployment benefits so our society is motivated to return to work.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed				3								2		1																																		Our biggest concern is finding help with limited access to international employees and an unmotivated workforce due to large unemployment benefits.		Not sure		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Dakota				Yes		Emily		Klym		emilyk@medora.com		7016234434 Ext 8818		Theodore Roosevelt Medora Foundation

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Inflation risk		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed														2								3														1														Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Kansas				Yes		Faye		Jones		fjones@treanorhl.com		9134846410		TreanorHL

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Neutral		Availability of vaccines, children back  in school, pent up leisure demand.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														2																												1		3				Unemployment and the loss of employer provided health insurance.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Maine				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Pessimistic		Reduction in COVID-19 cases and increase in vaccinations. Recent legislation will help in the short run but the debt overhang will weigh on the economy in the long run.		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2																				3		1																						We provide wholesale funding to U.S. financial institutions and the excessive amount of deposits / liquidity is driving down the need to our funding. Passage of more stimulus or economic packages in the U.S. will only exacerbate the situation. We need the employment and economy to pick up to drain the excess liquidity / deposits from financial institutions. 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Other		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		President				Kansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Stocks market has taken the pandemic in stride and unemployment is low		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Government Spending		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Pandemic under control		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				3						1																																				2		Regulatory changes for treatment of independent contractors		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		PENT-UP DEMAND FROM COVID IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, DEMOGRAPHICS IN OUR AREA HAVE HIGHER THAT AVERAGE DISPOSABLE INCOME, AND LACK OF SIGNIFICANT INFLATION ONLY DAMPENED BY LACK OF INVENTORY.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														1																						2								3						Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Covid slowing down into summer months
Hope for higher vaccine adoption
Strengthening job market and lower unemployment 
Cont low interest rates 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												1								2												3																		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Good jobs report. Plenty of money in consumerâ€™s hands.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														1						3																2												cyber security is critical to our economy		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				Florida				Yes		Frank		Gwaltney		fgwaltney@gatepetro.com		904 448 2958		Gate Petroleum Company

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Consumer spending		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				2						3				1																																				None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)				Not sure/no opinion		No						Not applicable (answered yes)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																																										2		1		3				Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Based on pent-up demand from the COVID downturn in the previous year.  Companies reduced all their inventories and there is no excess inventory in the supply chains.  		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%												1																												2				3				We are a manufacturer - 24/7 operation in textile manufacturing.  We have not been able to rehire all the employees laid off during COVID even though we have tried.  The federal stimulus packages are affecting the desire of a certain population to go back to work.  They are willing to do nothing for a lesser amount. 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Coming out of the pandemic, low interest rates, businesses opening back up.  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																						1										3												2				Supply chain disruptions and travel bans due to pandemic.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Idaho				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Consumer confidence, that the pandemic is behind and it is safe to "resume" certain activities, travel, etc. Misinformation about vaccines, coronavirus, etc, is far from helpful.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed				2																								1																3				Domestic political climate was challenging for past few years because of racial tensions in urban area where we conduct business, gaslighting by political "leaders," and unnecessary rhetoric. A steady voice, and an actual vision would be helpful. The throw 'shit at the wall and see what sticks' attitude is terrible for our business. A vision has been nice to see, and government spending on seriously meaningful infrastructure would be welcomed.

I have stopped giving to AICPA and MICPA political funds because of the causes the funds have supported, and the politicians who typically drive those causes. It gets to a certain point when lower taxes are no longer beneficial to the public good, and I believe we are well past that point. TCJA was a significant handout to the wealthy, and my clients are struggling now more than ever. We keep hearing tax cuts will lead to economic growth, but there is absolutely no research that supports that notion.

Having studied economics in college, at a conservative institution at that, it is clear that the 'trickle-down' is good in theory, but when those at the top get the choice to give to others, or keep for themselves, they almost always do the latter.

I welcome what the AICPA does for the profession from a service standpoint, but from a political one, it doesn't always make sense to me. Gaining clarity on key issues is a positive, but continually simplifying the tax code merely seeks to render the CPA obsolete.		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers,Other (please specify)		The biggest benefit of this comes back to cost. The better everything gets in terms of efficiency, the better the cost can be as well.		No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Increased unease with public health, coupled with real estate 'bubble' exacerbated by the pandemic.		Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		Inflation and escalating government debt		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																				1						3																2						Cyber security		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Growth in successfully vaccinating the US population.
recent decisions by states to loosen pandemic restrictions		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														2						3										1																		Rate environment
Speed and magnitude of economic recovery		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Other (please specify)				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Banking		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Buisness Investment and consumer spending look to be poised to increase as cash has been added to the system and believe it will come off the sidelines and deployed.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										1																										3										2				Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Texas				Yes		Steven		Nutt		snutt@mybanktx.com		9036414535		Community National Bank and Trust of Texas

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Supply chain coming back on board.  Customer demands are currently high and will remain high as the supply chain becomes more available.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%												1		3																												2						Tax increases will create less funds for capital expenditures and the current cost increases impact on our customers and their operations.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team						None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Michigan				Yes		Allen		Thigpen		ATHIGPEN@HARBORSTEEL.COM		2313295424		HARBOR STEEL & SUPPLY CORP

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		housing demand, pent up demand for auto & durable goods		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																				1		3		2																								lowest ever US interest rates		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				New Mexico				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Inability to find workers.  Too many want to stay home on unemployment.  		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Insurances, health and all others.  		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed														1						3																						2								None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Florida				Yes		Tom		Jennings		tomj@payrolls-plus.com		9542528463;102		PayrollsPlus 

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Demand v. supply, available consumer spending, housing sales and building, infrastructure monies to state.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																								3																		1				2				Artificial intelligence,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		increase in US and international travel		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed												3												2		1																								Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Information and Media		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Allowing International Travel		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														2								1																				3						International Travel		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Nevada				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		COVID under control		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		1												2																														3						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Metrics and measurements		The auditors						Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%										2										1																						3								Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Banking		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Demand for products and services is still high with little slowdown in the St forecast 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Overspending by the federal government, lack of people willing to work at current wage rates due to inflated unemployment benefits.		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		Too few employees, hard time finding any willing to work		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed														2																														1		3		Government mismanagement of taxes & spending.		Robotic process automation		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Consumers seem to have a surplus of cash/savings they accumulated over COVID days when parks, vacations, travel expense was limited.  They also received stimulus money and they seem to be spending it!		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%				2																																1										3		Supply chain issues - our manufacturers are not able to get workers (due to people being paid high unemployment amounts to not work).  And manufactures are out of some components and cannot produce product on order.  We have a tremendously high backorder file. 		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million						South Carolina				Yes		Ron		Robinson		RonR@cuiheat.com				CUI

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Post pandemic lift, continued government accommodations, still low inflation and interest rates.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed		Increase by more than 10%				Not changed				Increase by more than 10%				2																1		3																										Demographic changes/demand, business model viability.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		President				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Coming out of Covid.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												3		2								1																										The continued consolidation of our customer base.		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Minnesota				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Jobs Act and Vaccines!!		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%														3				1																										2				Scaling up fast enough to fill demand.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Increased interest in homes 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed										3																		2																1				Cargo log jams at ports 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Other (please specify)		Faster, cheaper 		No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Costs are skyrocketing.  Projects will not be financed.		Contract a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%										3				2																						1												The economic implosion that comes with having a pandemic and printing money to make people feel that there is no cost to the pandemic.		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Maine				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Federal stimulus and various rescue plans have provided significant liquidity.  Limitation on activities such and dining, travel and indoor events such as concerts and sporting events have increased the savings rates for many families. 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%														1																												2		3				Short supply of labor is limiting our growth.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Brian		Gribble		bgribble@bex.net		4199448588		Cutting Edge Countertops, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		End of Pandemic restrictions, pent up consumer demand, consumer spending.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed												2																								3						1						Domestic Tax policy		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The pent up consumer demand to discharge some of its savings as the economy opens up following the influence of the COVID vaccinations on the pandemic. The run-off election in CA (my state) and its influence on a worthless governor who now is reacting to the recall election by opening up the economy and giving resources to the populus that can reinvest into the economy.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%																																				1				2		3						Staffing - The inability to maintain a complete workforce resulting from the stimulus payments which makes it hard to maintain certain critical components of our workforce.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Retail Trade		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination deployment
Reduced restrictions		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%				2								3												1																										Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Government 		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Positive influence of decline in COVID-19 infection rates, offset by lingering issues with supply chain driving costs up for many supplies, especially in construction materials		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Construction materials (steel, concrete)		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		3		2						1																																						COVID-19 pandemic impact on employment, small businesses, supply chain		Artificial intelligence,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Very optimistic		Negative impacts from covid and poor previous leadership coupled with positive impacts from the current administration.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2																				3																								1				Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Kentucky				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		COVID vaccine reluctance; excessive stimulus and infrastructure debate taking away from shorter term issues; political gridlock in DC		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%				Decrease by less than 5%																						2																				3				1		NA		Not sure		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						Yes		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccines		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				2																3																						1						Immigration and access to foreign workers.		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Washington				Yes		Tyler		Munson		munsonta@gmail.com		5093075744		Borton Fruit

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Strong job demand, increased wage levels, continued government stimulus spending, large cities reopening and more people being vaccinated.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		1								3																						2																Loan demand, credit conditions and interest rate changes.		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Workout Officer 		New York				Yes		Edward		Mueller		edmbraintreevt@gmail.com 		847/845-7251		Santander 

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Opening of economy		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																																				1						2		3				Inflation is really starting to be noticed in wages and raw material costs.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		CFO				Texas				Yes		Robert		Hull		robert.hull@gmail.com		817.992.0244 		Panini America

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Rate of recovery from the pandemic 		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		People continuing to get vaccinated 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed												3												2						1																				None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination roll out success and pent up consumer demand in many industries		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		2				1				3																																						Covid-19, risk of inflation, risk of tax law changes that increase tax rates in US		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Minnesota				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		energy prices primarily diesel fuel. 
inflation happening but being disguised in media and feds. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																																				1				2				3				liability insurance premiums skyrocketing. 
		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The opening of the economy.  Inflation is a concern but growth will support it.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		1																								3																				2		Future government defense spending.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No						Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Deficit, inflation, specific market conditions		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		3												1																														2						Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				New York				Yes		gary		bashur		gbashur@gmail.com		6469602740		9488076674

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										1				3																												2								Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		wide distribution of Covid vaccine, strong employment, return to office and public spaces		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														3										1		2																						changing consumer preferences		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Other (please specify)		cfo				Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		5,001 - 10,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Other (please specify)		regional operating		New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Party in charge of the WH.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										3																														1		2								None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Uncertainty		Contract a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure								Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed						Not changed						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		3		1		2																																												Not sure		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Restrictions		Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Political climate.  Current presidential administration has eliminated a number of federal contracts.		Contract a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%				1										2																3																				Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Company training programs				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Arizona				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Increased vaccination rates are allowing more parts of the economy to open up, especially in the travel and hospitality industries. Pent up demand is driving increased demand for those services.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														2												3																		1				People not wanting to return to the workforce is resulting in large demand for labor.		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Other (please specify)		Lower cost		Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		Vice-President/SVP				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Expansion following the pandemic lockdowns		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed				1										3										2																								Gasoline shortages
Corona virus for non -vaccinated		None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		end of Covid era		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																								3				1																2				changes in taxes and tax laws		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Other (please specify)		not auditing so not qualified to judge		Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		1 (only you)		$0 to under $10 million		President				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Job growth is positive and people are going back to work in larger numbers which will help increase spending in retail & restaurants.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														3														1																2						None of the above		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Companies are ready to get back to being fully open, and there is pent-up demand among consumers. This should drive strong earnings and GDP.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%																		1																3										2				Supply chain logistics - air freight prices are still high/delivery times are longer than normal. 

Worldwide shortage of chips, which is causing a decrease in some production areas, negatively affect our business.

COVID-19 precautions have hampered travel, making it difficult to accomplish some company-wide goals (such as training that takes place at HQ, international teams meeting in person, etc.)		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Controller/Comptroller				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																												1														2				3				None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		10-May		$250 million to under $500 million		Controller/Comptroller				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																						1																		2						3				Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		1,001 - 5,000				CFO				New Jersey

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Can't find employees...  price to hire is rising significantly.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				2										1																										3										Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				South Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		coming out of the pandemic and things getting back to normal		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed																				1								2		3																		evictions		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)		Never had restrictions - minimal travel required		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Increase in customer activity. Desire for people to re-engage		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		3												2												1																						Overall market and political stability		Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		I do not audit		Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		end of government restrictions relating to pandemic		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		2								1														3																								changing demographics of customer base		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Our #1 issue right now is finding people that want to work.  We have raised our starting wage by $2/hour and still can't seem to find people that are willing to leave unemployment and start working.  This is having a negative impact on our ability to meet customer demand and impacting our profitability.  
The second concern is related to a potential tax rate increase on business and the negative impact that will have on the marketplace.		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees, but can't seem to find unemployed workers willing to start working.		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				3																																						1		2						Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Neutral		Pessimistic		We are still seeing labor shortages and now prices are climbing and competition from other regions nationally and internationally is fierce. 		Contract a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%																				3						1						2																						Loosing a major client to a competitor. 		Not sure		It will have a negative impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Vermont				Yes		Constance		Kincaid-Brown		ckincaid-brown@konradprefab.com		802-885-6784		Konrad Prefab, LLc

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		inflation is slowing down a market ready to rebound		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%										3																										1										2		direction of interest rates		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Things seem to be opening up with the downtick in the epidemic - only issue is finding employees		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2																3														1						Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Unemployment, Inflation, and congressional inaction		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed																1				2																						3								None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Education		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Pent up demand by consumers as Covid-19 restrictions ease		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Food costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%												3		2																						1														Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Not sure		Not sure				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The pandemic restrictions are being lifted as more people are getting vaccinated. The negative is the amount of stimulus monies added to the economy will most likely result in increasing inflation. Also the added unemployment benefits both the additional amounts and the increased length of time will result in worker shortages in the service areas. This will also result in increasing prices due to increasing wages to hire workers, thus increasing inflation. In over a year this could result in a decline in the economy.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																				1						2																3								None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Massachusetts				Yes		Vincent		Murphy		vmurphy432@gmail.com		508.902.8637		NORD

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																																				3						1				2				None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Michigan				Yes		Mark		Minkus		mminkus@koeze.com		6167242621		Koeze Company

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pent up capacity and demand		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%						3								2																														1				Us workers are deincentivized to work because they are getting too much unemployment.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Iowa				Yes		Jami		McLeod 		Jami.mcleod@igor-tech.com 		515-720-6206 		Igor, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		US Government spending is out of control, radical socialists in power with no checks to limit thier wasteful spending		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%				1										3																						2														None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Missouri				Yes		MICHAEL		MANNING		mikemanning@att.net		8166782336		AJX

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		If inflation remains in check the federal reserve will hold interest rates low and the economy will continue to grow.  Plus there is demand for many things as the economy opens up post pandemic.  It is an environment poised for growth.  If the government is able to pass a meaningful infrastructure bill that will also help in getting unemployment back to the FED's desired 4-5%.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed																																		1		3								2				Exchange rates and the stability of the European Union as many of our raw materials are sourced from Europe.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$500 million to under $1 billion		Controller/Comptroller				Maryland				Yes		Jason		Grove		jasongrove0@gmail.com		4109717311

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Availability of cash flow.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed				1								3		2																																				Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Oklahoma				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Current administrationâ€™s view of American business...not important...big government direction...inflation around the corner...etc		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1						2																										3												Government overreach and tax increases/policy that will cripple US businesses 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		The US stimulus packages - President Biden American Rescue Plan 		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed						Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%														1																												2				3		lack of skilled employees 		None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		President				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		World is opening up after COVID-19.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%						1								2																														3				Ability to ship and receive internationally.		Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		inflation and cost of materials		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		2																				3																						1				Increased regulation while costs of construction are ever increasing		Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic				Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%						3		1																																2										None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		1 (only you)		$0 to under $10 million		President				Maryland				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The material cost increases & procurement constraints that were initially caused by a lower US workforce during the 1st 8 mos of the Covid Pandemic was compounded a year later with over use of US stimulus money in the form of cash to US citizens, federal funded large amounts to unemployment, temporary tax forgiveness in some areas of tax law & corporate stimulus packages.  There is not enough business going through the US economy to keep is strong. 		Contract a little		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees and cannot fill positions fast enough.  It is taking us 2-3 times longer to fill positions than is used to.		Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														3				1																										2				Exporting is a major concern for us.  There are a few very large countries that we normally export large machinery to, but are unwilling to sign a large order to us due to the political uncertainty in the US.		Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				Yes		Dana		Forsythe		forsythe.dana@mtiwelding.com				Manufacturing Technology, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Ability of private sector to fully open up when competing with government stimulus. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%				1						3																		2																				Tax policy changes. 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Virginia				Yes		Michael		Scott		Mike@nortonscott.com		7036347170		Norton Scott LLC

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Indications of inflation as seen by rising prices on many goods and staples. Potential hikes in interest rates. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				1						3																																				2		Potential changes in corporate tax rates		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Other (please comment)		We have learned that we can conduct our business more efficiently through video meetings rather than in-person thus may eliminate business travel almost entirely. 		None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		1,001 - 5,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Director/Managing Director				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Herd immunity being attained and accumulated demand being released. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		1												2										3																								Lender flexibility and credit easing 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Not sure		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No						Not sure		Not sure						Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Director/Managing Director				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Post-pandemic pent-up demand of buyers and sellers 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		3																																		1						2								Business process automation,Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Reopening and vaccinations going well. Very strong demand as pent up spending is starting to move.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed						2				1																																				3				Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Other		Banking		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		COVID-19 under control
People returning to work
People obtaining better salaries/work conditions		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%												Increase by 5-10%																																						2				1		3						n/a		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%												2		1						3																														None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure								Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic				Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Transportation		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%						3				2				1																																		Transportation, transportation, transportation		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pent up demand, leveraging opportunities from learnings in the past year		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%										1		3		2																																		Pace of customer preference change faster than capacity to accomodate		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		Other (please specify)		remote work		Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Michigan				Yes		Doug		Clark		dclark1@hfhs.org

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Political issues created by those who can't get out of the way & supply chain concerns.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%																																								3		2		1						Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact						Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		only up from here		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed						2																														3				1								government		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		10-May		$10 million to under $50 million		President				New York				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%																				3																2				1										Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccines
		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%												2		1																												3						Shortage of licensed staff		None of the above		It will have a negative impact		Other (please specify)		Helpful information from auditors 		Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Supply Chain		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Food costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%												3																														1		2				Supply Chain 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a negative impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Fuel costs		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																																		3		2				1								Inflation and energy costs.		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Controller/Comptroller				Maryland				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		The rebounding energy market and people being fed up with the 'talking heads" spouting advice they are not qualified to speak about.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		3		1																										2																				None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No						Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		not applicable		Other (please comment)		not applicable		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Too much spending and not enough workers		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				2						1																																		3				Too much stimulus money for people to want to work		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Yes		Yes		Our management team						None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Government Spending		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																														2		1														3				Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better fraud detection				Yes		No		The auditors				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Other (please comment)				Other (please comment)				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Louisiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		Government spending is skewing what would otherwise be a logical assessment. We should be struggling now but be hopeful for rebound. 		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees but cannot hire because of government subsidies to workers. 		Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										1																										3				2								Regulatory/policy changes and strength of credit markets 		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Utilities		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		VP Finance		New Mexico				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		The concern at this time is that there is such a "knee-jerk" reaction to the health and social issues that the economy is being disregarded by many.  If you look at our political leaders and many of our large businesses, there seems to be a contest as to who can prove they are the most socially and health minded.  I see very little with regards to practical change in our leaders.  I see a lot of time, attention and money being spent by businesses in attempts to show diversity, social consciousness and ecological concern.  These efforts are to be commended if genuine, but we all know these are marketing ploys.  The economy is not the top priority at this time. In fact, it is being disregarded in order to placate so many special interest groups.  That is where I have become worried.  Businesses have been so threatened by these "movements" that they cater their marketing to them.  Is this a groundswell to better products and services?  That may be somewhat true, but the bigger impact is a lack of regard for keeping costs contained and truly helping the average family or person.  Our leaders (political and businesses) need to become better stewards of our well-being by moving to more reasonable and worthy causes and commerce to avoid major consequences down the road.  Currently, it is like we have given children a bucket of money.  They will spend it on candy and toys - things to make them "feel good".  That lack of concern for "down the road" is expected of children...that behavior in our leaders (political and business) creates great worry for me.  For those reasons mainly, I have a pessimistic view of the US economy and where it is headed.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Supply and Services Costs		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		1																																										3		2		Middle income and small business owners tend to suffer the most in times like these.  I have seen it before - they are the unfortunate victims of these types of economic, political and social "knee-jerk" policies and business practices.  Our businesses and our family fall into these categories, so we are getting ready for difficult times.  As a CPA that also has a public accounting practice, I also anticipate many of my clients being hit hard. 		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		We donâ€™t expect to return to pre-pandemic levels for reasons other than the shift to virtual (please provide reason)		Lack of openings at other places and uncertainty over what is available to attend		Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				South Carolina				Yes		Terry		Nolan		terry@terrynolancpa.com		843-851-8880		Terry Nolan, CPA

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pandemic ending.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed														1																		2								3										Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Georgia				Yes		Travis		Craft		tcraft@cingohome.com		478-697-9352		Cingo, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pent up demand, hiring outlook, unemployment rate, lower covid rates		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%												3								2				1																										Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months						Privately Owned Entity		Other		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Business travel; corporate event attendance.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%																				3								2																1				Rehiring furloughed employees		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Other		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Massachusetts				Yes		Scott		Williams		swilliams@accesstca.com		508 422 6637		Access TCA

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		A realistic approach to the Covid Pandemic.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Availability of Raw Materials, mostly Electronic Components and Circuit Boards		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%														2																												3		1				Infrastructure, mostly Transportation, Interstates. We need an Infrastructure plan now.  		Robotic process automation,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccination progress and reopening plans 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%														3						2						1																								Data analytics		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Other (please specify)		Changed auditors - part of RFP		Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions,Other (please comment)		Governance meetings		Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Education		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Instability in the government.		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																										1										3								2						Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Other (please comment)				Sales or client meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Utah				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Covid vaccinations, reopening, infrastructure spending bill, return to work, pent up buying demand, etc.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed												1																														3		2				increased personal and corporate taxes		Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		1,001 - 5,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed				1						2																																				3				Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)				Nebraska				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Recovery from the COVID pandemic, demand for housing, upward inflationary pressure		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%										2				3																						1														Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Publicly Listed Company		Construction		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Tennessee				Yes		Barbara		Wing		Barbara.Wing@ClaytonHomes.com		8653803000 x5403		Clayton Homes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Pessimistic		I am concerned about all the government spending and inflation.  Also, with all the government hand outs, we are having a very hard time finding people who actually want to work.  We are not the only ones in our area.  If you drive around town there are "hiring" signs up everywhere!  We are having to turn down orders since we are not sure we have enough employees to do the jobs.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Decrease by 5-10%				Not changed		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%										2				3																												1						Again, our biggest issue if finding people who want to work.  And, this is after raising our pay rates by several dollars an hour.  Our labor costs make up over 50% of our expenses so this is crucial to our survival.		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		N/A		Other (please comment)		N/A		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Ohio				Yes		Holly		Maloney		hollym@cantonchairrental.com		3304777719		Maloney & Associates, Inc. dba: Canton Chair Rental

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Inflation, not able to find the staffing we need,  and the rising price of raw materials.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%																																				2						3		1				Increased regulatory rules.		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Increased number of we are hiring signs. and the Covid outbreak is going in the right direction.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed																																								1		3		2						None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection				Yes		No						No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Excess unemployment benefits, excess stimulus.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs								Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed														1																														2

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Very pessimistic		Optimistic		Economic policies of the new administration.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Performance of stock market and increased consumer spending, continued low interest rates		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed												1		2										3

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		coming out of the pandemic		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed																																				3						1		2				rising interest rates may effect our sales		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Indiana				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		rising prices, supply shortages		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		3																																		2								1						Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				No		No						No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics						No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Louisiana				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		I think folks are ready to resume BAU operations and have money to spend. Offsetting this is the risk of labor and inflation. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																								3				2		1																		resurfacing of COVID would be a huge problem 		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)																										Finance and Insurance

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%						3						1		2																																				Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		how are regulations and taxes going to effect economic growth. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1												3																						2														None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Holding Company / Conglomerate		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Inflation
Higher taxes
Higher regulatory climate  		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		3		2																																1												Current administrations hostility towards the free-market and a desire for expansion of central planning and programs designed for creating "equity".  Everything that leads to a more socialistic economy and higher government debt.		Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		25-Nov		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Minnesota				Yes		Garth		Thoresen		garth@kamcomn.com				KAMCO GROUP LLC

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Status of the virus and proposed federal legislation.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure																																																				1		2																		3				Consumer spending		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Utilities		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				New Jersey				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pandemic coming under control. True leadership in the new President.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																														2												1				3		We would like to better diversify our workforce.		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Education		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Connecticut				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Neutral		Government funding programs, job availability		Expand a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		1																		2				3																								The continuation of government restrictions on labor activity		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		CFO				Michigan				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		New taxes.
New government regulation.
Supply issues.
Potential for inflation.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										1				3						2																												Risk of higher taxes. Risk of greater government regulation.  Difficulty recruiting needed personnel. 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		CEO/COO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		The national spending is horrifying to me. There are so many added benefits to encourage people not to work. We have front-line staffing shortages, wages are increasing, and revenue is declining.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed												1		3																												2						Reductions in Medicaid reimbursement for services		None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Kentucky				Yes		Beth		Shepherd		bshepherd@wendellfoster.org		2708521424		Wendell Foster

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccinaitons.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed										3																																1				2				Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Yes		Our management team				Yes		Reporting		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		James		McDermott		jmcdermott@polysystems.com		3123324538		PolySystems, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		The lack of people willing to return to the work force due to receiving additional stimulus and additional unemployment benefits.  This is causing a lack of production of good and a lack of services needed in order for the economy to flourish.		Contract a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												1		2																														3				Our major issues are the lack of employees and people willing to work.  In addition our material prices have increased greater than 50% over the last 4 months and additional price increases are expected.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Construction		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		More fuel usage by society for travel etc increases outlook for refineries which is related to a big % of income.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Unsure						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		1																								2																				3				Robotic process automation		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Other		5,001 - 10,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		National debt level and low interest rates are causing inflation.  Shortage of materials.		Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Vaccination rates in US and worldwide

Inflation

Schools opening in-person as normal in Fall of 2021		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%												3		1																						2												vaccination rates US and the world 

inflation

Schools opening in-person as normal fall of 2021		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Finance and Insurance		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		As Covid restrictions fade more businesses will resume pre Covid levels.  Hiring and retaining employees currently is an issue at entry level positions.		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Deflation						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%																				2																		3						1						Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better transparency				No		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Wholesale Trade		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				Mississippi				Yes		Janet		Lashley		jlashley@hoodindustries.com		6012964892		Hood Industries

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		The lack of raw materials makes it difficult for us to keep up with our sales.
The shrinking labor force available makes it hard for us to maintain manufacturing schedules and control quality of our product. Too much turnover creates more chances for defects.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														1																												3		2				With Baby Boomers retiring, employees with trade skills are leaving and we have no one to replace them. I feel we all knew this was coming but the economy's response is too slow to avoid the trade labor shortage. 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				Yes		Mandy		Hansel		mhansel@riversideintegrated.com		5075235574		RiverSide Integrated Solutions

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Street level discussions on how businesses are doing are very encouraging; national data and trends show a gloomy picture.  National data has not caught up with local activity. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%										2														3		1																						Banking - compliance burden is always and increasingly heavy.  With each change in administration comes more burden. 		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a negative impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CEO/COO				Louisiana				Yes		Russell		Blanchard		rblanchard@bankofzachary.com		2256542701		Bank of Zachary

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		supply shortages, possible inflation, worker shortage due to US government paying people to stay home and not return to work		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed				Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2																																3								1				Rising vehicle gas prices		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Michigan				Yes		Colleen		Fenner-Mortimer		colleenfm@vhpinc.com

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		policies of current administration - heavy spend (generating inflation) and heavy taxes		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%								Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1										3																										2										Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Not sure		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		101 - 250		$500 million to under $1 billion		CFO				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		covid recovery		Expand a little

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very pessimistic		Very pessimistic		Neutral		BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN, BIDEN		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		CAN'T HIRE BECUASE OF EXTENDED BENEFITS TO STAY AT HOME!		Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 5%				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%				1																3																2												LIBERAL POLICIES WHICH HAVE FLIPPED LOGIC AND CERTAINTY OF THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT ON ITS HEAD.  

THE REPEATED INJECTION OF POLICIES WITH UNKNOWN CONSEQUENCES HAS DISABLED THE AVERAGE BUSINESS TO KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH ANY CERTAINTY OF OUTCOME.  THERE ARE SIMPLY TOO MANY UNKNOWN GOVERNMENT INDUCED VARIABLES INTO THE EQUATION.  		Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		As stimulus money runs out, evictions are allowed to proceed and the minimum wage remains low amid a slight inflationary period, the working class will have less cash to pump into the economy, which will slow growth temporarily.		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		1				2														3																												Rising prices (software, utilities, rent, supplies)		Business process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		President				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Inflation risk.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		2								3																										1														Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		101 - 250		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		Other (please specify)		too few and trouble hiring due to unemployment		Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed																								2				3																1						Robotic process automation		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		101 - 250		$50 million to under $100 million		Vice-President/SVP				Kentucky				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		1) covid suppression bounceback
2) new government wanting to show initial results
3) Inability of other globally significant countries to rise to the occasion owing to continued viral oppression such as India and Brazil. 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%																												3		1		2																tax changes forthcoming		Not sure		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		Vice-President/SVP				Texas				Yes		Shanker		Ayyar		easternmm@yahoo.com		2819321944		eastern mm inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral		Relief from the pandemic situation allowing people to work again will continue to rise.  Also - there is a tremendous amount of spending going on in our state by the citizens.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																						2																		1				3				Cyber Security		Business process automation		It will slightly improve audits						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)		no travel concerns		Other (please comment)		no travel concerns		Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Oklahoma				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Low unemployment and the hope the government will end pandemic unemployment benefits so the rest of those unemployed are will to to go back to work. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		1																						2																		3						Low fed rate impacts us the most. Raise the fed rate the faster we improve. 		Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Banking		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		cabin fever impact of people able to spend money instead of repaying debt.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%								Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										1										2								3																						Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Other		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Controller/Comptroller				Virginia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Administration		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%						Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		2										3																														1						Covid		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Independent assurance		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Liberal policies in Washington, excessive spending, the Fed propping up the stock market with stimulus, debt, the administration working against business with over regulation and over taxation, and businesses having to compete with the federal government for employees.  The administration's policies on energy, taxes, climate, immigration, trade, and border security are wrong for the country and have taken us back to the Carter Administration in their first 4 months.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%								Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		1								3												2																										Green Energy push
Government overreach and regulation
Cyber attacks		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		25-Nov		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Optimistic		continued impact of COVID pandemic
problems in the Middle East
continuing world wide anti US sentiment		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%												1		3																												2						we develop, build, own and operate affordable housing serving the lowest income individuals in our community.  Despite the current rhetoric, there is insufficient long term funding/policy commitment to this significant national challenge		Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Arizona				Yes		Mark		Holleran		mholleran@azhousinginc.org		6024184994		Arizona Housing Inc

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pandemic decline, pent up demand, chip shortage on cars.		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		2																																		3								1				Auto industry recovery, and energy prices and demand in North America		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better transparency				No		Yes		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee						Metrics and measurements		Our management team						Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now						Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		5,001 - 10,000		$1 billion or more		Vice-President/SVP				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Covid reopening.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%										Increase by 5-10%														2						1																						3						Automation		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency				No		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		1,001 - 5,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Washington				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		The impact of potential tax increases could mute the recovery.  In addition the extra spending and debt by the government could cause an increase in inflation. 		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				1						2																																		3				over zealous climate change goals		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Texas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		supply & increased prices as we "reopen"		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Unsure						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1												3																																2		none		Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		The auditors				Yes		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Information and Media		1,001 - 5,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				North Carolina				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																										3										2				1										None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Reporting		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Other (please comment)				Other (please comment)				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		End of pandemic		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%				Increase by 5-10%				Not changed										2		3								1																														Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		51 - 100		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Alabama				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral		Biden		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine roll out gaining momentum is a positive, issue in supply chain and transportation will limit improvement		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%								3																																				1		2		no others to note		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Government 		Banking		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		Other (please specify)		Senior Capital Markets Examiner		Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		How many businesses will be able to reopen. 		Contract a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed						Not changed		Not changed		Not changed												1		3																												2						opening up attendance for high school sporting events. 		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Other		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Housing market is hot right now and we sell cabinets. Many builders have pre-sold lots and expect to be busy into 2022.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														1																												3		2

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Neutral		Neutral		All fiscal restraint emanating from Washington, DC, has been thrown to the wind.  Government support from enhanced unemployment compensation, extended benefits, rental assistance, foreclosure forbearance, COBRA coverage paid for by tax credits to the (former) employer, and soon to arrive child credit support in the form of cash advance credit payments has created a new cohort of citizens living off the sweat of workers with little reason to seek work and join in productive livelihood.  Unemployment ranks are in the millions while unfilled job opening are also in the millions.

Government folly for infrastructure funding in the billions when only 5% or so is actual infrastructure work and the rest is corporate, state, and union welfare is malfeasance and cannot be sustained by any reasonable economic improvement.

My hope is for a neutral economic environment for the United States as a robust economy counters liberal efforts in Washington.  If that fails, my fear is disaster.		Expand a little		Other (please specify)		We are and have been actively hiring but lose more then we can replace.		Inflation		Labor costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				1										3																												2						Regulatory burden.		Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Not for Profit		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Missouri				Yes		LONNIE		LUSK		llusk@cccntr.com		5733396511		COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Demand for product are returning to pre-pandemic levels.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2																												3		1				Raw material delivery		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Vice-President/SVP				Ohio				Yes		Bruce		Valentino		bruce@padlocks.com		7403823639		The Wilson Bohannan Company

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccine status		Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%														3																										2		1						ability for the government to keep the economy growing and not tax the recovery to death.		Data analytics		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Retail Trade		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				North Carolina				Yes		devone		holmes		devoneholmes@cleggs.com		919-477-2134		Clegg's Termite & Pest Control LLC

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Declining COVID-19 infections resulting in the opening of the economy.		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1		2						3																																						Excessive amount of liquidity in the market and deposits at banks.		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Other		Finance and Insurance		101 - 250		$100 million to under $250 million		President				Kansas				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Labor and stimulus packages		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%				1										2																																3				Robotic process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		1,001 - 5,000		$1 billion or more		CEO/COO				Georgia				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		I believe the resiliency of the people the past 18 months has been amazing to see.  I think folks are excited to be vaccinated and are ready to reengage with each other and get back to work.  		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%														1																						3						2								Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Not for Profit		Not for Profit		25-Nov		$0 to under $10 million		Vice-President/SVP				Massachusetts				Yes		Joanne		Kelly		joanne@quincyasianresources.org		6174722200		Quincy Asian Resources, Inc.

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		3		1				2																																										Business process automation		Not sure/no opinion		More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation, Covid Resurgence, Consumers returning to 'normal' activities.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		2																																		1										3		Keeping & retaining competent staff, interest rates		Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection				No		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		251 - 1,000		$50 million to under $100 million		Controller/Comptroller				Minnesota				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		Inflation concerns and a shrinking employment pool		Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed				2		3																														1												None 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Independent assurance		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Banking		More than 10,000		$1 billion or more		Director/Managing Director				Tennessee				No

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Recovery from pandemic.  Hopefully DC reduces stimulus and let's the economy recover organically.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%														2		1																														3		Many unknowns including future of pandemic, labor market, political sub-optimization decisions, competition from outside US.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		1,001 - 5,000		$100 million to under $250 million		CFO				Ohio				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		The private sector is getting back to normal.  The Federal Reserve is doing a great job in managing interest rates and will hopefully raise rates over the next year as the economy improves.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%				Not changed		Increase by 5-10%				Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																																								1		3				2		Low interest rate environment.		None of the above		It will have a neutral impact		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Oklahoma				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		'-excess government spending
-labor shortages due to excess unemployment payments
-government takeover of more areas of econmy		Stay the same		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees but cannot find qualified workers		Inflation		Raw material costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Neutral		Neutral		stability of world (political & pandemic) and inflation		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Decrease by 5-10%		2		3						1																																						Negativity regarding the energy industry		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Reporting		Our board and/or the boardâ€™s audit committee				Not applicable (answered yes)		Continued restrictions on both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				In the next 12 months		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Publicly Listed Company		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		251 - 1,000		$1 billion or more		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Colorado				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Low production, high consumption, low- wage workers unwilling to give up unemployment payments to take a job, insane government spending that will result in skyrocketing prices. .		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		2																								1																				3				None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Utilities		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Florida				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccinations.		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2																						1								3				Global economic situation.		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Not sure		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				None of the above â€“ still restricting all travel				More than a year to three years from now		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		251 - 1,000		$500 million to under $1 billion		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		1. Sufficient workforce
2. inflation 
3. income taxes		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		2								1																										3														None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		No						Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		President				Kentucky				Yes		STEPHEN		JAMES		steve@scjesop.com		5029055338		SCJ Fiduciary Services

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Vaccinations are rolling out.
People are going back to work.
		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed														1										3																				2						None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Controller/Comptroller				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation, 0% short-term interest rates, uncertainty of massive government subsidy program size/timing, 		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed										3		2										1																										Uncertain regulatory and monetary policies, potential virus resurgence 		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		251 - 1,000		$100 million to under $250 million		Director/Managing Director				Pennsylvania				No

		Other (i.e., you are retired, teach in academia, work as a consultant, etc.)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed														2																												1				3				None of the above		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CEO/COO				Tennessee				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic		Weakening of pandemic restrictions		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Inflation		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%												2																								3										1				Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification				Yes		Yes		Our management team				Yes		Metrics and measurements		Our management team				Yes		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				Weâ€™ve already returned to pre-pandemic levels						Privately Owned Entity		Accountancy		51 - 100		$0 to under $10 million		President				New York				Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Supply chain disruptions including much longer lead times even if availability exists and then unprecedented pricing increases		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%														3						2																								1						Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		President				Alabama				Yes		SANDRA		PASSMORE		SPASSMORE@GFSE.COM		3342394121		GILES ENTERPRISES INC

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		As we come out of the pandemic businesses (especially restaurants and other service organizations) will be able to get back to normal.		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%				2										3																						1												Our state political leadership is attempting to pass various pieces of legislation that could affect our industry.		Robotic process automation,Data analytics		It will slightly improve audits		Better transparency				Yes		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Not sure		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		Controller/Comptroller				Oregon				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed				Increase by less than 5%														2								3																								1				Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		Not sure		Not sure				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not sure				Not sure		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Optimistic		labor market - living wage concerns and how to balance the need to pay our employees a living wage without having to increase the price of our consumer goods which just keeps the viscous circle rolling.  Increase in the corporate tax rate will exacerbate the issue for businesses.  Are investors willing to take a lower rate of return?  Doubtful.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Freight, labor and raw material costs		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 8%						Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%																										3																2		1				Freight rates and general logistics.  Also availability of goods and raw materials at reasonable prices.  All capital projects involving steel or wood have increased significantly causing a re-evaluation of viability of projects which the business needs to move forward with.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a negative impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Publicly Listed Company		Manufacturing		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Colorado				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Optimistic		So many unknowns, including potential longer term negative developments related to the two mRNA vaccines (Phizer and Moderna vaccines).  If the growing concerns being expressed by many doctors and molecular biologists related to an Autoimmune Defense Enhancement syndrome developing from these two vaccines materializes it would be a health disaster with major secondary economic implications.  The uniform consensus is that we won't begin to see ADE surface until at least another six months in the future.  This issue is not getting any coverage by the main stream media.  Other unknowns include the impact of the huge deficits and the growing evidence indicating major voter fraud having actually occurred.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)		Supply side shortages developing as people utilize accumulated savings and the impact of the huge deficits. 		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed				Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		1								3																																				2		Staying current in the midst of quickly changing events and circumstances.		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will moderately improve audits		Better fraud detection,Better transparency				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not applicable (answered yes)		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings				In the next 12 months		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Finance and Insurance		10-May		$0 to under $10 million		Controller/Comptroller				Washington				Yes		John		Voigt		johnv@pim4you.com		4258837990		1950

		Public Practice (i.e., you work in a public accounting practice)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Biden administration's actions and executive orders are adversely impacting energy industry and small businesses. 		Contract a little		Other (please specify)		We have too few employees and cannot hire new employees		Inflation		Raw material costs				Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed																						2																				3		1				Adverse policies related to the U.S. oil and gas industry along with increased corporate taxes and regulations are inhibiting major capital expenditure purchases for a large segment of our customer base. 		Artificial intelligence,Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,Better transparency,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for both domestic and global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		26 - 50		$0 to under $10 million		President				Missouri				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Supply and demand - Such a large supply of cash (our deposits at the bank are up over 18% - which is a lot better than most other banks - they are much higher in deposit growth); Supply of money chart from Federal Reserve - Feb 20 to Feb 21 - greater than 27% - never seen M2 Growth like this before!!
Deposits and liquidity at banks at records - SO, customers are sitting on cash and ready to spend, banks want to put cash to work and leverage, rates a low, - too much money chasing to few things - people are starting to spend money - but inflation will go up between now and August		Expand a lot		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Interest rates				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																														1						3						2						Cyber security		Artificial intelligence,Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will significantly improve audits		Better risk identification,Better fraud detection,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		Yes		The auditors				Not applicable (answered yes)		Metrics and measurements		Other (please specify)		ABA initiative		Not applicable (answered yes)		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				Do not expect travel to return to pre-pandemic levels		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Banking		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				Tennessee				Yes		J. Andy		Bonner, Jr		andybonner@fcbtn.com		4236267261		First Century Bank

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No						Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Coming out of COVID 

Americans vaccinated and back to new normal 

Infra structure plans 		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Unsure						Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Decrease by more than 10%		Not changed																						1						2																3				Uncertain market and tightening credit and increase in investor expectations 		Business process automation,Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Other (please specify)		I am not involved in audits 		Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Limited easing of both domestic and global travel				Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				More than a year to three years from now		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Real Estate & Property		4-Feb		$0 to under $10 million		CFO				Illinois				Yes		Naganathan 		Guru		Guru@cpa.com		7739198075		Dubin Guru Group 

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Democratic president spending		Stay the same		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Optimistic		Stimulus plans, infrastructure bill, and loosening of Covid-19 restrictions will drive growth across most sectors for at least the next six months.  Temporarily higher prices for commodities will come down as products and services streams return to normal so that the Federal Reserve will not have to adjust interest rates, even though I personally believe that an increase is appropriate to get ahead of the curve.		Stay the same		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																				3				1		2																						Contraction in our niche market: community banking and financial services.		None of the above		It will slightly improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Yes		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Technology		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				New Jersey				Yes		RICHARD		SCHMEDEL		cjrtschmed@comcast.net		9083274190		ACBB-BITS LLC

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Pandemic winding down, venues opening, travel & dining out increasing		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Neither						Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%														1						2						3																						Packaging supply shortages/fulfillment delays		Robotic process automation,Business process automation,Data analytics		It will moderately improve audits		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs,Industry conferences, trade shows, exhibitions				By the end of 2021						Privately Owned Entity		Manufacturing		51 - 100		$10 million to under $50 million		CFO				California				Yes		Jennifer		Owen		jowen@northcoastbrewing.com		7079642739 x212		North Coast Brewing Company

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed				Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%														2																														1		3				Business process automation,Workflow solutions		It will slightly improve audits		Better risk identification,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Yes		Our management team				Not applicable (answered yes)		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				No		Significant easing for domestic travel, continued restrictions on global travel				Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings				By the end of 2021		The shift to virtual makes it unlikely we will have the same spending any time soon on business travel				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$250 million to under $500 million		CFO				Pennsylvania				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral				Contract a little		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by more than 10%		Decrease by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 4-8%		Decrease by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%																				1																				2				3						None of the above		It will moderately improve audits		More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		Other (please comment)		no business travel		Sales or client meetings,Internal business meetings,Company training programs				Not sure		Not sure/no opinion				Privately Owned Entity		Construction		251 - 1,000		$10 million to under $50 million		Controller/Comptroller				Arizona				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic		Stimulus and growth of spending		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Energy costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Neutral		Neutral				Expand a little		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved				Inflation		Raw material costs

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Restart of economy from the pandemic.		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Very optimistic		Post COVID demand is high fueled by prior administration tax policies and deregulation etc.  Economy is taking off or picking up from where we left off prior to COVID.  		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%																		3																								1				2		Increased taxes, Federal stimulus money keeping people out of the job market.		Not sure		Not sure/no opinion		More actionable insights for companies going forward				Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Neutral		Policies of the current administration including spending, tax increases		Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed																																																		Data analytics,Workflow solutions		It will have a neutral impact		More actionable insights for companies going forward,More refined benchmarking with peers				No		No		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure		None of the above â€“ we havenâ€™t discussed these topics		Not applicable (answered no)				Not sure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic		There is no end to the spending by the government and no end to the Fed's money pumping in sight. We'll pay for it down the road.		Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by less than 5%														2																						1						3								None of the above		Not sure/no opinion						Not sure/no opinion		No		Not applicable (answered no)				No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic		Increases in vaccinations, businesses opening back up, increasing consumer confidence, decreasing unemployment		Expand a little		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Labor costs				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Neutral		Neutral		Signs of inflation 		Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 5%				Increase by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%		Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Pessimistic		Neutral

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Stay the same		We have an excess number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs				Not changed				Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%								Increase by 5-10%				Increase by 5-10%																				2				1																		3								Data analytics,Workflow solutions		Not sure/no opinion		Better risk identification,Better transparency,More actionable insights for companies going forward				No		Not sure		Our management team				Yes		Not sure

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Neutral				Stay the same		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Labor costs

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Very optimistic				Expand a lot		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future				Inflation		Raw material costs				Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 10%		Increase by more than 8%		Increase by less than 4%				Increase by 4-8%		Increase by 4-8%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Decrease by 5-10%		Decrease by 5-10%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by 4-8%		Not changed		Not changed		Not changed				Increase by less than 5%				Not changed

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Very optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Optimistic		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Pessimistic		Pessimistic		Pessimistic				Contract a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Inflation		Other (please specify)

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		No		Neutral		Optimistic		Optimistic				Expand a little		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees				Neither						Increase by 5-10%		Increase by 5-10%		Not changed		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by less than 4%		Decrease by less than 5%		Increase by less than 5%

		Business (i.e., you work in a listed, privately owned, or not for profit organization)		Yes





CPAOI

		Component		2Q20		3Q20		4Q20		1Q21		2Q21		∆Q to Q		∆Y to Y				∆Q to Q		∆Y to Y				ê00		è00		é00

		U.S. Economic Optimism		29		37		50		60		70		é10		é41				10		41

		Organization Optimism		46		58		66		73		84		é11		é38				11		38

		Expansion Plans		33		54		61		71		80		é09		é47				9		47

		Revenue		27		51		62		71		84		é13		é57				13		57

		Profits		26		47		53		64		78		é14		é52				14		52								 

		Employment		38		54		63		67		77		é10		é39				10		39						 

		IT Spending		59		71		76		75		81		é06		é22				6		22

		Other Capital Spending		43		56		66		67		75		é08		é32				8		32

		Training & Development		45		56		63		66		75		é09		é30				9		30

		Total CPAOI		38		54		62		68		78		é10		é40				10.00000		39.7777777778				☑ Reviewed



																2Q Notes:



		 







CPAOI-calc

		Input from US and Org Sheets		US Op		Org Opt		Glbl Opt		Expand						Sort Order		Input from Expand Sheet								☑ Reviewed

		Very optimistic		14%		17%		4%		2%		Contract a lot				1		Contract a little				8%

		Optimistic		56%		59%		46%		8%		Contract a little				2		Contract a lot				2%

		Neutral		15%		17%		34%		21%		Stay the same				3		Expand a little				52%

		Pessimistic		13%		6%		15%		52%		Expand a little				4		Expand a lot				17%

		Very pessimistic		2%		1%		1%		17%		Expand a lot				5		Stay the same				21%

				100%		100%		100%		100.0%												100%

		Index Calculation		78		84		67		80										Input numbers from Expand Sheet into both tables, 

																				then sort rank order table for input into PPT



		Input from % Table 		Revenue		Profit		Marketing		R&D		IT		Other Capital		Training				KPI Tab		Revenue		Profit		Marketing		R&D		IT		Other CI		Training



		Increased by >10%		23%		21%		6%		5%		11%		12%		4%				Decrease by 5-10%		4.25%		5.00%		2.27%		1.46%		1.60%		2.38%		0.72%

		Increased by 5-10%		32%		25%		13%		11%		20%		18%		12%				Decrease by less than 5%		4.39%		6.29%		4.83%		3.47%		2.33%		4.16%		2.45%

		Increased by <5%		25%		28%		28%		23%		37%		28%		39%				Decrease by more than 10%		3.26%		5.29%		1.51%		1.28%		1.46%		2.08%		1.15%

		Not Changed		9%		10%		44%		55%		27%		34%		41%				Increase by 5-10%		31.59%		24.57%		12.99%		10.58%		19.94%		17.68%		12.27%

		Decreased by <5%		4%		6%		5%		3%		2%		4%		2%				Increase by less than 5%		24.50%		27.57%		28.25%		22.99%		36.68%		28.08%		38.82%

		Decreased by 5-10%		4%		5%		2%		1%		2%		2%		1%				Increase by more than 10%		23.23%		21.14%		6.34%		5.47%		11.35%		12.04%		4.04%

		Decreased by >10%		3%		5%		2%		1%		1%		2%		1%				Not changed		8.78%		10.14%		43.81%		54.74%		26.64%		33.58%		40.55%

				100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%						100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		99.99%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%

																				<- Drives this table

		Index Calculation		84		78		69		66		81		75		75						KPI T5-11

		Input from % Table 		Employ						Sal & Ben		Healthcare		Input Prices		Prices Charged				KPI Tab		Emp		Sal & Ben		Healthcare		Input Prices		Prices Charged



		Increased by >8%		11%						5%		22%		19%		9%				Decrease by 4-8%		2.42%		0.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%

		Increased by 4-8%		18%						23%		40%		31%		20%				Decrease by less than 4%		4.84%		1.70%		0.73%		0.46%		1.19%

		Increased by <4%		34%						55%		27%		36%		37%				Decrease by more than 8%		1.42%		0.43%		0.44%		0.46%		0.74%

		Not Changed		28%						15%		10%		13%		32%				Increase by 4-8%		17.66%		22.73%		40.47%		30.93%		20.03%

		Decreased by <4%		5%						2%		1%		0%		1%				Increase by less than 4%		33.90%		54.55%		26.93%		36.14%		37.39%

		Decreased by 4-8%		2%						0%		0%		0%		0%				Increase by more than 8%		11.25%		5.26%		21.54%		18.99%		8.90%

		Decreased by >8%		1%						0%		0%		0%		1%				Not changed		28.49%		14.91%		9.90%		13.02%		31.60%

				100%						100%		100%		100%		100%						99.98%		100.01%		100.01%		100.00%		100.00%

																				<- Drives this table

				77						90		94		93		82





KPIs

		KPIs								Copy/paste from raw final data B-Q. Fills in right side for cals sheet.																												☑ Reviewed

				 

		Q9 - Key Performance Measures:  Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization

		#		Question		Decrease by more than 10%				Decrease by 5-10%				Decrease by less than 5%				Not changed				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%				Increase by more than 10%				Total						 Total revenue (Sales)		Total Profits (Net Income)						 Number of employees		Average total salary and benefit package		Healthcare costs		Other Input Prices		Prices your organization charges

		1		Total revenue (Sales)		3.26%		23		4.25%		30		4.39%		31		8.78%		62		24.50%		173		31.59%		223		23.23%		164		706				Decrease by 5-10%		4.25%		5.00%				Decrease by 4-8%		2.42%		0.43%		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%

		2		Total Profits (Net Income)		5.29%		37		5.00%		35		6.29%		44		10.14%		71		27.57%		193		24.57%		172		21.14%		148		700				Decrease by less than 5%		4.39%		6.29%				Decrease by less than 4%		4.84%		1.70%		0.73%		0.46%		1.19%

																																						Decrease by more than 10%		3.26%		5.29%				Decrease by more than 8%		1.42%		0.43%		0.44%		0.46%		0.74%

		Q10 - Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months																																				Increase by 5-10%		31.59%		24.57%				Increase by 4-8%		17.66%		22.73%		40.47%		30.93%		20.03%

		#		Question		Decrease by more than 8%				Decrease by 4-8%				Decrease by less than 4%				Not changed				Increase by less than 4%				Increase by 4-8%				Increase by more than 8%				Total				Increase by less than 5%		24.50%		27.57%				Increase by less than 4%		33.90%		54.55%		26.93%		36.14%		37.39%

		1		Number of employees		1.42%		10		2.42%		17		4.84%		34		28.49%		200		33.90%		238		17.66%		124		11.25%		79		702				Increase by more than 10%		23.23%		21.14%				Increase by more than 8%		11.25%		5.26%		21.54%		18.99%		8.90%

		2		Average total salary and benefit package (excluding healthcare costs)		0.43%		3		0.43%		3		1.70%		12		14.91%		105		54.55%		384		22.73%		160		5.26%		37		704				Not changed		8.78%		10.14%				Not changed		28.49%		14.91%		9.90%		13.02%		31.60%

		3		Healthcare costs		0.44%		3		0.00%		0		0.73%		5		9.90%		68		26.93%		185		40.47%		278		21.54%		148		687				(blank)

		4		Other Input Prices		0.46%		3		0.00%		0		0.46%		3		13.02%		85		36.14%		236		30.93%		202		18.99%		124		653						100.00%		100.00%						99.98%		100.01%		100.01%		100.00%		100.00%

		5		Prices your organization charges		0.74%		5		0.15%		1		1.19%		8		31.60%		213		37.39%		252		20.03%		135		8.90%		60		674



		Q11 - Marketing & Product Development Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months

		#		Question		Decrease by more than 10%				Decrease by 5-10%				Decrease by less than 5%				Not changed				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%				Increase by more than 10%				Total

		1		Advertising, sales, marketing		1.51%		10		2.27%		15		4.83%		32		43.81%		290		28.25%		187		12.99%		86		6.34%		42		662

		2		Research & new product development budget		1.28%		7		1.46%		8		3.47%		19		54.74%		300		22.99%		126		10.58%		58		5.47%		30		548

		Q12 - Other Spending Plans: Thinking about the coming 12 months

		#		Question		Decrease by more than 10%				Decrease by 5-10%				Decrease by less than 5%				Not changed				Increase by less than 5%				Increase by 5-10%				Increase by more than 10%				Total														Advertising, sales, marketing		Research & new product devt budget		Information technology budget		Other capital investment		Skills Training/ Staff Devt

		1		Information technology budget		1.46%		10		1.60%		11		2.33%		16		26.64%		183		36.68%		252		19.94%		137		11.35%		78		687												Decrease by 5-10%		2.27%		1.46%		1.60%		2.38%		0.72%

		2		Other capital investment		2.08%		14		2.38%		16		4.16%		28		33.58%		226		28.08%		189		17.68%		119		12.04%		81		673												Decrease by less than 5%		4.83%		3.47%		2.33%		4.16%		2.45%

		3		Skills training/staff development budget		1.15%		8		0.72%		5		2.45%		17		40.55%		281		38.82%		269		12.27%		85		4.04%		28		693												Decrease by more than 10%		1.51%		1.28%		1.46%		2.08%		1.15%

																																														Increase by 5-10%		12.99%		10.58%		19.94%		17.68%		12.27%

																																														Increase by less than 5%		28.25%		22.99%		36.68%		28.08%		38.82%

																																														Increase by more than 10%		6.34%		5.47%		11.35%		12.04%		4.04%

																																														Not changed		43.81%		54.74%		26.64%		33.58%		40.55%

																																														(blank)

																																																100.00%		99.99%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%





US Econ

		US ECONOMY 12 MONTHS

		Row Labels		Count of Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic outlook for the US economy the next 12 months

		Neutral		113

		Optimistic		432

		Pessimistic		100

		Very optimistic		108

		Very pessimistic		16

		(blank)

		Grand Total		769

						Sort Order		%

		Very optimistic		108		1		14.0%		70.2%		14%				☑ Reviewed

		Optimistic		432		2		56.2%				56%				Up from 47% optimistic

		Neutral		113		3		14.7%				15%

		Pessimistic		100		4		13.0%				13%

		Very pessimistic		16		5		2.1%				2%

		Total		769				100.0%				100%

												Slide 9





Org

		ORGANIZATION

		Row Labels		Count of Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic prospects for your organization over the next 12 months

		Neutral		130

		Optimistic		452

		Pessimistic		46

		Very optimistic		133

		Very pessimistic		9

		(blank)

		Grand Total		770

		Slide 10, Exec Sum 4				Sort Order		%		O

		Very optimistic		133		1		17.3%		76.0%		17%				☑ Reviewed

		Optimistic		452		2		58.7%				59%				Up from 58.3% optimistic

		Neutral		130		3		16.9%				17%

		Pessimistic		46		4		6.0%				6%		P		Down from 11% pessimistic

		Very pessimistic		9		5		1.2%				1%

				770				100.0%				100%





Global

		GLOBAL ECONOMY

		Row Labels		Count of Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic outlook for the global economy for the next 12 months

		Neutral		258

		Optimistic		357

		Pessimistic		113

		Very optimistic		30

		Very pessimistic		11

		(blank)

		Grand Total		769

						Sort Order		%

		Very optimistic		30		1		3.9%		50.3%		4%				☑ Reviewed

		Optimistic		357		2		46.4%				46%				Up from 36.5% optimistic 1Q

		Neutral		258		3		33.6%				34%

		Pessimistic		113		4		14.7%				15%

		Very pessimistic		11		5		1.4%				1%

		Total		769				100.0%				100%





Expand

		EXPAND

		Q5 Chart 11 with CPAOI Calcs

		Count of Please indicate whether you expect your business
to expand or contract over the next 12 months		Column Labels																Input for Calc sheet								☑ Reviewed

		Row Labels		Contract a little		Contract a lot		Expand a little		Expand a lot		Stay the same		(blank)		Grand Total				Contract a little				8%

		$0 to under $10 million		18		4		63		27		32				144				Contract a lot				2%

		$1 billion or more		6				56		15		12				89				Expand a little				52%

		$10 million to under $50 million		11		2		114		30		45				202				Expand a lot				17%

		$100 million to under $250 million		7		3		37		23		11				81				Stay the same				21%

		$250 million to under $500 million		2		1		18		4		7				32								100.0%

		$50 million to under $100 million		5		3		44		10		22				84

		$500 million to under $1 billion		3				22		2		6				33

		(blank)		5		1		32		12		23				73

		Grand Total		57		14		386		123		158				738

				57		14		386		123		158				738				Previous quarter

		Copied Paste Values for CPAOI Calculation 		7.7%		1.9%		52.3%		16.7%		21.4%		Expand		69%				58%

														Contract		10%				16%



		Chart 31: Expansion Plans by Business Size																		52%		of all businesses expect to expand a little in the next twelve months 

								Little		Lot		Tot Exp		Total		%				17%		expect to expand a lot  

		$0 to under $10 million						63		27		90		144		63%				29%		Contract a little or stay same

																				2%		expect to contract a lot

		$10 million to under $50 million						114		30		144		202						100%

		$50 million to under $100 million						44		10		54		84

								158		40		198		286		69%

		$100 million to under $250 million						37		23		60		81

		$250 million to under $500 million						18		4		22		32

		$500 million to under $1 billion						22		2		24		33

								77		29		106		146		73%

		$1 billion or more						56		15		71		89		80%

		Blank						32		12		44		73

								386		123		509		738		69%





INFL-Defl

		INFLATION - DEFLATION

														Change								☑ Reviewed

		Row Labels		Count of For your business, over the next 6 months, are
you more concerned about the possibility of:

		Deflation		18				0.0246		2%				down 1

		Inflation		488				0.6658		67%				up 23

		Neither		181				0.2469		25%				down 18

		Unsure		46				0.0628		6%				down 5

		(blank)

		Grand Total		733				100%		100%

		Q8 - Which of the following potential inflationary factors represents the most significant risk to your business?

		Slide 11 Inflationary risk factors

		#		Answer		%		Count						Change

		1		Food costs		1.85%		9				2%		down 1

		2		Energy costs		10.91%		53				11%		down 4

		3		Raw material costs		40.74%		198				41%		up 9

		4		Labor costs		29.63%		144				30%		down 5

		5		Interest rates		11.52%		56				12%		up 2

		6		Other (please specify)		5.35%		26				5%		down 1

				Total		100%		486				100%

		Q8_6_TEXT - Other (please specify)

		A lot of stimulus funds and pent up savings, increasing demand with the potential of a lack of supply.

		all of the above

		All of the above.

		Availability of Raw Materials, mostly Electronic Components and Circuit Boards

		Construction materials (steel, concrete)

		Costs businesses are willing to put out for services I provide.  

		Extrmeme high government spending and debt

		Federal Regulation

		Freight, labor and raw material costs

		Government Spending

		Government Spending

		Health benefit costs

		Healthcare costs

		Human capital nurses doctors

		Insurances, health and all others.  

		loss of spendable income by majority of overtaxed middle class

		Not Applicable

		Ours is a three pronged issue of energy, raw material and labor costs.

		Supply and Services Costs

		Supply side shortages developing as people utilize accumulated savings and the impact of the huge deficits. 

		Taxes

		taxes

		the federal governments ongoing COVID policies and the plan to destroy the financial markets by forcing the write-off of valid student loan debt

		Transportation

		Travel Costs





OPT-PESS

		OPTIMIST-PESSIMIST		☑ Reviewed

		Row Labels		Count of Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic prospects for your organization over the next 12 months

		Neutral		130

		 Excessive stimulus		1

		1. Unemployment benefits will expire, forcing individuals to return to work in small businesses.
2.  Supply pipeline for goods has been drained.  Production will increase to "refill" the pipeline.		1

		agenda of current administration is a threat to continued economic growth 		1

		All fiscal restraint emanating from Washington, DC, has been thrown to the wind.  Government support from enhanced unemployment compensation, extended benefits, rental assistance, foreclosure forbearance, COBRA coverage paid for by tax credits to the (former) employer, and soon to arrive child credit support in the form of cash advance credit payments has created a new cohort of citizens living off the sweat of workers with little reason to seek work and join in productive livelihood.  Unemployment ranks are in the millions while unfilled job opening are also in the millions.

Government folly for infrastructure funding in the billions when only 5% or so is actual infrastructure work and the rest is corporate, state, and union welfare is malfeasance and cannot be sustained by any reasonable economic improvement.

My hope is for a neutral economic environment for the United States as a robust economy counters liberal efforts in Washington.  If that fails, my fear is disaster.		1
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		Stimulus, lowering of COVID-19 death rate		1
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Rebounding and momentum of the economic and employment picture		1

		1) covid suppression bounceback
2) new government wanting to show initial results
3) Inability of other globally significant countries to rise to the occasion owing to continued viral oppression such as India and Brazil. 		1
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Federal stimulus
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		Increases in vaccinations, businesses opening back up, increasing consumer confidence, decreasing unemployment		1

		Increasing vaccination rates and reduced covid cases		1

		Incredible amounts of liquidity in the system due to government stimulus and high savings rate.  Right or wrong, people spend when they are feeling confident about their future.  		1

		Indications of inflation as seen by rising prices on many goods and staples. Potential hikes in interest rates. 		1

		Industry projections are very positive		1
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		Inflation concerns and a shrinking employment pool		1

		Inflation for all inputs including commodities and freight, supply chain issues, probable significant tax increases		1
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		Inflation risk.		1
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Government		1

		Inflation, 0% short-term interest rates, uncertainty of massive government subsidy program size/timing, 		1

		Inflation, Covid Resurgence, Consumers returning to 'normal' activities.		1
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		Infrastructure plan
Pent up demand
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		Interest rates remaining low and economic stimulus will boost growth		1
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		labor shortage, government intervention and higher taxes, supply chain issues and inflation		1
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		lack of labor by convoluted thinking of liberals on unemployment compensation		1
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		Lack of workers		1

		Less Covid restrictions so businesses/events can begin operating at full capacity.  Employees returning to the workplace and the impact on restaurants, gas, etc.  More people traveling for vacations		1

		Life getting back to normal. COVID - both # of cases and # of people being vaccinated. 		1

		Lifting of coronavirus restrictions enabling the economy to resume to a more normal level.		1
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		Low interest rates, government stimulus and the opening up of the economy post pandemic.		1

		Low interest rates, rising demand from COVID-19 recovery, massive government spending		1

		Low unemployment and the hope the government will end pandemic unemployment benefits so the rest of those unemployed are will to to go back to work. 		1

		Major Bounce expected  from the Covid Year		1

		Many segments of the economy have survived the most challenges times of the pandemic.  As more people re-enter the workforce and participate in commerce, the economy should reflect that.		1

		Material Supply
Inflation
Interest Rates
Government Regulations		1

		More fuel usage by society for travel etc increases outlook for refineries which is related to a big % of income.		1

		More normal post COVID activities.
K-12 Schools & Universities moving back to on site activities.		1
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		Nearing the end of the pandemic		1

		New administration, business confidence		1

		New Administration's changes to tax laws, tariffs, etc. lingering effects of the pandemic		1

		New presidency & the pandemic winding down with vaccine distribution.		1

		ongoing recovery from COVID-related economic downturn
"loose" monetary policy
federal fiscal stimulus		1
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		Opening of economy after COVID is under control.		1

		Opening of the economy post pandemic; low interest rates		1

		Opening of the US economy and the global economy.
COVID vaccinations		1

		Opening op of the economy as vaccinations are more wide-spread.  This is offset by Biden and the Democrats anti-business agenda.		1

		Opening up of the economy as COVID-19 cases decrease.		1

		Optimistic as more people get back to work. Pessimistic as the government raises taxes and does not address civil unrest 		1

		our order pattern		1

		Out of control government spending, proposed major tax hikes, massive inflation of the money supply, soaring regulation are going to doom the US economy.		1

		Overall expansion as COVID recovery progresses.		1

		Pace of vaccinations.  American Rescue Act & Infrastructure proposal		1
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		Pandemic decline, pent up demand, chip shortage on cars.		1
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		Pandemic.. 		1

		pandemic/national health, interest rates, partisan politics, national security		1

		Party in charge of the WH.		1

		Pent up capacity and demand		1

		pent up demand and the incredible amount of money the government is pumping into the system		1
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		Pent up demand, hiring outlook, unemployment rate, lower covid rates		1

		Pent up demand, leveraging opportunities from learnings in the past year		1

		Pent up demand, vaccines more prevalent, states opening back up		1
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		People continuing to get vaccinated 		1

		People will want to get out and do more things with the warmer weather coming. 		1

		Performance of stock market and increased consumer spending, continued low interest rates		1

		policies of current administration - heavy spend (generating inflation) and heavy taxes		1

		Political issues created by those who can't get out of the way & supply chain concerns.		1

		Political uncertainty and resulting dynamic business and tax environment.		1

		Politics		1

		Positive influence of decline in COVID-19 infection rates, offset by lingering issues with supply chain driving costs up for many supplies, especially in construction materials		1

		Post pandemic lift, continued government accommodations, still low inflation and interest rates.		1

		Post-pandemic pent-up demand of buyers and sellers 		1
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		Rate of recovery from the pandemic 		1

		Rate of vaccinations, ability to travel, ability to secure components as impacted by the world economy.		1

		Recent GDP growth, supply chain disruptions causing demand to be greater than supply		1

		Recovering from pandemic and a more capable executive branch of government. 		1
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		Recovery outlook for main street business.		1

		Reduction in Covid		1

		Reopening for travel; ports reopening for vessel crews; projects proposed under the new Biden infrastructure act.		1

		REOPENINGS,  RELIEF OF MASK MANDATES, VACCINATION PROGRESS, LOW INTEREST RATES BUT ALL COULD BE UNDERMINED BY BIDEN'S EXCESSIVE "COVID RELIEF" AND "INFRASTURCTURE" SPENDING PLANS		1

		Restart of economy from the pandemic.		1

		returning to more normal business
		1

		Rise in GDP.  Upward movement in longer-term rates		1

		rising prices, supply shortages		1

		Risks include to much government stimulus slowing the return of the labor force back to work. 		1

		Significant gaps in employment - large number of unfilled jobs due to people not wanting/willing to work.		1

		size and number of the relief packages - impact on public not needing to want to work 		1

		Small signs here and there.  Vaccinations, people getting out and about, unemployment running out - forcing some people to go back to work that could otherwise, number of For Hire signs...		1

		So many unknowns, including potential longer term negative developments related to the two mRNA vaccines (Phizer and Moderna vaccines).  If the growing concerns being expressed by many doctors and molecular biologists related to an Autoimmune Defense Enhancement syndrome developing from these two vaccines materializes it would be a health disaster with major secondary economic implications.  The uniform consensus is that we won't begin to see ADE surface until at least another six months in the future.  This issue is not getting any coverage by the main stream media.  Other unknowns include the impact of the huge deficits and the growing evidence indicating major voter fraud having actually occurred.		1

		So much (borrowed) cash has been dumped into the system that it will be almost impossible for there not to be significant growth this year. It is becoming pretty clear that the last round of stimulus was probably a little bit of overkill - especially some of the unemployment benefits, etc. that were extended to September. If we had a functioning political system, they might have tried things in three month chunks instead. That overkill will actually dampen some of the effect of the stimulus by driving wage inflation or keeping some businesses largely on the sidelines of reopening. 		1

		Someone has to start covering the checks that we keep writing and the wealth disparity has widened significantly with the pandemic. Too many people are out of work and the ripple effect of this has not been broadly seen yet (though there are some indicators in certain market sectors)...  A recent splurge of SPACs and over-priced IPOs are also negative indicators in my opinion. 		1

		Spending on technology was boosted due to the pandemic.		1

		Stable administration in the White House; fiscal stimulus; successful vaccination process; continuing low interest rates and low inflation		1

		Stalemate in Congress hopefully will halt Biden's progressive attempts.  I live in Texas - what more can I say?		1

		Status of the virus and proposed federal legislation.		1

		stimulus and savings fueled spending surge, tempered by inflation expectations and higher taxes		1

		Stimulus in system		1

		Stimulus increasing spending...for now.		1

		Stimulus plans, infrastructure bill, and loosening of Covid-19 restrictions will drive growth across most sectors for at least the next six months.  Temporarily higher prices for commodities will come down as products and services streams return to normal so that the Federal Reserve will not have to adjust interest rates, even though I personally believe that an increase is appropriate to get ahead of the curve.		1

		Stimulus, money in the economy to be spent, higher vaccination rates		1

		Stimulus/incentives which seem to be keeping people out of the job market because they can make more sitting at home on unemployment.		1

		Stock market		1

		Stocks market has taken the pandemic in stride and unemployment is low		1

		Street level discussions on how businesses are doing are very encouraging; national data and trends show a gloomy picture.  National data has not caught up with local activity. 		1

		strong consumer sentiment, vaccine rollout		1

		Strong housing and construction markets		1

		Strong job demand, increased wage levels, continued government stimulus spending, large cities reopening and more people being vaccinated.		1

		Strong orders, not a home rum due to cost increases, supply chain shortages, and lack of employee's willing to work.		1

		supply & increased prices as we "reopen"		1

		Supply chain coming back on board.  Customer demands are currently high and will remain high as the supply chain becomes more available.		1

		Supply chain concerns disrupting the economy / inability to find workers necessary to support growth and recovery		1

		Supply chain delays (raw materials and logistics)		1

		Supply chain issues for micro chips and other important materials in the manufacturing environment. Additionally, the increasing debt assumed by the US may have a negative impact on the US$ and inflation/interest.  		1

		Supply chain problems will continue to constrain the recovery.  The obstruction in politics won't help any either.		1

		supply shortages, possible inflation, worker shortage due to US government paying people to stay home and not return to work		1

		Tailwinds: Increase in individuals getting vaccinated which will continue to drive the economy to re-open. Pent up demand for certain services (travel and entertainment), continued demand for single family housing and a drive away from the urban areas, which continues to stoke the real estate market  The potential headwinds are inflation and tax uncertainty (and most likely tax increases). For inflation, in the short term (next 12 months) I see a willingness of consumers to spend more and absorb the price increases passed along from businesses as they have built up savings over the past year. This will not be sustainable and this will eventually stop, but not likely over the next 12 months. 		1

		talk of pending inflation, labor shortages, and too much government assistance		1

		tax increases, covid restrictions		1

		Tax increases, more regulations, inflation		1

		Tax refunds and stimulus still artificially keeping economy good. That should taper off over next few months 		1

		Taxes and spending...leading to inflation		1

		the amount of monet being dumped into the system from recently passed legislation.		1

		The amount of stimulus money being poured into the economy will have two significant negative impacts, I believe. First, obviously, is the impact of inflation. Second is the impact of people not wanting to work given the money being given to them for free. 		1

		The backlog for goods and services to promote a more robust workforce.		1

		The Biden administration has put a lot of money into the economy via the COVID relief bill at the same time the economy would naturally be expanding due to coming out of the lockdown and overcoming the pandemic.		1

		The Biden proposed tax increases along with the massive amounts of stimulus money and increased unemployment benefits that are keeping lower income workers from seeking employment.		1

		The broad stimulus packages are reckless in distribution causing the US debt to grow higher at an alarming rate which I beleive will weaken the dollar and cause major issues in the the 12 months		1

		The current progress and resiliance of our business community.		1

		The economy seems to be rebounding well but policies of the new administration and the House and the Senate are unsettling.		1

		The end of the Pandemic and the return of business to full output.		1

		The end of the pandemic appears sooner rather than later with vaccination rates rising.  I think corporations and individuals will spend portions of their cash reserves saved during the pandemic.		1

		the exit from the pandemic, some restrained economic growth, abundant and relatively cheap capital. I'm worried about the political moves to pay people for nothing and the rule of law along with too much money creating rampant inflation.		1

		The government spending money.  Although I think we are in for a shitstorm >12 months out 		1

		The high rate of vaccination and steep drop in hospitalization and deaths.		1

		The idiotic progressive policies of the Democrats		1

		The impact of potential tax increases could mute the recovery.  In addition the extra spending and debt by the government could cause an increase in inflation. 		1

		The lack of raw materials makes it difficult for us to keep up with our sales.
The shrinking labor force available makes it hard for us to maintain manufacturing schedules and control quality of our product. Too much turnover creates more chances for defects.		1

		The material cost increases & procurement constraints that were initially caused by a lower US workforce during the 1st 8 mos of the Covid Pandemic was compounded a year later with over use of US stimulus money in the form of cash to US citizens, federal funded large amounts to unemployment, temporary tax forgiveness in some areas of tax law & corporate stimulus packages.  There is not enough business going through the US economy to keep is strong. 		1

		The new President and improvements in COVID prevention		1

		The opening of the economy, along with the number of injections for Covid19.  Increased activities should help with oil & gas prices when travel is not discouraged.		1

		The opening of the economy.  Inflation is a concern but growth will support it.		1

		The overall economy is "hot", perhaps too hot due to all of the government stimulus money in play.  The shortage of raw materials (especially steel, red metals & aluminum) is a severe head-wind for our company and manufacturing, in general.  The problem is compounded by the Allegheny Technologies (ATI) shutdown of 4 facilities, the ATI steelworkers strike, overall steel mill capacity still off-line, and the section 232 tariffs still in place restricting steel & aluminim imports.		1

		The pandemic		1

		The pandemic restrictions are being lifted as more people are getting vaccinated. The negative is the amount of stimulus monies added to the economy will most likely result in increasing inflation. Also the added unemployment benefits both the additional amounts and the increased length of time will result in worker shortages in the service areas. This will also result in increasing prices due to increasing wages to hire workers, thus increasing inflation. In over a year this could result in a decline in the economy.		1

		The pent up consumer demand to discharge some of its savings as the economy opens up following the influence of the COVID vaccinations on the pandemic. The run-off election in CA (my state) and its influence on a worthless governor who now is reacting to the recall election by opening up the economy and giving resources to the populus that can reinvest into the economy.		1

		The pent up demand and the timing of the slow re-opening of the overall economy.		1

		The planned tax & estate changes.		1

		The political climate, impending inflation and tax increases.		1

		The potential for increased taxes on businesses and individuals will slow the recovery from the Pandemic.		1

		The president. Executive orders. Continuing social programs that do not encourage or require people to go back to work that are able		1

		The private sector is getting back to normal.  The Federal Reserve is doing a great job in managing interest rates and will hopefully raise rates over the next year as the economy improves.		1

		The rebounding energy market and people being fed up with the 'talking heads" spouting advice they are not qualified to speak about.		1

		The shift in wealth philosophy and taxation for the current administration		1

		the U.S. is leading the world in vaccinations, so i believe it will lead the world in economic recovery coming out of the pandemic		1

		The upward trend of the stock market.  The increase in confidence of citizens as the US emerges from the pandemic. 

The biggest problem I am hearing from colleagues is the inability to hire. It seems many are content to receive unemployment and remain unemployed.  Hopefully, by September, we will see unemployment rates lowering and subsidies decreasing. 		1

		The US stimulus packages - President Biden American Rescue Plan 		1

		The vaccinations and recovery are allowing things to open up.  However many businesses are having problems hiring the needed workers. Concerned about tax increases and additional regulations will mute some of the recovery.		1

		The vaccine rollout, economic growth indicators as reflected by the Federal Reserve, stock market strength		1

		The volatility of the financial markets coupled with the ongoing intervention by the US government in many aspects of the economy that suppressed the impact of the pandemic and how that will unravel in the future. 		1

		There is tremendous pent up demand and capital abounds. 		1

		Things getting back to normal with COVID vaccinations, businesses returning to the work place, travel increasing		1

		Things seem to be opening up with the downtick in the epidemic - only issue is finding employees		1

		Too much spending and not enough workers		1

		uncertainties regarding stimulus, covid, governmental interference, regulation, taxes, overreach.		1

		Unease with political situation and lingering COVID impacts.		1

		unemployment and sentiment. 		1

		Unemployment is back to a reasonable 6.5% range		1

		Unemployment rates, gas prices, business forecasts, last yearâ€™s performance, stock market, asset growth, current president 		1

		US Debt, even though it never seems to factor in any forecasts.		1

		US Printing money to pay for all the spending		1

		Vaccinaitons.		1

		Vaccination deployment
Reduced restrictions		1

		Vaccination efforts appear to have us coming out of the pandemic in the near future.  A lot of pent up demand for spending and investment		1

		Vaccination help to speed up recovery of the economy
		1

		Vaccination increases for COVID-19 and related increases in activity		1

		Vaccination levels are increasing and this should enable businesses to reopen and people to have the confidence to resume their activities.  		1

		vaccination progress and consumer spend is increasing		1

		Vaccination progress and reopening plans 		1

		Vaccination rates and states allowing businesses to re-open at 100% capacity. 		1

		Vaccination rates, energy demand		1

		Vaccination roll out success and pent up consumer demand in many industries		1

		Vaccination rollout & government relief/stimulus programs		1

		vaccination rollout, stimulus payments, and people getting back to work		1

		Vaccination rollouts and the White House's focus on spending		1

		Vaccination success with COVID decline, Biden's presidency		1

		Vaccinations are continuing to protect the general public, and with these and other steps being taken, business activities are trending upward.  Interest rates and inflation remain low.		1

		Vaccinations are occurring at a good pace and private industry is becoming more comfortable with allowing outside contractors into their facilities. 		1

		Vaccinations are rolling out.
People are going back to work.
		1

		Vaccinations.		1

		Vaccine and reduced covid infections and deaths. Excess government spending		1

		Vaccine distribution will lead to increase in consumer and commercial spending		1

		Vaccine distribution, federal government relief/stimulus packages		1

		Vaccine distribution, travel opening 		1

		Vaccine hesitancy and the state of the COVID pandemic in other countries		1

		Vaccine protection and pent-up demand		1

		Vaccine roll out gaining momentum is a positive, issue in supply chain and transportation will limit improvement		1

		Vaccine rollout - Covid pandemic reductions
Return of job growth		1

		vaccine roolout and deficit spending		1

		Vaccine status		1

		Vaccines		1

		Vaccines 		1

		Vaccines
		1

		Vast amount of stimulus money in the economy
Decreasing COVID-19 infection rate and immunization efforts
		1

		We are coming out of a economy suppressed by a pandemic.  Some short-term concerns around supply chain and labor.  Many still not interested in working with fed kicker on unemployment.		1

		We are moving past the pandemic, stimulus has greatly helped, businesses are looking for workers		1

		We believe that consumer sector spending will increase significantly, fueling growth.		1

		We have a service and grants that will be advantageous for the company		1

		Weakening of pandemic restrictions		1

		While in Q2 2020, we saw a decline in business due to Covid 19, by Q4 2020 we were back to normal levels.  Continue to see declines in some segments (OEM and Industrial), but these are offset by gains in others (CPG and Pharma).		1

		wide distribution of Covid vaccine, strong employment, return to office and public spaces		1

		wide spread vaccination
Biden administration policies		1

		With vaccines being distributed businesses are being allowed to operate again. There is a tremendous pent-up demand in the residential sector.		1

		Workforce availability.
Dysfunction in Congress in DC.		1

		(blank)		80

		Pessimistic		46

		Biden administration's actions and executive orders are adversely impacting energy industry and small businesses. 		1

		Biden plans		1

		Biden's actions are all inflationary.  In addition, he has returned to the higher tax rates and tax the rich anti-business rhetoric of the Obama administration.  I don't see that playing out long term for the US economy.  We shall see.  I hope I am wrong honestly.   		1

		Biden's plan to increase capital gain taxes, allowing an open border and making the US weak in foreign policies.		1

		Biden's proposal to raise taxes on individuals and corporations will stifle the prospects for economic growth and recovery.		1

		Capacity restrictions, being in the entertainment and gaming industry - very difficult to optimize our product and venue.		1

		Continued spread of coronavirus and variants combined with lower than needed vaccination rates, and how it will influence buyers' behavior.		1

		Costs are skyrocketing.  Projects will not be financed.		1

		Declining COVID-19 infections resulting in the opening of the economy.		1

		Finding capable staff and being able to pay salaries they are demanding		1

		High steel and ocean freight costs.		1

		highest prices ever for steel materials used in our manufacturing process!		1

		I am concerned about all the government spending and inflation.  Also, with all the government hand outs, we are having a very hard time finding people who actually want to work.  We are not the only ones in our area.  If you drive around town there are "hiring" signs up everywhere!  We are having to turn down orders since we are not sure we have enough employees to do the jobs.		1

		I feel that the market is overvalued currently. Our supporting foundation will potentially suffer because of this. In addition, the pandemic is having lasting effects on our membership base which meets primarily in-person. We have lost members that we will most likely not regain.		1

		I think that inflation is on the verge of exploding to hyperinflation.  The government is spending too much money.		1

		Increased government spending and unfunded government mandates. 		1

		Inflation risk		1

		Instability in the government.		1

		It is only natural, after the COVID shutdown, that the economy will improve, from last year, even though the policies of the current administration will mitigate the maximum potential of the US economy. 		1

		lack of opening up of schools and sports in the state of Illinois. Also, Biden tax increases on businesses. 		1

		Low interest rates on investments		1

		Low interest rates. Government spending and tax policies. Plitical bickering These will all counterthe growth potential of the economy due to overcoming covid pandemic and opening back up.		1

		Pace of vaccination		1

		Pandemic recovery		1

		Pent up demand and stimulus.		1

		Pent up demand.		1

		Political climate.  Current presidential administration has eliminated a number of federal contracts.		1

		Politics		1

		Presidential Administration		1

		Reduction in COVID-19 cases and increase in vaccinations. Recent legislation will help in the short run but the debt overhang will weigh on the economy in the long run.		1

		Shortage of worker, needed materials and lack of customer demand.		1

		stimulus, re-opening, vaccinations 		1

		Supply chain disruptions including much longer lead times even if availability exists and then unprecedented pricing increases		1

		supply of retail units		1

		The concern at this time is that there is such a "knee-jerk" reaction to the health and social issues that the economy is being disregarded by many.  If you look at our political leaders and many of our large businesses, there seems to be a contest as to who can prove they are the most socially and health minded.  I see very little with regards to practical change in our leaders.  I see a lot of time, attention and money being spent by businesses in attempts to show diversity, social consciousness and ecological concern.  These efforts are to be commended if genuine, but we all know these are marketing ploys.  The economy is not the top priority at this time. In fact, it is being disregarded in order to placate so many special interest groups.  That is where I have become worried.  Businesses have been so threatened by these "movements" that they cater their marketing to them.  Is this a groundswell to better products and services?  That may be somewhat true, but the bigger impact is a lack of regard for keeping costs contained and truly helping the average family or person.  Our leaders (political and businesses) need to become better stewards of our well-being by moving to more reasonable and worthy causes and commerce to avoid major consequences down the road.  Currently, it is like we have given children a bucket of money.  They will spend it on candy and toys - things to make them "feel good".  That lack of concern for "down the road" is expected of children...that behavior in our leaders (political and business) creates great worry for me.  For those reasons mainly, I have a pessimistic view of the US economy and where it is headed.		1

		The lack of people willing to return to the work force due to receiving additional stimulus and additional unemployment benefits.  This is causing a lack of production of good and a lack of services needed in order for the economy to flourish.		1

		The national spending is horrifying to me. There are so many added benefits to encourage people not to work. We have front-line staffing shortages, wages are increasing, and revenue is declining.		1

		The pandemic		1

		Uncertainty regarding Biden's proposed changes to personal income tax rates and estate tax rates; uncertainty regarding Biden's proposed additional spending and the long-term effects of the related debt; uncertainty regarding global supply & demand of many items including computer chips.		1

		Unemployment rates, the stock market performance, the public as a whole 		1

		unrest		1

		Until schools open up & high school sports are completely open our business will be down. 		1

		US growth is going to slow as the economy has abandoned traditional valuation fundamentals.  The actions of the Federal Reserve bank are borderline reckless, and there is a threat of increasing taxes and regulation, both of which stifle the ability of business to thrive.		1

		We are still seeing labor shortages and now prices are climbing and competition from other regions nationally and internationally is fierce. 		1

		(blank)		2

		Very optimistic		133

		 		1

		 Availability of grant funding from the Federal government

Lessening of pandemic		1

		1. Largely unnecessary stimulus cash flooding the economy
2. Reopening of travel, entertainment, dining
3. Clean up of supply chain disruptions		1

		1. Sufficient workforce
2. inflation 
3. income taxes		1

		A return to normalcy following the pandemic inactivity.		1

		a vaccine and the prospects of returning to normal		1

		Almost at herd immunity for vaccinations.  Materials have increased, but should return to normal at about 3 months after markets are open.		1

		Amount of money the government is pouring into households.
		1

		As Covid restrictions fade more businesses will resume pre Covid levels.  Hiring and retaining employees currently is an issue at entry level positions.		1

		Assumption that Covid restrictions and return to new normal progresses into the 2nd half of the year.  Expect certain sectors of the economy, such as food service, gasoline demand, etc. to partly rebound and make higher contributions.		1

		Built-up demand and re-opening of consumer-driven businesses		1

		Buisness Investment and consumer spending look to be poised to increase as cash has been added to the system and believe it will come off the sidelines and deployed.		1

		Coming out of COVID 

Americans vaccinated and back to new normal 

Infra structure plans 		1

		Commodity prices/availability and labor shortages due to enhanced fed and state unemployment		1

		Companies are ready to get back to being fully open, and there is pent-up demand among consumers. This should drive strong earnings and GDP.		1

		Consumer spending		1

		Cost and availability of construction materials.		1

		Covid 19 recovery underway		1

		Covid caused more folks at home to do yard projects (pools/landscaping). Perception of a massive infrastructure funding for roads/bridges/telecommunications/etc.		1

		Covid reopening.		1

		COVID-19 under control
People returning to work
People obtaining better salaries/work conditions		1

		Economy continues to open back up and jobs are available - we just need the current administration to reduce unemployment benefits so our society is motivated to return to work.		1

		Economy picking up with the rollout of vaccines.  		1

		Effects of stimulus and likely infrastructure bill. Pent up demand unleashed as pandemic recedes. Optimism that pandemic will be under control as vaccinations continue to roll out.		1

		emergence from pandemic and pent up demand for goods, services and travel - offset by inflationary trends and the prospect of substantially increasing taxes - once the pent up demand wains, then I expect a slow down - US and world wide		1

		End of the pandemic.  Optimism in the markets and spending beginning to increase.		1

		Expected GDP growth and dovish FED		1

		Federal government heavy hand on business and punishing success, labor shortages, building inflationary pressure		1

		Federal stimulus and various rescue plans have provided significant liquidity.  Limitation on activities such and dining, travel and indoor events such as concerts and sporting events have increased the savings rates for many families. 		1

		Government leaders		1

		Government Spending		1

		government spending and control of pandemic
		1

		Having a rational President		1

		Herd immunity.		1

		High demand from consumers, especially after all the stimulus.  There is an overload of stimulus in the economy.  		1

		High volume of saved up cash both by consumers and businesses. People will want to spend this and will spend the stimulus. 		1

		Hopeful with vaccines coming out that individuals will feel more comfortable â€œgetting back to normal.â€�  		1

		Housing demand		1

		I believe the economy is picking up steam even before all states are completely open for business.  Once all states are open I believe there will be another, though smaller, surge of business activity.		1

		I think the country is in a good position to rebound from the pandemic.  On-going concerns about vaccination hesitancy and COVID variants still make me cautious.  		1

		Impact of vaccinations on pandemic transmission rates, especially in the US and key trading partners, which should allow return to higher production and trade levels.  For global economy, this may exclude some large markets such as India which are still struggling with high disease rates.		1

		Improving vaccinations and upcoming warmer weather which may increase travel, restaurants, shopping and overall spending opportunities.		1

		Increase in vaccinations and people returning to work in all industries.		1

		Increased US vaccination rates and reopening US economy. 		1

		Increased vaccination rates are allowing more parts of the economy to open up, especially in the travel and hospitality industries. Pent up demand is driving increased demand for those services.		1

		increasing demand, ability to pass on price increases, low cost borrowing		1

		Increasing vaccinations for Covid-19, huge government stimulus, some increased stability as companies and employers have made progress on adjusting to significant changes in the business environment.  We are optimistic but still consider higher than normal uncertainty and fragility. 		1

		Inflation concerns		1

		Inflation. Taxation/changes. New federal legislation		1

		It's being held back by the huge unemployment benefits.  No one wants to work!  I have 6 open positions, no people.  		1

		Job growth is positive and people are going back to work in larger numbers which will help increase spending in retail & restaurants.		1

		Job growth, steepening yield curve, getting workers back to work once all the free money runs out.		1

		Jobs Act and Vaccines!!		1

		labor		1

		Lower unemployment and higher ability to consumer spend combined with current stable political climate. We have seen financial disasters under the last several Republican administrations and financial rescues from the last several Democratic administrations so I am hopeful on the political front.		1

		Manufacturing heas held its own; pent up consumer demand for goods and services 		1

		Mega trend of work from home driving home projects, security, etc.
		1

		Momentum and liquidity		1

		My company is a plywood wholesaler selling to the woodworking trade.  this industry is very strong currently, but demand far outstrips supply, and there are severe product shortages.  this may be tolerable in the short run, but will be quite damaging in the long run.		1

		need for broadband		1

		Negative impacts from covid and poor previous leadership coupled with positive impacts from the current administration.		1

		New taxes.
New government regulation.
Supply issues.
Potential for inflation.		1

		Ongoing vaccinations will allow for further opening of businesses. The pent up demand will likely lead to more robust spending as the economy opens.		1

		Opening of economy		1

		Our business, investment management, has flourished during COVID-19.
We had  significant safety procedures involved.		1

		Overcoming the pandemic, confidence with the vaccine and surge of independence.		1

		Pandemic and getting everyone back to work.		1

		Pandemic continuing because too many people will not get the Covid 19 vaccine

New taxes from Biden administration 

Incredible amount of US debt

Government spending driving inflation


		1

		Pandemic under control		1

		Parts availability/sourcing very challenging.  We are in the forklift manufacturing environment.  International Truck Association truck demand is the best it has been since before the 2008 economic downturn.  If we can get our parts, production and sales will follow higher demand.		1

		Pent up demand by consumers as Covid-19 restrictions ease		1

		pent up demand due to Covid.		1

		Pent up demand, a lot of liquidity and government stimulus 		1

		Pent up demand. People returning to work. Higher confidence due to end of Pandemic thanks largely to vaccines - especially in the US. 		1

		Pent-up demand for housing and jobs as we emerge from a reduced economy from COVID restrictions.		1

		personal finances of most households in the US have improved during the pandemic there is a lot of pent of demand for goods and services.  Along with the stimulus package released has created available discretionary spending		1

		Post COVID demand is high fueled by prior administration tax policies and deregulation etc.  Economy is taking off or picking up from where we left off prior to COVID.  		1

		Progress with vaccinations, end of lock-downs, and pent up demand for both goods and services		1

		Recovery from the COVID pandemic, demand for housing, upward inflationary pressure		1

		reopening after the pandemic.		1

		Reopening and vaccinations going well. Very strong demand as pent up spending is starting to move.		1

		Reopening of businesses locked down during the Pandemic.		1

		Reopening.		1

		return to the office, release of mandatory face mask, increase oil demand		1

		Some businesses still not fully opened, and don't know when/if they will be.		1

		States opening back up fully, Stimulus money thats been on the sideline ready to be spent on investment or consumer items.		1

		Stimulas		1

		Stimulus and growth of spending		1

		Stimulus and reopening		1

		Stimulus, improving corporate earnings and COVID shots		1

		strength in customer demand and commodity prices		1

		Strong demand in my business		1

		Supply and demand - Such a large supply of cash (our deposits at the bank are up over 18% - which is a lot better than most other banks - they are much higher in deposit growth); Supply of money chart from Federal Reserve - Feb 20 to Feb 21 - greater than 27% - never seen M2 Growth like this before!!
Deposits and liquidity at banks at records - SO, customers are sitting on cash and ready to spend, banks want to put cash to work and leverage, rates a low, - too much money chasing to few things - people are starting to spend money - but inflation will go up between now and August		1

		Supply Chain		1

		Supply of durable goods and materials and logisrics		1

		Taxes		1

		The continuing COVID vaccination program will allow more business to return to 100% operating capacity as people are able to spend more time out in public.		1

		The COVID-19 vaccine is rolling out and people are becoming more confident in venturing out.		1

		The current contract awards and sales backlog and the amount of new hires that will be needed in order to meet deman.		1

		the Fed's easy money and record amounts of stimulus.		1

		The pandemic and racial justice issues		1

		The rebound as we get the pandemic under control will drive broad growth, including aerospace 		1

		The recovery from the pandemic		1

		There is no end to the spending by the government and no end to the Fed's money pumping in sight. We'll pay for it down the road.		1

		unemployed workers are not willing to take jobs in manufacturing and trades; government incentives not to work are politically popular-the struggle for US to produce is real 		1

		Unemployment dropping and the number of job openings.
We are in central Kansas.  The only thing holding some back is the lack of available manpower.
		1

		Vaccination rates in US and worldwide

Inflation

Schools opening in-person as normal in Fall of 2021		1

		Vaccination rates, declining case rates of infections and easing of restrictions. 		1

		Vaccinations spurring reduction in lock downs which should increase demand for oil and gas (my company produces both).		1

		vaccine rollout, lifting of restrictions, favorable stock market		1

		Vaccines. Should open up the economy. Plus the government is spending our future like never before. We are spending our kids money.
		1

		We are a wholesale distributor and the construction industry is showing no signs of slowing. Overall, there is pent up demand and the stimulus checks have helped businesses stay current on their payments. 		1

		We have so many orders we can't keep up, and others in our region are experiencing the same.  With the vaccinations being rolled out, I would hope people would be returning to their workplaces and producing products again.		1

		World is opening up after COVID-19.		1

		(blank)		19

		Very pessimistic		9

		COVID-19		1

		federal regulations and taxes; national debt; china growth/improvement 		1

		Growth in Automation and Job Openings		1

		No Inventory.		1

		short term interest rates		1

		Socialistic government giving money away, while jobs go unfilled forcing small businesses out of business		1

		Uncertainty		1

		Vaccinations, fewer Covid cases, economic reopening, federal stimulus, Low interest rates.		1

		(blank)		1

		(blank)

		(blank)

		Grand Total		770





Opt-Ind

		OPT-INDUSTRY

		KW finish-review 

		Count of Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic prospects for your organization over the next 12 months		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Neutral		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Very optimistic		Very pessimistic		(blank)		Grand Total				VP		P		N		O		VO		Total Opt		Grand Total		Opt %

		Accountancy		3		7		1								11				0		1		3		7		0		7		11		64%

		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting		3		5				3		2				13				2		0		3		5		3		8		13		62%

		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		1		9		2		2						14				0		2		1		9		2		11		14		79%

		Banking		7		25		1		9						42				0		1		7		25		9		34		42		81%

		Construction		10		26		5		9						50				0		5		10		26		9		35		50		70%

		Education		3		7		1								11				0		1		3		7		0		7		11		64%

		Finance and Insurance		7		38		3		9		1				58				1		3		7		38		9		47		58		81%

		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)		2		8				1						11				0		0		2		8		1		9		11		82%

		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)		5		16		4		6						31				0		4		5		16		6		22		31		71%

		Holding Company / Conglomerate		1		2				2						5				0		0		1		2		2		4		5		80%

		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)		1		9		2		1						13				0		2		1		9		1		10		13		77%

		Information and Media		2		4										6				0		0		2		4		0		4		6		67%

		Manufacturing		12		71		8		27		2				120				2		8		12		71		27		98		120		82%

		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas		4		11		1		3						19				0		1		4		11		3		14		19		74%

		Not for Profit		9		34		7		8		1				59				1		7		9		34		8		42		59		71%

		Other		7		12		3		7						29				0		3		7		12		7		19		29		66%

		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services		4		18		2		5		1				30				1		2		4		18		5		23		30		77%

		Public Sector		1		2										3				0		0		1		2		0		2		3		67%

		Real Estate & Property		8		17				4						29				0		0		8		17		4		21		29		72%

		Retail Trade		2		13		3		5		1				24				1		3		2		13		5		18		24		75%

		Technology				16				2						18				0		0		0		16		2		18		18		100%

		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing		7		19		1		6						33				0		1		7		19		6		25		33		76%

		Utilities		6		7										13				0		0		6		7		0		7		13		54%

		Wholesale Trade		5		14				8						27				0		0		5		14		8		22		27		81%

		(blank)		20		62		2		16		1				101				1		2		20		62		16		78		101		77%

		Grand Total		130		452		46		133		9				770				9		46		130		452		133		585		770





Emp-Ind

		EMP-INDUSTRY

		KW Finish/review

		Count of Input/Output Pricing and Employee Costs: Thinking about the coming 12 months, please indicate the probable change for your organization for each of the following input/output pricing and employee costs:   please select one growth rate for each item, from increasing by more than 8% to decreasing by more than 8%. - Healthcare costs		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Decrease by less than 4%		Decrease by more than 8%		Increase by 4-8%		Increase by less than 4%		Increase by more than 8%		Not changed		(blank)		Grand Total

		Accountancy						4		1		2		2				9

		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting						6		1		4						11

		Arts, Entertainment and Recreation		2		1		5		3		2		1				14

		Banking						17		13		9		3				42

		Construction						19		17		8		6				50

		Education						4		1		5		1				11

		Finance and Insurance		1				20		14		15		6				56

		Healthcare - other (pharmaceuticals, medical device suppliers, etc)				1		5		2		1		1				10

		Healthcare - provider (hospitals, nursing homes, medical offices)						11		8		6		4				29

		Holding Company / Conglomerate						1		2		2						5

		Hospitality and Food Services (including travel and leisure services)						5		5		2		1				13

		Information and Media						2		1				3				6

		Manufacturing		2				52		27		26		10				117

		Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas						5		8		4		1				18

		Not for Profit						24		18		9		6				57

		Other						12		8		7		2				29

		Professional, Scientific and Technical Services				1		13		5		8		2				29

		Public Sector						1		1				1				3

		Real Estate & Property						13		4		7		5				29

		Retail Trade						7		8		5		3				23

		Technology						9		3		4		2				18

		Transportation, Distribution and Warehousing						12		11		7		1				31

		Utilities						7		3		2						12

		Wholesale Trade						8		7		9		3				27

		(blank)						16		14		4		4				38

		Grand Total		5		3		278		185		148		68				687





Opt-Reg

		OPT-REGION

		KW Finish/Review

		Count of Outlook for the economy and your organization: 

Please select the rating that best describes your view for each of the following - The economic prospects for your organization over the next 12 months		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Neutral		Optimistic		Pessimistic		Very optimistic		Very pessimistic		(blank)		Grand Total

		Alabama		1		6		1		2						10

		Alaska				1				1						2

		Arizona		1		3		1		2						7

		Arkansas				3		1		1						5

		California		5		19				4						28

		Colorado		5		11		2		2						20

		Connecticut		1		3										4

		Delaware								1						1

		District of Columbia								1						1

		Florida		3		19				1						23

		Georgia		4		8		3		3						18

		Guam		1												1

		Hawaii				2										2

		Idaho		1		2				1						4

		Illinois		5		19		5		9		1				39

		Indiana		12		8				2		2				24

		Iowa		2		5		1		2		1				11

		Kansas				3		5		1						9

		Kentucky		1		4		1		4						10

		Louisiana		3		4				3		1				11

		Maine		1		1		1								3

		Maryland				7		1		1						9

		Massachusetts		2		7				1						10

		Michigan		4		18										22

		Minnesota		5		11		1		4						21

		Mississippi		3		3				1						7

		Missouri		6		4		1		5						16

		Montana				1				1						2

		Nebraska				3				1						4

		Nevada				4										4

		New Hampshire				1										1

		New Jersey		1		22				3						26

		New Mexico				3		1		1						5

		New York		1		16		1				1				19

		North Carolina		2		17				4						23

		North Dakota								3						3

		Ohio		6		33		6		5		2				52

		Oklahoma		1		3		1		1						6

		Oregon		1		2				7						10

		Other (please specify)		4		3		1								8

		Pennsylvania		6		24		1		10						41

		South Carolina		3		5		2								10

		South Dakota						1		2						3

		Tennessee				11		1		4						16

		Texas		8		33		1		13						55

		Utah		1		4		2		2						9

		Vermont						1		1						2

		Virginia		4		9				3						16

		Washington		2		11				1						14

		West Virginia		1		1										2

		Wisconsin		2		10		1		3						16

		Wyoming				3										3

		(blank)		21		62		2		16		1				102

		Grand Total		130		452		46		133		9				770





Staff

		STAFFING

																						% Change						☑ Reviewed

		Row Labels		Count of Given current conditions, how would you
characterize your overall staffing situation relative to your needs 

		Other (please specify)		30				4.08%				4%				Order:		Excess		4%		down 3

		We have an excess number of employees		32				4.35%				4%						Right 		45%		down 8

		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees		328				44.57%				45%						Hesitant		14%		down 5

		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future		243				33.02%				33%						Planning		33%		up 14

		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved		103				13.99%				14%						Other		4%		up 2

		(blank)

		Grand Total		736				100.00%				100%								100%

		Slide 31

		Count of Given current conditions, how would you
characterize your overall staffing situation relative to your needs (i.e. do
you have excess capacity or are employees stretched?) - Selected Choice		Column Labels

		Row Labels		Other (please specify)		We have an excess number of employees		We have approximately the appropriate number of employees		We have too few employees and are planning to hire in the immediate future		We have too few employees, but are hesitating to hire until further uncertainty is resolved		(blank)		Grand Total

		$0 to under $10 million		6		6		70		37		25				144

		$1 billion or more		3		6		36		29		15				89

		$10 million to under $50 million		7		5		93		69		28				202

		$100 million to under $250 million		4		1		34		38		4				81

		$250 million to under $500 million				3		14		12		3				32

		$50 million to under $100 million		8		6		30		31		9				84

		$500 million to under $1 billion				1		15		10		7				33

		(blank)		2		4		36		17		12				71

		Grand Total		30		32		328		243		103				736

		Slide 31		Other		Excess		Right		Planning		Hesitant				Total

		$0 to under $10 million		6		6		70		37		25				144

				4.2%		4.2%		48.6%		25.7%		17.4%				100%

		Calculated Values to transpose into PPT 		4.2%		4.2%		48.6%		25.7%		17.4%				100.0%



		$10 million to under $50 million		7		5		93		69		28				202

		$50 million to under $100 million		8		6		30		31		9				84

				15		11		123		100		37				286

				5.2%		3.8%		43.0%		35.0%		12.9%				100%

		Calculated Values to transpose into PPT 		5.2%		3.8%		43.0%		35.0%		12.9%				100.0%



		$100 million to under $250 million		4		1		34		38		4				81

		$250 million to under $500 million		0		3		14		12		3				32

		$500 million to under $1 billion		0		1		15		10		7				33

				4		5		63		60		14				146

				3%		3%		43%		41%		10%				100%

		Calculated Values to transpose into PPT 		2.7%		3.4%		43.2%		41.1%		9.6%				100.0%



		$1 billion or more		3		6		36		29		15				89

				3%		7%		40%		33%		17%				100%

		Calculated Values to transpose into PPT 		3.4%		6.7%		40.4%		32.6%		16.9%				100.0%

																665

																66

																731





Chall

		Q13 - Please indicate the top three challenges for your organization								Q14 - What other issues currently loom large for your business or the economy?  (432 responses) 								☑ Reviewed

																																Q13 - Please indicate the top three challenges for your organization (enter 1, 2 and 3 in the corresponding boxes, 1 being most important).

						2Q20		3Q20		4Q20		1Q21		2Q21				Moves														#		Question		Count														#		Field - Averages/count		Minimum		Maximum		Mean		Std Deviation		Variance		Count

				1		Domestic economic conditions		Domestic economic conditions		Domestic economic conditions		Domestic economic conditions		Availability of skilled personnel				U1		1		Availability of skilled personnel										11		Availability of skilled personnel		39.15%		101		31.01%		80		29.84%		77				7		Availability of skilled personnel		1		3		1.91		0.83		0.68		258

				2		Stagnant/declining markets		Domestic political leadership		Domestic political leadership		Availability of skilled personnel		Materials/supplies/     equipment costs				U4		2		Materials/supplies/equipment costs										20		Materials/supplies/equipment costs		41.18%		84		31.86%		65		26.96%		55				22		Materials/supplies/equipment costs		1		3		1.86		0.81		0.66		204

				3		Liquidity		Employee and benefits costs		Availability of skilled personnel		Regulatory requirements/changes		Domestic political leadership				U1		3		Domestic political leadership										21		Domestic political leadership		38.55%		64		34.94%		58		26.51%		44				21		Employee and benefits costs		1		3		2.11		0.8		0.64		168

				4		Global economic conditions		Availability of skilled personnel		Regulatory requirements/changes		Domestic political leadership		Domestic economic conditions				D3		4		Domestic economic conditions										1		Domestic economic conditions		40.00%		62		31.61%		49		28.39%		44				2		Domestic political leadership		1		3		1.88		0.8		0.64		166

				5		Regulatory requirements/changes		Stagnant/declining markets		Stagnant/declining markets		Employee and benefits costs		Regulatory requirements/changes				D2		5		Regulatory requirements/changes										15		Regulatory requirements/changes		35.19%		57		31.48%		51		33.33%		54				5		Regulatory requirements/changes		1		3		1.98		0.83		0.68		162

				6		Domestic political leadership		Regulatory requirements/changes		Global economic conditions		Materials/supplies/     equipment costs		Inflation				New*		6		Inflation 										12		Inflation		31.85%		50		33.12%		52		35.03%		55				18		Inflation		1		3		2.03		0.82		0.67		157

				7		Financing (access/cost of capital)		Global economic conditions		Domestic competition		Domestic competition		Employee and benefits costs				D2		7		Employee and benefits costs										18		Employee and benefits costs		26.79%		45		35.12%		59		38.10%		64				1		Domestic economic conditions		1		3		1.88		0.82		0.67		155

				8		Availability of skilled personnel		Changing customer preferences		Developing new products/services/markets		Stagnant/declining markets		Staff Turnover				U1		8		Staff turnover										13		Staff turnover		29.03%		36		35.48%		44		35.48%		44				6		Staff turnover		1		3		2.06		0.8		0.64		124

				9		Employee and benefits costs		Domestic competition		Employee and benefits costs		Staff Turnover		Domestic competition				D2		9		Domestic competition										3		Domestic competition		32.71%		35		37.38%		40		29.91%		32				10		Domestic competition		1		3		1.97		0.79		0.63		107

				10		Changing customer preferences		Materials/supplies/     equipment costs		Materials/supplies/     equipment costs		Developing new products/services/markets		Cyber security concerns				New*		10		Cyber security concerns										23		Changing customer preferences		33.78%		25		31.08%		23		35.14%		26				23		Cyber security concerns		1		3		2.28		0.74		0.54		95

																																6		Developing new products/services/markets		24.00%		18		34.67%		26		41.33%		31				13		Developing new products/services/markets		1		3		2.17		0.79		0.62		75

																																16		Energy costs		37.50%		18		33.33%		16		29.17%		14				12		Changing customer preferences		1		3		2.01		0.83		0.69		74

																		Inflation: Never in top 10 2009 on; shows 2Q11 61% inflation highest ever														19		Global economic conditions		27.69%		18		35.38%		23		36.92%		24				3		Global economic conditions		1		3		2.09		0.8		0.64		65

																		Cyber Security - perhaps because of pipeline hack on East Coast														4		Stagnant/declining markets		27.59%		16		37.93%		22		34.48%		20				11		Stagnant/declining markets		1		3		2.07		0.78		0.62		58

																																22		Cyber security concerns		16.84%		16		37.89%		36		45.26%		43				20		Energy costs		1		3		1.92		0.81		0.66		48

																																8		Liquidity		44.12%		15		20.59%		7		35.29%		12				14		Financing (access/cost of capital)		1		3		2.05		0.77		0.59		44

																																7		Financing (access/cost of capital)		27.27%		12		40.91%		18		31.82%		14				15		Liquidity		1		3		1.91		0.89		0.79		34

		Q14 - What other issues currently loom large for your business or the economy? 432 responses - up from 388																														10		Currency exchange rates		28.57%		4		7.14%		1		64.29%		9				16		Credit control/collections		1		3		2.35		0.73		0.53		20

		 Availability of qualified staff 																														2		Competition from non-domestic developed markets		33.33%		3		44.44%		4		22.22%		2				4		Global political leadership		1		3		2.32		0.73		0.53		19

		 green new deal effects on oil																														5		Competition from non-domestic emerging markets		100.00%		3		0.00%		0		0.00%		0				17		Currency exchange rates		1		3		2.36		0.89		0.8		14

		1) the federal unemployment program keeping potential workers out of the workforce by incentivizing laziness 2) multi-trillion $ stimulus programs creating inflation and reducing confidence in USD 3) tax increases on the horizon will reduce funds available to the private sector for capital investment and job growth 																														9		Credit control/collections		15.00%		3		35.00%		7		50.00%		10				9		Competition from non-domestic developed markets		1		3		1.89		0.74		0.54		9

		1. Finding balance between WFH, WFO and some blends and what is the impact on compensation.
2. What is the long-term tax impact on WFH and how do businesses or governments mitigate the consequences?
3, how does continued instability in corporate tax policies impact business planning and growth opportunities?																														17		Global political leadership		15.79%		3		36.84%		7		47.37%		9				19		Deflation		1		3		2.6		0.8		0.64		5

		ability for the government to keep the economy growing and not tax the recovery to death.																														14		Deflation		20.00%		1		0.00%		0		80.00%		4				8		Competition from non-domestic emerging markets		1		1		1		0		0		3

		ability to gather for fundraising events, people feeling comfortable gathering

		Ability to ship and receive internationally.

		Access to capital, inflation, tax increases

		Accounting changes. We are a tax exempt organization and the revenue recognition changes are needless busy work that provide no clarity or benefit to the organization. Lots of wasted resources. Love to see is drop our audit requirements 

		Adverse policies related to the U.S. oil and gas industry along with increased corporate taxes and regulations are inhibiting major capital expenditure purchases for a large segment of our customer base. 

		Again, our biggest issue if finding people who want to work.  And, this is after raising our pay rates by several dollars an hour.  Our labor costs make up over 50% of our expenses so this is crucial to our survival.

		Aging staff

		An infrastructure bill would be a great boost to our company and industry.    

		Any infrastructure spending bills. Inflation. ANy other macroeconomic surprises (COVID v2)

		Apathy

		As a construction business, the cost/availability of materials and gasoline is of great concern.  Additionally, there is a shortage of qualified labor willing to enter the workforce.  Consumer demand for our services is at an all time high but we are not able to hire personnel fast enough to meet the demand.

		As a temporary staffing agency, we have some employees that don't want to work until they have received the vaccine, and others that are not willing to work due to the supplement that they are receiving from unemployment.

		Auto industry recovery, and energy prices and demand in North America

		Automation

		Availability of qualified labor

		Availability of raw materials due primarily to Texas freeze earlier this year

		Availability of workers if hiring is needed

		Banking - compliance burden is always and increasingly heavy.  With each change in administration comes more burden. 

		Being able to attract qualified employees is a developing problem.  We are stretching the wages offered, incorporating new and different incentives and reaching out to new networks and getting new employee interest is still difficult.  Additionally, raw materials for production (resins, computer chips, wood based products) is becoming scarce and it is difficult for foresee whether this is just temporary or a longer term impact.

		Beyond those identified, the geopolitical stage is always a concern

		Both business & economy, cost & availability of labor

		Building material availability and lack of consistency in delivery of materials needed

		Business is strong. We've figured out how to navigate the pandemic (along with our customers). The economy will continue to lag as long as the pandemic lingers (or the fear around the virus)

		Cancel culture

		Capacity constraints in the freight markets

		Capacity limit at event venues

		Capital requirements for upgrading POS, GL, and CRM systems.

		Cargo log jams at ports 

		Change in the ongoing business model.  

		changes in taxes and tax laws

		Changes to Medicare reimbursements; how soon will return to normal from the pandemic

		changing consumer preferences

		changing demographics of customer base

		Chinese political dispute with Australia is disrupting normal raw materials trade patterns. This has impacted prices for our primary product. 

		Chip shortage and supply chain issues

		Civil unrest and riots in the streets of our city are driving staff considerations of moving away to safer, less urban locales. Our city is. It as safe now, day or night, as it was 2 years ago. You did not survey for real estate/leasing considerations but those are top of mind as our business, and others, look to downsize or move from urban locales. 

		Civil unrest issues continue to cause uncertainty for my industry.

		Climate and renewable energy regulation and markets


		Climate change activists that do not want to allow building new Pipelines.

		Climate change regulations

		Climate changes

		Comfort level of people to come back out 

		Communication 

		Competition from new entrants 

		Concern over the domestic fiscal and monetary policies and their impacts on inflation.

		Concerns with liberal government in Washington.

		Consumer spending

		Continued low interest rates 

		continued state and federal healthcare funding (Medicare and Medicaid)

		Continuing COVID restrictions

		Contraction in our niche market: community banking and financial services.

		Control of the pandemic

		Corporate demerger

		Cost and timely delivery of key building materials for our projects.

		Cost of labor.

		Covid

		Covid

		COVID

		COVID

		Covid and if the positive trends in golf continue

		COVID impact on commercial real estate

		COVID lockdowns

		Covid recovery and inflation

		Covid vaccine and potential variant spread

		COVID-19 

		COVID-19 has highly impacted the view of senior housing both with staff and potential residents. 

		COVID-19 pandemic impact on employment, small businesses, supply chain

		Covid-19, risk of inflation, risk of tax law changes that increase tax rates in US

		Craziness out of the Democrats in Congress

		Current administrations hostility towards the free-market and a desire for expansion of central planning and programs designed for creating "equity".  Everything that leads to a more socialistic economy and higher government debt.

		Customers changing preferences; staying relevant in the market

		Cyber

		Cyber security

		Cyber Security

		Cyber security

		cyber security

		cyber security is critical to our economy

		Cyber security risks.

		cybersecurity #4

		Cybersecurity remains a risk. Healthcare reimbursement rates present a challenge as they are not increasing in line with inflation. 

		Defense spending, packaging and shipping costs

		Demand for many of our products remains historically strong primarily due to demand for agricultural products from China.  Typically prices cycle as S&D cycles on these products over time.  This and other factors require supply chains functioning at high levels.  Any disruption could result in significant missed opportunity or in some cases significant new opportunity, when S&D's are as tight as they are.

		Demand is on the verge of being priced out of my market due to scarcity of raw materials

		Demographic changes/demand, business model viability.

		Direct material costs. Parts Availability

		direction of interest rates

		Disease of orange trees called "greening". This 15 year battle has been difficult for Florida agriculture industry in which we operate.

		Disintermediation

		Domestic civil unrest.

		Domestic political climate was challenging for past few years because of racial tensions in urban area where we conduct business, gaslighting by political "leaders," and unnecessary rhetoric. A steady voice, and an actual vision would be helpful. The throw 'shit at the wall and see what sticks' attitude is terrible for our business. A vision has been nice to see, and government spending on seriously meaningful infrastructure would be welcomed.

I have stopped giving to AICPA and MICPA political funds because of the causes the funds have supported, and the politicians who typically drive those causes. It gets to a certain point when lower taxes are no longer beneficial to the public good, and I believe we are well past that point. TCJA was a significant handout to the wealthy, and my clients are struggling now more than ever. We keep hearing tax cuts will lead to economic growth, but there is absolutely no research that supports that notion.

Having studied economics in college, at a conservative institution at that, it is clear that the 'trickle-down' is good in theory, but when those at the top get the choice to give to others, or keep for themselves, they almost always do the latter.

I welcome what the AICPA does for the profession from a service standpoint, but from a political one, it doesn't always make sense to me. Gaining clarity on key issues is a positive, but continually simplifying the tax code merely seeks to render the CPA obsolete.

		Domestic political leadership, Cyber Security, Availability of materials (supply chain interruptions) Employee and benefit costs, 

		Domestic politics, our ability to find and keep customers (we are a development stage recycling company), energy costs

		Domestic Tax policy

		Employment and cost of capital 

		End of COVID restrictions and the resulting impacts thereof

		Energy Policy coming from Washington.

		Equipment lead times from our suppliers, increased demand for our product, labor shortages.

		ESG issues. 

		ESG regulations causing energy lenders and insurance providers to cease lending or selling insurance to oil and gas companies.

		European market conditions

		evictions

		Evolution of entertainment sector

		Excessive amount of liquidity in the market and deposits at banks.

		Exchange rates and the stability of the European Union as many of our raw materials are sourced from Europe.

		Expanding outside the US

		Exporting is a major concern for us.  There are a few very large countries that we normally export large machinery to, but are unwilling to sign a large order to us due to the political uncertainty in the US.

		Federal regulations and higher taxes

		Federal regulations and resurgence of COVID

		Financial Asset prices

		Financing rates.

		Finding Skilled people who are willing to work for below market wages

		For Arkansas, unemployment benefit rules need to be revised. We get many applicants but they don't respond to a call/email/letter. Rules say they can't turn down a job they applied for so if they don't answer a call/letter/email then they aren't technically turning down the job, but appears to not want the job they applied for or are not wanting to work. Training is not an option since 3 years CDL's are required on our contracts.

		For our business competition is largest issue.

		Freight expense and availability, uncertainty over income tax increases, raw material cost increases

		freight is obscenely high.  materials availability is a problem.

		Freight rates and general logistics.  Also availability of goods and raw materials at reasonable prices.  All capital projects involving steel or wood have increased significantly causing a re-evaluation of viability of projects which the business needs to move forward with.

		Funded status of pension plans due to low interest rate environment.

		Future government defense spending.

		FX conversion rates as we expand research into non-US Currency locations

		Gasoline shortages
Corona virus for non -vaccinated

		Getting all of our employees back into the office or at least onto stable work schedules, which requires day care and schools to be open consistently.

		Getting people back to work, cancel culture destroying innovation

		Global economic situation.

		Global economy and effect on energy prices

		government

		Government allowing businesses to re-open to capacity.  Increase in the number of COVID related cases that will require hospitalization.  Inflation increases significantly over the next 12 months.

		Government intervention

		Government lockdowns scaring the public from safely resuming normal lifestyles.

		Government mismanagement of taxes & spending.

		Government overreach and tax increases/policy that will cripple US businesses 

		Government policy related to education.

		government regulation and inflation

		Government spending on medical research and education programs.

		Governmental regulation is a huge obstacle for our business and with new domestic leadership, we anticipate not only a more difficult tax environment, but more regulatory and compliance requirements which will result in additional operating costs.  In particular the focus of the current state and federal administrations on environmental issues and a 'green' economy.

		Green Energy push
Government overreach and regulation
Cyber attacks

		Growing US debt. State and local government decisions to address social unrest.

		Healthcare consolidation 

		healthcare costs, added regulations

		high costs of raw material may decrease demand, leading to extreme price fluctuations

		Higher costs

		higher taxes; succession planning

		Housing market and regulatory changes 

		Housing market inventory and ability of licensed realtors to make a living 

		housing markets and govt moratoriums on legal actions such as foreclosures

		Housing policy 

		Housing rates & childcare resources for staff. 

		how and when to return to the office

		how quickly the customer base feels comfortable in returning to the office so our services can be back to more normal levels.

		How to get back to normal after COVID-19

		Immigration and access to foreign workers.

		Impact of current administration on oil and gas business

		Impacts of capital markets and potential M&A transcations based on changing tax legislation.

		inability to manufacture due to lack of willing workers; materials are in short supply and getting worse in the face of increasing demand for products

		inadequate supply of product

		Inconsistent tax policy at the federal level and its impact on pass-through corproations

		Increase in raw materials costs for our business.  Inflation for the economy 

		increase in tax rates

		Increased call for reducing the use of Oil and Gas

		Increased cost of employees

		Increased income and estate taxation

		increased personal and corporate taxes

		Increased regulation while costs of construction are ever increasing

		Increased regulatory rules.

		Increased taxes, Federal stimulus money keeping people out of the job market.

		Increasing competition in terms of numbers of competitors.
Increasing wage pressures for professional, credentialed staff
Grooming successors to the current owners

		Increasing construction costs. 

		Increasing employee benefits costs coupled with an inability to raise customer prices are putting a strain on the bottom line.

		Increasing government regulations and tax increase

		increasing regulation and taxes 

		Increasing regulatory costs

		increasing supply chain costs due to truck driver shortages

		Inflation and energy costs.

		Inflation for goods and labor are increasing faster than our price increases to customers

		Inflation is on the horizon, and will be much worse than people think.  The tax increases will hit the economy very hard.  The absolute failure of President Biden to attempt to, or really address the lack of unity in the country is disappointing.  He is actually putting fuel on the fire.  

The issue of systemic racism is a joke that needs to be put on the trash heap!!

		Inflation is really starting to be noticed in wages and raw material costs.

		Inflation, expecting demand to outpace supply..

		Infrastructure investment - whether or not the government is going to help fund badly needed upgrades to roads, bridges, and other infrastructure needs. 

		Infrastructure plans at the Federal level.  

Potential tax changes

		Infrastructure, mostly Transportation, Interstates. We need an Infrastructure plan now.  

		Insurance premium pricing

		Interest rate increases due to inflation causing the 35 Trillion US debt to become and serious limiting issue.

		interest rates

		interest rates and the ability for Brexit to impact trade relations with the UK

		International Travel

		international travel demand

		It seems like creating a flexible work schedule, gave employees a sense of it's ok to change jobs or location. This creates a higher turnover rate, and less loyalty for employees.

		Joe Biden 

		Joe Biden's proposed tax rate increases and increased deficit spending.

		K-12 Schools and Universities getting back to on site activities.
Metal price inflation.

		Keeping & retaining competent staff, interest rates

		keeping up with changing customer preferences after the pandemic.

		Keeping up with demand for our services and finding the employees we need in a high labor inflationary environment is a major challenge.  The economy appears very overheated.  

		Keeping up with the orders coming in

		Labor market - shortage of workers and plenty of jobs

		LABOR SHORTAGES DUE TO GOVERNMENT POLICY ENCOURAGING PEOPLE NOT TO WORK

		Lack of available truckers to move finished goods. Too many regulations have been placed on truckers and they are either parking their trucks or raising rates substantially.

		lack of inventory

		Lack of labor availability.  There are many potential employees sitting on the sidelines due to the government stimulus, which is causing labor shortages and putting inflationary pressures on costs.  These increases are outpacing our ability to raise prices which provides a signficant headwind to improved overall results at a time when we need the improved performance to help repair the damage done to the balance sheet from the impacts of COVID-19.

		lack of proactive tax laws make tax preparation nearly impossible.  The political environment is SO partisan that they legislators are not doing their job!

		Lack of skilled construction labor

		lack of skilled employees 

		Lead time for critical components for our products.  

		Lease accounting implementation is huge for us right now. On a business model perspective, we are attracting more customer needs than we have throughput for given staffing considerations as a result of President Biden's robust economy.

		Legislation being discussed at both the State and Federal level adversely impacting the business community

		Lender flexibility and credit easing 

		Level of imports and exports.

		liability insurance premiums skyrocketing. 


		LIBERAL POLICIES WHICH HAVE FLIPPED LOGIC AND CERTAINTY OF THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT ON ITS HEAD.  

THE REPEATED INJECTION OF POLICIES WITH UNKNOWN CONSEQUENCES HAS DISABLED THE AVERAGE BUSINESS TO KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH ANY CERTAINTY OF OUTCOME.  THERE ARE SIMPLY TOO MANY UNKNOWN GOVERNMENT INDUCED VARIABLES INTO THE EQUATION.  

		litigation, renewable energy impact on our long term future

		Loan demand, credit conditions and interest rate changes.

		Local and Federal Taxes

		Local economic conditions

		Logistical delays from COVID shutdown in other countries, lack of inventory, foreign exchange and inability to obtain skilled positions either hiring in USA or with visa.  

		Loosing a major client to a competitor. 

		Lots to make with no people to make it.  We are on our way to being permantely subservient to china.We have an election horizon and they 100 years.  We can not et anything done and they can uniformally get what ever they want done.  We have not brought to the forefront the environmental damage the Silk Road intiative has done. 

		Low fed rate impacts us the most. Raise the fed rate the faster we improve. 

		low interest rate environment is cutting margin and mortgage rates rising is causing declines in mortgage fee revenue. Too  much cash deposits vs amount of lending opportunities.

		Low interest rate environment.

		Low interest rates and excess bank liquidity directly affect my business (it's in the finance and banking sector)

		Low interest rates make it hard to find a reasonable place to park short-term cash.

		lowest ever US interest rates

		M&A environment

		Main issues is the lack of available skilled labor.  Too many trained workers would rather "work on the side for cash" and draw their unemployment.

		Major issue is finding people who are interested in working; attendance is the main reason for termination.  

		Many unknowns including future of pandemic, labor market, political sub-optimization decisions, competition from outside US.

		Margin compression and excessive liquidity.

		Material & Equipment availability and lead times

		Meeting the needs of those we serve.

		members attending live events after COVID

		Middle income and small business owners tend to suffer the most in times like these.  I have seen it before - they are the unfortunate victims of these types of economic, political and social "knee-jerk" policies and business practices.  Our businesses and our family fall into these categories, so we are getting ready for difficult times.  As a CPA that also has a public accounting practice, I also anticipate many of my clients being hit hard. 

		Miserable national leadership.

		Money issue

		monitoring interest rates closely

		Moratorium on evictions by landlords

		Movement to real-time and blockchain based payment systems.

		n/a

		N/A

		NA

		Need for expanding from only employee to hiring a contractor.  

		need to move to a larger facility

		Negativity regarding the energy industry

		New Centers for Medicaid and Medicare services regulations

		New Covid-19 strain and its effect

		No one is looking for work. Unemployment pays too well. Businesses are closing because they can't get staff.
Inventory constraints with computer chip shortage will plague us through the year end


		No others

		no others to note

		none

		none

		None

		none

		none

		None

		None

		none

		none

		None

		None

		None 

		Number one issue - getting people to work.  There is too much money and incentive not to work specifically in the lower end pay ranges ($14-$20 per hour range).

		Office lease contracts 

		On the economy - the radical leftist agenda of this administration which is committed to wealth distribution, consolidating power and tearing down the fundamental building blocks of this country including individual liberty, sovereignty and the free market.    

		Open the damn economy already......our business continues to be harmed because of the onerous and ongoing pandemic restrictions.....all small businesses are being harmed and many of them have not survived.  

		opening up attendance for high school sporting events. 

		Our biggest concern is finding help with limited access to international employees and an unmotivated workforce due to large unemployment benefits.

		Our major issues are the lack of employees and people willing to work.  In addition our material prices have increased greater than 50% over the last 4 months and additional price increases are expected.

		Our state political leadership is attempting to pass various pieces of legislation that could affect our industry.

		out of control federal spending, increase in regulations, COVID restrictions overreach

		over zealous climate change goals

		Overall market and political stability

		Pace of customer preference change faster than capacity to accomodate

		Packaging supply shortages/fulfillment delays

		Pandemic

		Pandemic

		pandemic 

		Pandemic condition continuance and the after effects to the hospitality/recreation industries.

		Pandemic conditions in other countries which supply a large portion of our raw materials.

		Pending legislation (Equality Act) would threaten my organizations existence (Christian church)
Censorship of Biblical teaching

		People not wanting to return to the workforce is resulting in large demand for labor.

		People not wanting work - too much government subsidy

		Persistent low and flat interest rates have a negative impact on our business model.
The slow pace of the post-covid reopening is hindering economic recovery in our area.
Micro- management by the federal regulator is stifling innovation and causing it to shift to less regulated sectors. 

		Physical move into new headquarters; transition to hybrid model (onsite + remote work); managing demands of increased online retail sales

		Planning for a revamping in management style and motivating staff when bringing people back into the office.

		Political Administration tax plan, low interest rate environment for longer, 

		Political change and the related uncertainty over planning.

		Political climate in Washington. Too much partisan politics.

		Political leadership, tax law changes, availability of capital

		Politics; current administration

		Possible increase in interest rates.  Increases in human resource costs (salaries, benefits)

		Potential changes in corporate tax rates

		Potential increase in corporate tax rates

		Potential rate changes by Medicare, regulatory issue in Health Care including COVID-19

		POTENTIAL TAX INCREASES BY BIDEN ADMINISTRATION

		Prescription drug prices.

		Prices of inputs and commodities like lumber pricing for example.  The price increases are staggering in the past month.  

		product shortages, inflation in our industry to the tune of 30%, extreme delays in getting product.

		proposed tax increases

		Rate environment
Speed and magnitude of economic recovery

		Raw material cost inflation, tariffs

		Raw material delivery

		Raw material prices have already more than doubled in the last 12 months. 

		raw material supply availability and time frames - this is really our #1 issue at present

		Reductions in Medicaid reimbursement for services

		Regulations on Information Blocking

		Regulatory and tax policy.

		Regulatory burden.

		Regulatory changes for treatment of independent contractors

		Regulatory issues  - with the passage of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021, regulatory oversight will increase with government backed downward pressure on revenue.

		Regulatory issues in the cannabis industry....the legalization of THC at the Federal Level

		regulatory


		Regulatory/policy changes and strength of credit markets 

		Rehiring furloughed employees

		Reimbursement from the government.

		Relations with China

		Relations with China

		Relations with China

		Replacement parts for machinery and any capital that goes with this.

		Restrictions on opening up fully, or to what capacity.

		resurfacing of COVID would be a huge problem 

		Rising health costs for employees; rising energy and potential fuel shortages due to Biden's plan to move to more green energy initiatives too quickly.  

		rising interest rates may effect our sales

		Rising prices (software, utilities, rent, supplies)

		Rising vehicle gas prices

		Risk of higher taxes. Risk of greater government regulation.  Difficulty recruiting needed personnel. 

		runup in US treasury interest rates

		Scaling up fast enough to fill demand.

		School buildings are heavily restricted with contact tracing, government and media fear spreading not relying on scientific facts. 2 week quarantines and protocols difficult.

		Section 301 China Tariffs


		Shipping costs and availability of containers

		Short supply of labor is limiting our growth.

		Shortage of licensed staff

		Significant decline in operating cash flow.
Computer chip shortage in the automobile industry.

		Simmering polarized political climate - we need to see action, but there is now a constant campaign to block any action, regardless of merit, for political reasons.  Necessary changes are failing to happen.  I have optimism that Biden's administration will continue to inch forward, reversing damaging actions from the prior administration, but the big agenda items will be a greater challenge to pass.  The infrastructure improvement needed to keep our economy rolling may fail to happen because of partisan blockage.

		slow allowed opening of business in Illinois. 

		Social/political outlook

		Staff transitions.

		Staffing

		Staffing - The inability to maintain a complete workforce resulting from the stimulus payments which makes it hard to maintain certain critical components of our workforce.

		Staffing is a problem as it's hard to find help when people are making more money on stimulus and unemployment.  It's tough finding people who want to work.

		State and Local government restrictions

		State of MN Covid restrictions on bars, restaurants, and family entertainment centers

		Staying current in the midst of quickly changing events and circumstances.

		Succession planning

		Succession planning.  Continuing wave of retiring "boomers"

		Supply Chain 

		Supply chain disruptions

		Supply chain disruptions and travel bans due to pandemic.

		supply chain issues

		Supply chain issues 

		Supply chain issues - our manufacturers are not able to get workers (due to people being paid high unemployment amounts to not work).  And manufactures are out of some components and cannot produce product on order.  We have a tremendously high backorder file. 

		Supply chain issues, employee's not willing to work, still receiving handouts.  Continued interruptions with Coronovirus

		Supply chain logistics - air freight prices are still high/delivery times are longer than normal. 

Worldwide shortage of chips, which is causing a decrease in some production areas, negatively affect our business.

COVID-19 precautions have hampered travel, making it difficult to accomplish some company-wide goals (such as training that takes place at HQ, international teams meeting in person, etc.)

		Supply interruptions & COVID.

		Supply/material/inventory constraints and availability issues

		Tax changes

		tax changes forthcoming

		Tax increases

		Tax increases will create less funds for capital expenditures and the current cost increases impact on our customers and their operations.

		Tax policy changes. 

		TAXES!!!!! NUMBER 1 POTENTIAL PROBLEM!!!!!!!!!!

		Technology costs, aging workforce in the accounting and finance industry

		The ability for manufacturing to keep up with the potential pent-up demand when it explodes due to lack of skilled labor and materials.

		The affects of cheap labor entering our country via unchecked illegal immigration, inflated unemployment benefits and free flowing stimulus payments that are keeping workers at home instead of going to work.

		The availability of labor.  They don't even need to be skilled - we will train.  

		The continuation of government restrictions on labor activity

		The continued consolidation of our customer base.

		The current administration is making the US the laughing stock of the world.  Other countries have already began to take advantage of this by delaying shipments and double digit price increases.

		The current administration's attitude toward the oil & gas industry.

		The economic implosion that comes with having a pandemic and printing money to make people feel that there is no cost to the pandemic.

		The frequency of changing tax regulations - it makes it almost impossible to develop a five year plan for tax purposes.

		The global pandemic going away.

		The government subsidies keeping workers on the sidelines too long before entering the workforce.
Materials, steel pricing increases and limited availability....ordering at much higher costs.
Customer preferences and ordering habits are not normal, nor accepting pricing increases.

		The high vacancy rates in the suburban office market

		The lack of connectivity between the Biden administration and what is needed to continue economy growth.  

		The lack of drivers on the road and as a result the reduced need for automotive repairs and services.

		The lack of labor causing cost increases for our company and our vendors

		The national debt is a burden on our economy and should be eliminated.  For our business, we are subject to not just economic conditions, but also to the geo-political realm, which is much more activist than in years past, which makes things even harder.  We need a period of calm, steady growth to heal from our wounds.

		The negative policies being introduced by the current administration. Energy costs, taxes and other regulations.

		The pandemic is still a concern

		The proposed Equality Act is an attempted attack on my organization (church).  If it passes the Senate, I am concerned about the regulations in the bill that will impact us.

		The regulatory environment around energy and fossil fuel usage

		the regulatory environment is key for our outlook

		The tax structure and rates under the Biden Administration.

		The threat of the Joe Biden and other radical leftist being unchecked given there is no reporting or accountability in a highly censored limited access/messaging points controlled by oligarchs.    

		The uncertainty of customer demand for luxury goods 

		The unemployment rate in our area is extremely low and we have many manufacturing entities in the area competing for the same employees.

		The US is increasingly moving toward socialism.  Socialism never works.  It never works.  I will say this again for the kids in the back of the room, socialism never works.  Frankly I am not sure how this will impact my business or the economy but it will be ugly.  I never thought I would miss gridlock in Washington.  Aren't other business owners concerned?  

		Timing when customers are ready to in-person events. During pandemic, all services were developed virtually.

		Too much government regulation and government spending.

		Too much stimulus money for people to want to work

		Tourist industry 

		Trade wars and supply chain disruptions

		Trade, national debt, government deficits, & U.S. as a declining world power.    

		Transitioning from fee for service revenue to value based revenue in the healthcare market.

		Transportation constraints, global recovery

		Transportation costs and delays, supply chain pressures-long lead times, increased tax rates, government mandated regulations and the time burden/cost for compliance. Trying to enforce mask mandates as we are getting more pushback from customers.

		Transportation, transportation, transportation

		Travel industry return to normal

		U.S. republican party's inability to behave sensibly; U.S.-China relations; global intellectual property protection; U.S.-Russia relations

		Uncertain market and tightening credit and increase in investor expectations 

		Uncertain political climate.

		Uncertain regulatory and monetary policies, potential virus resurgence 

		Uncertainty about how our business will change as a result of the pandemic and accounting changes.

		Uncertainty about the availability of funding, not being able to hire and train new staff, and the possibility of another lockdown because of the pandemic.

		Uncertainty related to Federal and  State Tax policy and the related agenda of the current administration in Washington.

		Unemployment and the loss of employer provided health insurance.

		Upcoming midterm election. Inability of Congress to compromise and get more stimulus and other bills passed.

		Us workers are deincentivized to work because they are getting too much unemployment.

		Vaccination coverage for staff. Global geopolitical conditions

		vaccination rates US and the world 

inflation

Schools opening in-person as normal fall of 2021

		Very tough/tight labor market
climate change has impact on the business

		vivid-19 impacts

		Wage inflation is the elephant in the room right now. In markets with a relatively small skilled workforce and a relatively unmotivated unskilled labor pool, you're seeing basic warehouse jobs starting at $18-$22 per hour - which is more that some of our long-term skilled manufacturing workers. Additionally, the explosion of warehouses are driving up the cost of manufacturing facilities dramatically.  There will be markets that prosper as service economies and markets that prosper as distribution centers, but it's hard to find where manufacturing is going to fit into the equation with these significant cost increases.  

		waiting for high school sports to open up to fans. Also, other sports like motor cycle racing to start. 

		We are a manufacturer - 24/7 operation in textile manufacturing.  We have not been able to rehire all the employees laid off during COVID even though we have tried.  The federal stimulus packages are affecting the desire of a certain population to go back to work.  They are willing to do nothing for a lesser amount. 

		We are having a hard time getting the construction supplies we need to complete projects.  Alot of our supplies are out 6-12 months, so our construction stands still until the suppliers get more laborers to produce more output.

		We are in the restaurant and real estate industry - availability of labor (not skilled, just any)

		we develop, build, own and operate affordable housing serving the lowest income individuals in our community.  Despite the current rhetoric, there is insufficient long term funding/policy commitment to this significant national challenge

		We experienced severe damage to our electric distribution plant in wildfires last year.  This continues to be a concern along with the increased government regulations related to wildfire events and utility infrastructure.

		We manage 2 hotels and we were hit hard last year. We are currently seeing an uptick in occupancy but are finding it hard to rehire our employees. They are flat out refusing our offers of re-employment. Wages and the extra unemployment are drivers the main drivers.

		We produce a trade show with a large international presence so we're very interested in the rebound of the travel industry and international vaccination progress & travel

		We provide wholesale funding to U.S. financial institutions and the excessive amount of deposits / liquidity is driving down the need to our funding. Passage of more stimulus or economic packages in the U.S. will only exacerbate the situation. We need the employment and economy to pick up to drain the excess liquidity / deposits from financial institutions. 

		We would like to better diversify our workforce.

		When will restrictions (travel, masks, etc) be lifted, how fast will people get comfortable and will that take a half year or a year for our business levels to return to anything near pre-pandemic?

		Will economy be able to sustain the deficit in the long-run?
Will there be changes to charitable giving?

		With Baby Boomers retiring, employees with trade skills are leaving and we have no one to replace them. I feel we all knew this was coming but the economy's response is too slow to avoid the trade labor shortage. 

		Work From Home (WFH) is concerning to us as we are partially invested in commercial real estate via multi-tenant office buildings.

		World Energy Markets





Demog

		DEMOGRAPHY

		Q29 - Which of the following best describes the organization you work for or are affiliated with?																		☑ Reviewed

		#		Answer		%		Count

		1		Publicly Listed Company		11.98%		80				12%						Privately Owned Entity		416		69%				Sort by count - correct order

		2		Privately Owned Entity		69.46%		464				69%						Not for Profit		93		15%

		3		Government		0.75%		5				1%						Publicly Listed Company		86		14%

		4		Not for Profit		16.92%		113				17%						Other		8		1%

		5		Other		0.90%		6				1%						Government		4		1%

				Total		100%		668				100%								607

		Q31 - How many individuals (including you) work for your organization?														Q32 - Please indicate your total annual revenues

		#		Answer		%		Count								#		Answer		%		Count

		1		1 (only you)		0.90%		6				1%				1		$0 to under $10 million		21.65%		144				22%

		2		 2-4		3.14%		21				3%				2		$10 million to under $50 million		30.38%		202				30%

		3		 5-10		5.39%		36				5%				3		$50 million to under $100 million		12.63%		84				13%

		4		 11-25		7.34%		49				7%				4		$100 million to under $250 million		12.18%		81				12%

		5		26 - 50		11.68%		78				12%				5		$250 million to under $500 million		4.81%		32				5%

		6		51 - 100		15.12%		101				15%				6		$500 million to under $1 billion		4.96%		33				5%

		7		101 - 250		16.92%		113				17%				7		$1 billion or more		13.38%		89				13%

		8		251 - 1,000		17.81%		119				18%						Total		100%		665				100%

		9		1,001 - 5,000		11.38%		76				11%

		10		5,001 - 10,000		2.69%		18				3%

		11		More than 10,000		7.63%		51				8%

				Total		100%		668				100%



		Q33 - Which of the following best describes your title

		#		Answer		%		Count

		1		CFO		6.30%		42				6%				CFO

		2		Controller/Comptroller		6.30%		42				6%				Controller/Comptroller

		3		President		6.45%		43				6%				Vice-President/SVP

		4		Director/Managing Director		42.73%		285				43%				President

		6		Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager		2.85%		19				3%				Director/Managing Director

		7		Vice-President/SVP		18.59%		124				19%				Accounting, Audit, Tax or Technology Manager

		8		CEO/COO		5.70%		38				6%				CEO/COO

		9		Other (please specify)		7.20%		48				7%				Other (please specify)

		10		Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)		3.90%		26				4%				Chief Officers (CAO/CIO/CTO/CRO/KMO)

				Total		100%		667				100%

		Q33_10_TEXT - Other (please specify)

		Senior Capital Markets Examiner

		VP Finance

		regional operating

		Workout Officer 

		Executive Director

		Sr Manager 

		Advisor, Partner

		Treasurer

		Legal Operations

		CFO and Compliance Officer

		Peon

		Senior Contract Analyst

		Senior Director 

		Strategy Manager

		COFO

		Sr. Risk Manager

		Expert Manager

		Finance manager 

		PARTNER

		board director

		Advisor

		owner

		Managing Member

		General manager

		Advisor
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Retail trade optimism improved 
further from 63% to 75% 

Wholesale trade rebounded from 
only 41% optimistic to now 81%

Retail hiring topped the chart in 
Q1 at an expected increase of 
3.8% is now expecting a more 
moderate rate of increase of 
2.9% going forward from Q2

Manufacturing hiring plans also 
improved from an expected increase 
of 2.4% in Q1 to 3.4% in Q2

Technology hiring expectations 
improved from 2.3% in Q1to 3.8% in Q2

Manufacturing optimism jumps from 
58% to 82% optimistic 

Technology rebounded; while a small 
number responded, 100% expressed 
optimism

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

Manufacturing 
jumps; 

Technology 
rebounds

Retail improves; 
Wholesale trade 
rebounds
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70%
75%

48%
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35%
65%

48%
44%

100%
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1Q20
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1Q21
2Q21

Technology

75%
52%

58%
68%

26%
26%

50%
41%

81%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2Q19
3Q19
4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
3Q20
4Q20
1Q21
2Q21
Wholesale Trade
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Finance and Insurance optimism 
rebounded to 81% optimistic from 
53% in Q1

Professional Services also 
continued its recovery to now 77% 
optimistic

Finance and insurance hiring is 
expected to improve from 1.6% in Q1 
to 2.2% going forward from Q2

Professional services hiring is now 
expected to increase at a rate of 1.4%, 
up slightly from 1.0% at Q1

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

Finance & 
Insurance 
rebounds;
Professional 
Services 
improves

Construction optimism rebounded to 
70% after declining from 52% in Q4 to 
only 44% optimistic in Q1
Real Estate and Property also 
recovered to 72% after falling from 45% 
to only 32% optimistic in Q1

Construction hiring plans also ticked 
up, now expected to increase at 2.4% 
rather than the 2.2% projecting in Q1 
Real Estate hiring expectations eased 
slightly from 1.3% to a 1.2% rate of 
increase

Construction 
rebounds; 
Real estate 
also recovers 
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67%
52%

69%
68%

38%
31%

45%
32%

72%
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4Q20
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Real Estate & Property 

83%
76%

66%
83%

29%
49%

52%
44%

70%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2Q19
3Q19
4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
3Q20
4Q20
1Q21
2Q21

Construction

65%
61%

67%
61%

68%
27%

40%
50%

77%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1Q19
2Q19
3Q19
4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
3Q20
4Q20
1Q21

Professional Service

77%
67%

75%
74%

40%
49%

65%
53%

81%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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3Q19
4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
3Q20
4Q20
1Q21
2Q21

Finance & Insurance
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57%
42%

60%
71%

48%
38%

65%
61%

82%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2Q19
3Q19
4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
3Q20
4Q20
1Q21
2Q21

Health Care - Other

63%
58%

67%
54%

24%
39%

56%
39%

71%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2Q19
3Q19
4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
3Q20
4Q20
1Q21
2Q21

Health Care Provider
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Healthcare-
providers optimism 
rebounds; 

Healthcare –others 
optimism improves

Healthcare provider optimism 
rebounded to 71% optimistic after 
falling from 56% in Q4 to only 39% 
in Q1

Healthcare–other also improved 
further to 82% optimistic, up from   
61% in Q1

Expected hiring by Healthcare providers, is 
now expected to increase by 1.4%, up 
slightly from 1.3% in Q1

Healthcare – other hiring is now expected to 
increase at a rate of 3.9%, up from 2.9% in 
Q1
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Expected Employment Change by Industry

Thinking about the coming 12 months, please comment on the probable change for your organization for number of employees

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

1.2

1.2

1.4

1.4

1.9

2.2

2.2

2.4

2.9

2.9

3.4

3.8

3.9

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.0

1.7

1.6

1.6

2.2

3.8

2.1

2.4

2.3

2.9

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Banking
Real Estate & Property
Healthcare - provider

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Mining, Natural Resources and Oil & Gas

Finance and Insurance
Not for Profit
Construction
Retail Trade

Hospitality and Food Services (incl. travel and…
Manufacturing

Technology
Healthcare - other (pharma, devices, etc)

Q1

Q2
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Region and Business-size Outlook
Northeast – optimism improved 26 points to 85% 
South – improved 20 points from 58% to 78% optimistic 
Midwest – optimism ticked up from 62% to 69%
West – rebounded from 59% to 80% optimistic

For employers with > $1 billion in revenues, only 7% have excess employees, while 
50% have too few. Of those with too few employees,  17% remain hesitant while 33% 
are planning to hire.  
Of those in the $100 million to $1 billion category, 51% say they have too few 
employees; 10% are hesitant; while 41% are hiring. 
In the $10 - $100 million range, 48% now have too few employees; of those with too 
few, 13% are hesitant; 35% are hiring.
Of employers with revenues < $10 million 43% have too few employees; 17% are 
hesitant; 26% are hiring.  
Expectations for expansion by businesses with revenues < $10 million improved from 
48% to 63%. Plans for companies in the $10 - $100 million category added 4 points to  
69%. Companies in the $100 million to $1 billion range improved 15 points to 73%; 
those with revenues in excess of $1 billion gained jumped 19 points to now 80% having 
plans to expand. 

Organization 
optimism by 
region 

Employment 
projections 
and 
expansion 
plans by 
company size

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey
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Organization Optimism by Region

The rating that 
best describes 
your view for the 
economic outlook 
for your own 
organization for 
the next 12 
months.

2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
Midwest 27% 37% 46% 62% 69%
West 30% 42% 50% 59% 80%
South 34% 46% 52% 58% 78%
Northeast 26% 38% 51% 59% 85%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Expansion Plans by Business Size
Indicate whether 
you expect your 
business to 
expand or 
contract over the 
next 12 months

2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
< $10 million 63% 62% 52% 62% 24% 40% 41% 48% 63%
$10 to <$100 million 66% 64% 59% 64% 24% 41% 44% 65% 69%
$100 million to <$1 billion 63% 54% 62% 65% 23% 48% 57% 58% 73%
> $1 billion 64% 63% 68% 63% 26% 44% 53% 61% 80%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100% 52% of all businesses expect to expand a 
little in the next twelve months 
17% expect to expand a lot  
21% expect to stay the same
8% expect to contract a little  
2% expect to contract a lot

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey
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Hiring Plans by Business Size
Given current 
conditions, how 
would you 
characterize 
your overall 
staffing situation 
relative to your 
needs?
(i.e., do you have 
excess capacity or are 
employees stretched)We have an

excess number
of employees

We have
approximately
the appropriate

number of
employees

We have too
few employees,

but are
hesitating to

hire

We have too
few employees

and are
planning to hire

Other

< $10 million 4% 49% 17% 26% 4%
$10 to <$100 million 4% 43% 13% 35% 5%
$100 million to <$1 billion 3% 43% 10% 41% 3%
> $1 billion 7% 40% 17% 33% 3%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

2Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey
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3%
4%

6%
6%
6%
6%
7%

19%
43%

Chief Officers…
Other (please specify)

Director/Managing Director
Vice-President/SVP

President
CEO/COO

Accounting, Audit, Tax or…
Controller/Comptroller

CFO

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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1%

1%

12%

17%

69%

Government

Other

Publicly Listed Company

Not for Profit

Privately Owned Entity

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

PositionType of Organization
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8%

3%

11%

18%

17%

15%

12%

7%

5%

3%

1%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20%

More than 10,000

5,001 - 10,000

1,001 - 5,000

251 - 1,000

101 - 250

51 - 100

26 - 50

 11-25

 5-10

 2-4

1 (only you)

Individuals working for organization Size of Organization

22%

30%

13%

12%

5%

5%

13%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

$0 to under $10 million

$10 million to under $50 million

$50 million to under $100 million

$100 million to under $250
million

$250 million to under $500
million

$500 million to under $1 billion

$1 billion or more
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plans  
Q2 2021 
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Pandemic travel restrictions – return plans
Second half of 2021

With vaccinations on 
the rise, which of the 
following best 
describes your 
organization's plan 
with respect to 
business travel 
restrictions in the 
second half of 2021?

22Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

7%

9%

38%

28%

18%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Other (please comment)

Continued restrictions on both domestic and global
travel

Limited easing of both domestic and global travel

Significant easing for domestic travel, continued
restrictions on global travel

Significant easing for both domestic and global
travel
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Pandemic travel return plans
Types of activities allowed

If you plan to 
ease travel 
restrictions in 
the second half 
of 2021 which of 
the following 
types of 
activities will be 
allowed? 

(check all that apply)

22Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

5%

8%

37%

52%

55%

66%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Other (please comment)

Still restricting all travel

Company training programs

Internal business meetings

Industry conferences, trade shows,
exhibitions

Sales or client meetings
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Pandemic travel return plans
Estimated timing to pre-pandemic levels

In what time 
frame to you 
expect your 
organization's 
business travel 
to return to pre-
pandemic 
levels?

22Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

6%

10%

1%

20%

29%

25%

9%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Not sure

Do not expect travel to return to pre-
pandemic levels

More than three years from now

More than a year to three years from now

In the next 12 months

By the end of 2021

We've already returned to pre-pandemic
levels
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Pandemic travel return plans – Reasons for 
not returning to pre-pandemic levels

If you don't 
expect your 
business travel 
spending to 
return to pre-
pandemic levels, 
what is the 
primary reason?

22Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

46%

5%

49%

The shift to virtual makes it
unlikely we will have the
same spending any time
soon on business travel

We don't expect to return
to pre-pandemic levels for
reasons other than the
shift to virtual (please
provide reason)
Not sure/no opinion
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Pandemic travel return plans – Other 
reasons for not returning to pre-pandemic 
levels  We don't expect 

to return to pre-
pandemic levels 
for reasons 
other than the...

22Q 2021 Economic Outlook Survey

Employee safety

Customer restrictions / Customer preferences
We are waiting to see the full results of the vaccinations
Increased unease with public health, coupled with real estate 'bubble' exacerbated 
by the pandemic.

Fewer locations - had to close/sell some locations 

More scrutiny on travel needs

Travel will be restricted to higher value more mission critical instances

The cost savings are immense to not have people travelling as much.  This has 
been a big plus for our business.



AICPA Business 
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For additional information contact:
Kenneth W. Witt, CPA, CGMA
Senior Manager 
Management Accounting
Ken.Witt@aicpa-cima.com

Cary Jones
Associate Manager
Management Accounting
Cary.Jones@aicpa-cima.com

Thank you!
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